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Abstract

This deliverable describes the evaluation results of the final testing phase of the ITCOLE-project
(three phases in total). Two computer supported collaborative learning environments were
developed within the ITCOLE project: FLE3 and Synergeia. They were evaluated on their

technological and pedagogical effectiveness.
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0. Executive Summary
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) plays an increasingly important role in

education. In the field of learning science and research on education CSCL is seen as one of the
most promising pedagogical paradigms. With the increase in research, CSCL practices are
increasingly implemented in schools across Europe. The idea that meaningful learning takes place
primarily in communities is widely acknowledged in the field of learning science and research of

education. The ITCOLE project tried to meet the need for specialized CSCL and knowledge-
building environments that are designed to facilitate collaborative knowledge building within a
local or virtual learning community. In such communities the users neither merely deliver
knowledge nor are they just skimming or ‘surfing’ through knowledge; they are active

participants in the process of knowledge creation. A special characteristic of the ITCOLE project
is that both the pedagogical models and the software tools developed are distributed free of
charge for the European educational landscape. This enables schools and other educational
institutions to test and experiment with the system at minimal cost.

The project has three key scientific and technical objectives:

1) Develop pedagogical models of collaborative knowledge building for European education.

2) Develop a modular knowledge-building environment to support collaborative learning.

3) Evaluate, test and disseminate the environment in European schools in order to build
meaningful pedagogical practices and to advance the use of collaborative learning technology.
This deliverable is mainly devoted to report on the various testing and evaluation activities and is
thus connected to the third objective of ITCOLE.

Within the ITCOLE project, two electronic learning environments (Synergeia and FLE3) have
been developed, that especially focus on the facilitation of computer supported collaborative
learning. These environments do this by making the sharing of documents and resources very

easy, and to introduce forums, called knowledge building areas, in which the feature of thinking
types are introduced (among other functionalities). Thinking types are labels or categorizations
that users have to add to their message, for example “problem”, “my explanation” or “summary”.
The idea is that by labelling the contributions to the discussion, higher order thinking is invoked.

In the last two years, more than 80 collaborative learning projects have been done with Synergeia
and FLE3, with about 100 teachers and 2100 students. In four countries, these projects have been
studied to test and evaluate the technological and pedagogical effectiveness of these systems. This

deliverable describes the outcomes of these evaluations.

What becomes clear in the evaluations is that the environments can be used to support the
emergence of an enormous variety of different projects. Within the sample of projects, all kinds

of subjects are present, within all types of school levels. In general, both teachers and students are
very positive on the technological usability of the learning environments and on the pedagogical
goals of collaborative learning that can be achieved by using these environments. Some
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comments are made on details of the environments, but the environments as a whole are rated as
valuable. Teachers assess the ease of use, the navigation, the screen design and the information
presentation as good. The aesthetics (beauty and elegance) are also rated as good for both

environments, as is the attractiveness to students (reported by the teachers). For students, there
are similar findings.

The evaluation results for the pedagogical usability are more complex. The teachers in all four

countries are of the opinion that the use of the electronic learning environments supports
collaboration among students. However, they conclude that new knowledge building by students
is a complex process, especially when not explicitly guided by teachers. Furthermore, they
concluded that in addition to virtual meetings, face-to-face meetings are necessary for the

learning process. Both teachers and students evaluate the use of thinking types as very important
for the collaborative learning process.

Students report that they have collaborated successfully within the projects. However, their

teachers have the opinion that collaboration is not a ‘natural’ activity for students. This
conclusion was stronger for secondary education than for primary education. With the help of
Synergeia and FLE3, teachers in all countries were able to support the process of collaborative
learning in an effective way. This was caused by the fact that the process was visible to everyone,

and products and ideas of others could easily be seen. However, many teachers claim that deeper
levels of collaboration and shared development of products needs extra support and guidance by
the teachers. Furthermore, students themselves will have to practices these kind of activities
more. Both teachers and students evaluate the use of thinking types as very important for the

collaborative learning process.

Concerning the issue of community building, students report that they enjoyed collaborating.
Many of them got an improved feeling of self-respect due to their contribution to shared

discussions. Together with the other findings, it seems that working in the electronic learning
environments stimulates community building, although this is not an automatic process. Teachers
(and probably students as well) need new skills in order to foster this process of community
building.

Two dimensions seem to influence the teachers’ stance relative to CSCL projects, the previous
experience with CSCL, and the difference between primary school teachers and secondary school
teachers (where for primary teachers CSCL projects are in general more successful).

Successful computer supported collaborative learning projects are dependant on enough training
for the teacher on both pedagogical and technical aspects, enough time for teachers to be able to
prepare the projects and the possibilities to do projects inside the space of the curriculum.

Teachers with experience on CSCL can dedicate more time and effort to scaffold the processes
within the CSCL-projects, where novice teachers need time to get acquainted with both a new
pedagogical model, and a new process. Generally, primary school teachers have more time to
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implement projects, which may explain that they are relatively more successful with their CSCL
factors. Another factor is the fact that for students in secondary education, collaborative learning
is a new paradigm, and also the students have to learn to work according to it. They might be

more reluctant to embrace this new approach, where primary students do not have this luggage of
traditional education and are more open to this new kind of education. The adoption of Computer
Supported Collaborative Learning in secondary education could be improved if the curriculum of
secondary education would be more problem-based.

The issue of novice versus experienced teachers also plays a role in the successful adoption of the
Progressive Inquiry Method by teachers. It became clear that the sustainability and progress of
the inquiry process is critically dependent on teacher’s scaffolding and contributions to the

process. For experienced teachers, this was easier to establish. According to the teachers’
assessment, Synergeia and FLE3 provided a flexible forum for inquiry learning that,
simultaneously, offered tools for structuring the process. An indication for the importance of the
progressive inquiry model is the fact that many reflections and thoughts of teachers after the

projects when thinking about improvements were thoughts about improving the structure and
scaffolding of the inquiry process or the collaborative learning process.

To sum up, it becomes clear that using CSCL can have an added value for European education.

However, educational and pedagogical change will not change overnight. This process will take
many years. The success of CSCL projects is largely dependent on the degree to which teachers
are familiar with the concepts of CSCL. Therefore, one of the results of the ITCOLE project is a
European-wide discussion forum on computer supported collaborative learning (www.euro-

cscl.org), which will help teachers to learn from each other, and to form a community of
practitioners. The teachers that have been using Synergeia and FLE3 within the ITCOLE project
are playing a major role in starting up this forum. This forum is meant for teachers, researchers
and policy makers. Another outcome of the project is a set of guidelines for setting up courses for

professional development of teachers concerning CSCL topics.

ITCOLE has produced two state-of-the-art CSCL-environments, a group of trained teachers,
guidelines for professional development and a forum on CSCL. These are good ingredients for

fostering a CSCL movement around Europe. However, this is not enough. What has become clear
is that teachers (and students) need quite some time and training to get used to the ideas of CSCL.
Furthermore, teachers need time to be able to set up qualitatively good CSCL projects. The next
step will be for national educational boards and school directors to allocate time for teachers in

order to be able to achieve this, and to organise training facilities for teachers on CSCL.
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1. Introduction

1.1 General introduction to the project

The aim of the ITCOLE-project is to develop an electronic learning environment that supports
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), and more specific a modular knowledge-

building environment to support collaborative learning. The absence of suitable and free system
was the reason to initiate the ITCOLE project, and both partners with pedagogical expertise and
partners with technical expertise collaborate in this project.

Within the ITCOLE project, eventually 2 different electronic learning environments have been
developed. Both systems are free to use for the European learning community. The first one is
Synergeia, which is based on the BSCW. The second one is FLE3, which was developed next to
Synergeia, as an open source alternative. Both systems are described in more detail in section 1.2.

Although the development of 2 different softwares gives a scattered picture, in the end, the
availability of two different softwares became a strength of the project. The European learning
community now has a choice between two good alternatives for electronic learning environments
that support CSCL.

As the development of such systems is very complicated (even more because of the involvement
of many different partners) much thought is given to the evaluation of the system. Work package
7 is dedicated to the evaluation. The objectives of work package 7 are:

To evaluate how computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) can be used to facilitate in-
depth learning in various learning settings. We will develop, analyse, and evaluate corresponding
pedagogical practices in order to provide information about challenges and constraints of

networked learning in actual school environments. Special focuses of the project will be to
develop pedagogical models of CSCL for elementary and secondary level science education.

To examine whether and how good pedagogical practices of using networked learning

environments could be scaled up with the help of CSCL.

The evaluation within the ITCOLE project happened in three phases, as can be seen in table 1.1.

Table 1.1. The phases of the field tests in the ITCOLE project.
Phase Planning Description Outcomes
1 September 2001 –

January 2002
Professional development of
teacher; Test Phase 1.

Minor changes to Synergeia
version 1

2 January 2002 –
June 2002

Test Phase 2 with Synergeia
version 1

Revision of Synergeia version
1

3 September 2002 –
March 2003

Test Phase 3: Scaling up.
Projects make use of Synergeia
version 2 and FLE3

Final project results:
- Ideas for future
improvements to software
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During the first phase, the teachers were trained, especially in computer supported collaborative
learning. During phase 2, projects were running inside classrooms with the first version of
Synergeia that was developed (FLE3 was not ready at that moment). During phase 3, scaling up

took place, with more projects running. Now, an improved version of Synergeia was used, and in
some classrooms the first version of FLE3.

The different relationships in the ITCOLE-project are depicted in the scheme below.

This deliverable is the final deliverable of work package 7. It gives a summary of all evaluation

work that has been done within the ITCOLE project, and thus reflects on both the technical and
pedagogical results of the ITCOLE-project as a whole.
In Chapter 2 the previously reported results of evaluation phases 1 and 2 are described. It is a
summary of deliverable 7.2 of the ITCOLE project. Chapter 3 describes the evaluation results of

the third and final phase of the evaluation, where Synergeia and FLE3 were tested. Both

Operationaliza
tion

ITCOLE

System

The Pedagogical
Models

CSCL and knowledge
building research

Design
principles

Testing in
schools

Selection of
schools

Class activities

Development
of tasks

Analysis

Evaluation
reports

Pedagogical
results

Technical
results

Technical partners Pedagogical partners
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environments were tested in a similar way. But because of the fact that there are differences in the
functionalities of the systems, the evaluation instruments differ as well. Therefore, the evaluation
of both environments is described separately. Chapter 4 gives the specific and overall

conclusions.

1.2 Synergeia and FLE3

Many electronic learning environments already exist, and they all have their features and built-in
ideas on supporting and shaping the learning process. The environments share many

functionalities, but they differ in the details. Before choosing an electronic learning environment,
it is good to consider what are the purposes of a specific learning situation: different learning
situations need different electronic learning environments. Nowadays many content management
systems exist, specifically used for distance education: the emphasis is on electronic content and

communication (for example BlackBoard, see www.blackboard.com). Other environments
emphasise collaborative work. These environments are not, strictly speaking, learning
environments, but collaboration environments. However, these environments can be used for
education, as the sharing of documents, communication, and shared workspaces are suitable for

collaborative learning. A well-known example of shared workspaces is BSCW (see
http://bscw.gmd.de).

The aim of the Synergeia-environment, developed within the ITCOLE-project, is to be a modular

knowledge-building environment to support collaborative learning and Computer Supported
Collaborative Learning (CSCL), especially for primary and secondary education, in various
European countries.
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Synergeia combines features of the two types of electronic learning environments mentioned
above: it consists of communication tools, and empty spaces to allow the teacher to create and
shape his courses. But it also has the shared workspaces and document sharing from the

collaborative workspaces. Synergeia can be seen as a shared workspace for learners, prepared and
shaped by the teacher.

On top of this Synergeia adds some features that are specific to this learning environment, and are

used to facilitate CSCL. One of these features is the MapTool, a shared whiteboard together with
chat functionality specifically designed for CSCL.

 

Furthermore, Synergeia has Knowledge Building areas, shared discussion spaces where learners
can communicate and elaborate on their common knowledge. Within these Knowledge Building

areas, learners are provided with built-in scaffolds, that is, they have to use a set of Thinking
Types. Thinking Types are labels that the learners have to attach to their contributions. Examples
of Thinking Types are “theory”, “question” or “summary”. The idea is that learners develop and
use more metacognitive skills in their communication while using these thinking types.

Part of the evaluation of the Synergeia environment specifically addresses the extra features, with
the research question whether they really support collaboration between students.

Another environment developed within the ITCOLE project is FLE3. FLE3 shares many of the
pedagogical ideas and functionalities with Synergeia. The main resemblance is the use of thinking
types in a knowledge building area. An extra functionality that FLE3 has is jamming, a tool that
can be used for prototyping. Functionalities like calendar and address book are organised

differently in both tools.
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More information on the technical features of both electronic learning environments, and the
rationale behind developers choices can be found in other deliverables of the ITCOLE project,
and through the website www.euro-cscl.org

1.3 The research questions

In the ITCOLE-project, both technical and pedagogical research questions are used to evaluate
Synergeia and FLE3. In total, there are four technical research questions and six pedagogical
research questions. All ten research questions are described below.

The following four usability questions are the technical research questions that are included in the
validation and evaluation methodology:

T1: Are the users satisfied by the functionality provided by the system? How does

ITCOLE support current practices of learning and instruction at school?

T2: Does the usage of the system support the quality and efficiency of the work of the
users? Which indications can be found for that?

T3: How easy to use is the system from the viewpoint of the students and teachers
(user-friendliness)? What kind of support would the users need in order to be able to

use the environment in an effective way?

T4: For which types of classroom activities are it particularly good? Which extensions

or enhancements might be required to extend its application area?

In addition to these four questions, of course the usual criteria for software products, such as
required resources for installation and maintenance, robustness, performance, and quality of
documentation, are being evaluated, primarily from the users’ point of view.
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The following six research questions are the pedagogical questions that are be assessed with the
validation and evaluation methodology:

P1: How does ITCOLE promote pedagogical change in the participating schools?

P2: Whether and how does the system support the progressive inquiry model?

P3: How does ITCOLE support collaboration between students?

P4: How does the system facilitate community building?

P5: How does ITCOLE foster conceptual change?

P6: What kind of support and supporting tools do teachers need to monitor and guide
students in the context of ITCOLE?

The Progressive Inquiry Model is a specific implementation of CSCL. Details of this model can
be found in previous deliverables of the ITCOLE project.

1.4 Research Instruments

The evaluation of a new software system is a complicated affair. Especially when the validation is
done in real educational settings (i.e. classrooms) in four different countries. Furthermore, the
data collection had a tight time schedule, due to the fact that many educational projects were still
running in the various countries, while the deadline for data analyses was approaching. In order to

meet these challenges, a set of research instruments has been developed to be able to quickly give
answers to the questions whether the new software environments are usable from both a
pedagogical and technological viewpoint.
For phase 1 and 2, reflective notes, questionnaires for teachers and students, teacher interviews

and user stories were used. The outcomes of the evaluation of phase 1 and 2 are described in
chapter 2.
For phase 3, again teacher and student questionnaires were used. Furthermore group interviews
with teachers were held. Both questionnaires and interview were meant to gather both

quantitative and qualitative data. To elaborate on the findings from the questionnaires and
interview, analyses have been performed on the activities within the educational projects and a
content analysis was done on the knowledge building areas. In appendices 1 and 2, an overview
with short descriptions is given on all projects carried out within the ITCOLE project (both phase

2 and 3 projects). In Chapter 3.1 four of these projects are described in more detail as case
studies.
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2. Evaluation results of phase 1 and 2
The purpose of this chapter is to describe evaluation results of phases 1 and 2 from the

participating countries. Data was gathered in two different phases. The objective of the studies in
phase 1 was to provide information of the participating teachers’ first impressions of Synergeia,
and their conceptions on pedagogical principles. The data gathered during the phase 2 provided
information about the projects carried out in classrooms, teachers’ and students’ experiences

during, and after the first projects conducted with Synergeia.

The last part of this chapter contains a summary of reflections on User stories collected during the
phases 1 and 2.

2.1 Goals of the Field Test Phases 1 and 2

The goal of the testing in phase 1 (professional development of the teachers) was to explore the
pedagogical models and the independent tools that were to be integrated in the ITCOLE
environment; this exploration was done in collaboration with the teachers. The pedagogical

usability was central in this phase. Therefore it was included in teacher training in each country.
The goal of the case studies in phase 2 was to test the pedagogical models and version 1 of
Synergeia within the school environments of four different countries. The goal was to analyse
how the ITCOLE software can be used in school environments together with CSCL models in a

pedagogically meaningful way. This second phase provided in-depth information on the
pedagogical usability as well as the technical usability and functioning of the tools.

2.2 Pedagogical Approaches

Before the ITCOLE-project, all four pedagogical partners have employed the same basic

theoretical framework (constructivism, socio-cultural / situative view) to create CSCL practices
and to conduct research within this area. However, in each country the emphasis has been on
some special domains, methodologies, or theoretical approaches. In Finland, the special focus
was on the development of the pedagogical model of progressive inquiry, on the investigation of

cognitive and motivational dimensions of CSCL in different school levels, and on the
development of qualitative content analysis methods as well as analysis based on video data. In
Greece, the researchers in the field of CSCL have emphasized the importance of research on
conceptual change, especially in mathematics and science education. In addition to pre- and post-

experimental settings the Greek researchers have developed methods for analysing students’
interaction. The Italian researchers have been interested especially in the features of community
development and different forms of collaboration and communication. The latter focus has
inspired them also to further develop the discourse analysis technique. In the Netherlands the

emphasis, especially in secondary education, has been on authentic learner-centred learning
contexts, and on the question of how students ‘learn to learn’ within these new learning
conditions, including shared regulation processes between the learners, as well as on individual
(meta)cognitive self-regulation processes.
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The above-mentioned pedagogical ideas in each country have also been present in the approaches
in the ITCOLE project. The approaches are introduced in more detail in Deliverable 2.1 “A
review of the state-of-the-art of pedagogical models of CSCL (see http://www.euro-

cscl.org/site/itcole/D2_1_review_of_cscl.pdf).

2.3 Teacher training and support

One important goal of ITCOLE project has been to create guidelines for teacher training and
pedagogical support. This work was centralized in WP 8, and is described in Del 8.1. “ITCOLE

teacher training and consulting model”. The purpose of this model is:
a) To provide a general model on teacher training and support in implementing and

disseminating new pedagogical models in European schools;
b) To offer practical and more concrete teacher training guidelines for ITCOLE-partners for

starting and supporting the first and the second testing phases of the project.
In the following chapter applications of this model in different participating countries are
presented; the more detailed information about the model and the applications can be found in
Del 8.1.

2.3.1 Teacher training and support in Finland

The training and consultation model was divided into three different phases:
A) Orientation training,

B) Action stage training, and
C) Assessment and reflection stage training.

Ten pilot teachers participated in the first and second testing phases and 29 teachers in the third
testing phase within the ITCOLE –project in Finland. Orientation-, action - and assessment and

reflection stage training was implemented with both groups of teachers emphasising
collaboration, teacher networking, peer tutoring and dissemination of new pedagogical practices.

A. Orientation stage training
The first orientation stage training, during the autumn term 2001, presented the ITCOLE project
in general, and proposed the roles, aims and ways of working of those taking part. The training
set out to build on the teachers’ understanding of concepts, theories and methods of progressive
inquiry learning, collaborative learning and knowledge building in the learning projects.

Furthermore the aim was to introduce teachers to the key terms and operating models of the
project and commit the teachers to the collaboration and participatory design process. These
included an assessment of the technical and pedagogical usability of the Synergeia learning
environment, assessment methods and a general user interface analysis as a form of support for

assessment work.

B. Action stage training
During the spring term 2002 the teachers carried out the long-term progressive inquiry learning

projects supported by Synergeia learning environment in their teaching. Teachers planned their
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projects collaboratively according the pedagogical principles of progressive inquiry and
according the goals of school curriculum and information strategy.

The implementation of learning projects assessing the pedagogical and technical usability was
guided by virtual teacher training and face-to face consulting in authentic learning contexts at
schools during the action stage. The virtual teacher teaching dual model was applied to training:
teachers had access to the first version of the Synergeia learning environment and, complying

with the principles of the project, the virtual training was used as much as possible.

Virtual pedagogical workshops. In this context, virtual pedagogical workshops meant problem-
centred, intensive knowledge building lasting one or two hours, during which teachers, trainers

and researchers collaborated in real time. Virtual workshops sought to build knowledge on a joint
topical pedagogical problem-statement, which teachers taking part have been tasked with finding
out about beforehand. As a result of knowledge building, teachers reached joint understanding
about the matter.

Teacher knowledge building area in Synergeia learning environment. There was also a
teachers' long-term knowledge building area in the Synergeia learning environment during the
action stage. The Knowledge Building acted mainly as a FAQ function, but it also encouraged

some shared expertise among teachers, trainers and researchers.

Individual school and teacher consulting during the action stage. There were about 25-30
consulting and teacher training occasions in pilot schools and classrooms during the action stage.

The consultants collaborated with teachers and pupils, offered pedagogical and user support and
mediated technical support.

C. Assessment and reflection stage training
The concluding, reflective seminar was at the end of spring term 2002. The seminar set out to
share common experiences and plan further actions especially teacher networking and
dissemination of the first and second testing phase results. The teachers were encouraged to
present their learning projects, the pedagogical model of progressive inquiry, Synergeia learning

environment and ITCOLE -project generally in their schools with the purpose of disseminate the
new pedagogical practices and encourage the cultural change and reflection. Teachers were also
empowered to network with their colleagues and invited to participate to the third testing phase
with a peer or in the teams of teachers.

The third testing phase training
Seven of the pilot teachers continued participating into the ITCOLE -project during the third

testing phase, autumn term 2002, now in teams with their new colleagues, or with a peer they had
invited to collaborate. The pilot teachers acted as peer tutors and reference group for the new
beginners as it was suggested in Del 8.1. Eight of the new teachers were from same schools as the
pilot teachers; but pilot teachers shared their experience also over the school organisations.
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There were also new teams of teachers recruited to the project within the third testing phase. All
total 22 new teachers and seven pilot teachers carried out the long-term learning projects

supported by Synergeia -and FLE3 -learning environments in autumn term 2002.

The third testing phase teachers were also trained using the same training model; orientation,
action and assessment and reflection stage. Anyhow they did not have so many face-to face

training days in Media Centre since the goal of training was now to empower the networks of
teachers to share their expertise and disseminate good pedagogical practices both horizontally
(from school to another) and vertically (inside the school) in authentic school practices and
virtually in Synergeia and FLE 3 -learning environments. The third testing phase ended up with

the concluding seminar, were dissemination of new pedagogical practices and continuation of the
development work after ITCOLE -project was planned and confirmed.

2.3.2 Teacher training and support in Greece

In Greece, the following instructional and organizational choices were made about the teacher
training:

Instructional
1) To focus on learning situations in which conceptual change is needed. The Greek teachers at
all levels of education need instruction on the current understandings about how learning takes
place in demanding subject matters. It is quite common that the teachers do not recognize the
cases, in which there is a need for restructuring the students’ understanding. 2) To make clear the

special usefulness of Synergeia in supporting learning community cultures, and to introduce
teachers to the interplay between accounts of social interactions and accounts of conceptual
change. 3) To insist on passing on learning responsibilities to the learners themselves and to the
need for careful scaffolding of the collaborative environment for this end.

Organizational
In Greece, Synergeia was introduced in everyday classrooms, and teachers were discouraged to
use it for activities outside the normal teaching schedule. The latter is common with many ICT

interventions in Greece, and it reinforces the belief that ICT is not efficient in mainstream
teaching.

The organization of teacher training
The involved teacher trainers were split in the following groups: 1) Teacher trainers of secondary
school teachers who had already attended one year of graduate training on the introduction of ICT
in public schools; and 2) teachers from primary and secondary schools who agreed to play the
role of initiators to the usage of Synergeia within their own schools. The researchers organized

workshops for both teacher-trainers and teachers. All meetings lasted approximately three hours
and took place at the University of Athens.
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In addition to the workshops there were many telephone and e-mail contacts. Initially, the goal of
these contacts was to establish commitment to the project and later to introduce the participants to
the various background literatures. As teacher trainers started proposing designs for classroom

interventions, interaction moved towards thinking of the principles on the specific designs that
they were developing.

The workshops of the teachers to other teachers
In most of the cases, when an introduction was done in some school, the other teachers of the
school wanted to wait for the success of this first region (March-April 2002), before they decided
whether they themselves would enter the project. Therefore, at this point, the researchers put a lot
of effort in the collaborative construction of good Synergeia activities and the use of these

designs for training the teachers in the pedagogical concerns.

In phase 3 new teachers were found by three main sources:
a) Teachers who participated in the Basic and Applied Cognitive Science program in the

University of Athens (G 3.5 and G 3.14). They were trained in personal meetings with the
researchers in the University since contact with them was easier.

b) Pilot teachers who did the initial introduction of the software functionality introduced the
teachers in projects G 3.7, G 3.8, G 3.9, G 3.10, G 3.11, and G 3.12 to the project. Further

training was realized through the collaboration with the researchers
c) The teacher in the project G 3.13 was in another city. He was trained through a technical

guide on Synergeia in Greek created by the researchers and through distant interaction
(by telephone, e-mail and Synergeia itself)

The projects G 3.xx are described later on in this report.

2.3.3 Teacher training and support in Italy

In Italy, the teacher training was organized by combining three types of action:

1) Face to face training: local and national meetings during which the project was presented,
discussed and analysed;

2) Monitoring the classroom sections: researchers trained for this project observed the
classroom sessions. During the observation the researchers used some grids designed for

this purpose. Some of the sessions have been videotaped; and
3) Distance training: Synergeia (along with email) has been used for this purpose.

The theoretical approach was related to the progressive inquiry model along with the principles

coming from the principles of communities of learning, constructivism, and collaboration at a
distance. Data was collected from the videotapes, the observation grids and from the reports
written about the meetings.

Workshops for teachers
In the first meeting (September 2001) the project and the software available was presented and
discussed. Initial activity using the software in classrooms took place, which included discussion
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and the sharing of theoretical papers. Some organisational issues were discussed, like on the
number of students to be involved and on the frequency of the project-work. Moreover,
brainstorming about the learning contents started. In October 2001 a second workshop was held

in which the researchers and the teachers tested the software together. Some issues emerged
during this session, and they were discussed and clarified.

In the subsequent three meetings in November and December 2001, teachers and researchers

discussed about learning contents. Main issues were, how to organise the activities in the
classrooms, and what is the knowledge domain for the activities. From January 2001 to June
2002, several meetings were organised.

New Teachers’ meetings
From the 9 of May to the 26 of June, 3 new meetings were organized for teachers that will be
involved in the third phase (in September 2002). In these meetings, Synergeia and the theoretical
approach used in ITCOLE project was presented. In all, 12 new teachers participated to the

meetings in Rome.

2.3.4 Teacher training and support in the Netherlands

The training for The Dutch teachers was divided into three phases, an introduction phase, a

training phase, and a support phase:

Introduction phase
The first phase was a face-to-face meeting, in which teachers that showed interest in participation

were introduced to Synergeia and to the concepts of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning
(CSCL). These meetings took 3 to 4 hours. Although these meetings were only “introduction-
sessions”, a lot of training was being done already. These sessions were also used to collect user
stories that were used to help the further development of Synergeia.

Training phase
The second phase consisted of one or more face-to-face meeting(s), in which teachers were taught
all details of Synergeia. Furthermore, much emphasis was on the concepts of CSCL, and what

this means in day-to-day teaching. In these session(s) the researchers helped the teachers to set up
their projects. The amount of sessions depended on the level that the teachers already had
concerning ICT-competencies and on their CSCL-experience. Furthermore, it depended on the
local possibilities of each school and each teacher.

Unfortunately, time was too short for the primary schools, and there were no schools interested in
participating in phase 2. In a later stage, the sessions were held for a group of secondary school
teachers, and the results were much more promising. The teachers were much more enthusiastic,

and projects were set up. But again, time was too short to be able to fit the projects in the busy
school programs.
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Support phase
Training and support was given during the running time of the projects. This was done in order to
let the projects run as smooth as possible. A “contract” was been made with the participating

schools that stated what support the teachers could (not) expect from the researchers.

In addition to the face-to-face support and training, online tutoring was offered for teachers.
Teachers could contact the researchers any time by telephone and e-mail. In addition a course in

Synergeia was created, in which teachers could find all kinds of support (documents,
presentations, websites), together with ideas for projects. Besides, an electronic manual was
made. Teachers could use this manual to learn the most important functionalities of Synergeia.

2.4 Phase 1 – teachers’ pedagogical conceptions and their first
impressions of Synergeia

It is important to notice that when these evaluations were made, the teachers had not yet used

Synergeia in their own teaching practice.

2.4.1 General impressions in each country

Finland. All the ten Finnish teachers reported that they used ICT in their work in versatile way,

and all of them had got familiarized with BSCW, and the basic principles of progressive inquiry
already during the autumn term 2001. Two of the teachers had also used CSCL previously in their
teaching before the ITCOLE project. All the Finnish teachers also agreed that the model of
progressive inquiry fit well in their vision on teaching and learning, even though four of them

could not agree that it would also fit well in the vision of their school.
Greece. The participating Greek teachers were interested in collaborative inquiry, but they felt
that the school environment did not support it. However, according to their reports, they tried to
implement it in their classrooms. Although the Greek teachers were very familiar with computers,

they did not use them for testing students. This is in accordance with what teachers often say: that
they are not sure about how to implement the computer instructionally, and, moreover, how to
evaluate students when they work using computers.
Italy. The first phase questionnaire showed how the Italian teachers involved were sensitive to the

theoretical models embraced by the project. In fact, most of them declared to use already
collaborative inquiry and problem solving in their teaching practice. The Italian teachers used
ICT mostly to plan their activity, to search on the Net and to look for information. Most of the
students used the computer from a minimum of 15 minutes to a maximum of two hours per week.

2.4.2 Conceptions on conceptual change

In the first questionnaire the teachers were asked to evaluate principles of promoting conceptual
change.

Finland. The results showed that the participating Finnish teachers had pedagogically relevant
conceptions in order to promote conceptual change in their class.
Greece. In general, the Greek teachers favoured practices that are conductive to conceptual
change. However, they seemed uncertain about two issues. The first has to do with the school
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context; the second is at the core of the conceptual change approach: they feel uncertain on
whether the curriculum allows them the time for deeper examination of the subjects they teach,
and for confronting misinterpretations from the side of their students. The Greek teachers were

uncertain, whether expressing alternative explanations from the side of the students could lead
their peers towards false beliefs.

2.4.3 Conceptions on Community of learners

The teachers were also asked to describe how much time they spent in their teaching practice on
the basic elements of a ”Community of learners”.
Finland. The results showed that the Finnish teachers were often spending time to foster
communities of learners. Only one element, “Using computers to broaden class’s talk to the

outside world” was used rarely, but still at least once a month. The Finnish teachers thought that
implementation of these elements was relatively easy, but that it required a lot from a teacher,
especially planning and monitoring the process.
Greece. Among the various dimensions of building a community of learners, teachers in Greece

were mostly in favour of emphasizing different points of view as a resource for collective
reasoning. However, they had great difficulties with the following issues:

• Developing shared procedures and common practices for negotiating class rules amongst
the students

• Keeping the tasks planned for the students as flexible as possible.
The answers showed the difficulties in giving real responsibilities for learning to students. Indeed,
most of the Greek teachers thought that the current curriculum makes it impossible for them to
adapt the principles of community of learners in the everyday life of classrooms.

Italy. The mostly used element of the community of learners model in Italy, according to
teachers’ answers, was to encourage students being autonomous in learning, while the less
applied was the role of flexibility.

The teachers were also asked to evaluate, how Synergeia can foster the principles of the
communities of learners in classrooms.
Finland. These answers were also positive in Finland; however, outside-class collaboration and
use of different roles were thought not be supported as well as other elements. As one of the first

impressions of Synergeia, all the Finnish teachers thought that Synergeia could support the
building of a community of learners, as well as support collaborative learning at distance. In order
to make Synergeia more effective in sustaining a community of learners, the teachers suggested
following features:

• Figures or pictures on the front page to create sense of community; an info window;
• MapTool should be replaced with a tool that could provide more than just drawing;
• Each group should have its own “room” where it would be easier to enter and to leave.

Greece. With respect to whether Synergeia supports the principles of the communities of learners
in classrooms, most of the Greek teachers agreed. They justified their answer by mentioning that
it supports the exchange of ideas and information and the development of dialogue. However, the
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teachers would like to see Synergeia simplified to be easier for students, while many of them
mention its potential for including games.
Italy. According to the Italian teachers’ first experiences, Synergeia can support a learning

community for several reasons. First of all, it is based on the exchange of knowledge and to joint
enterprise to analyse and solve a problem, and by using Synergeia, learning and teaching can
easily take place among the students. The teachers also thought that, within Synergeia, it is
possible to collect and store different points of view on the same topic, and this can be a resource

for the collective reasoning and for the development of shared practices. Another principle of the
community of learners that can be easily applied in Synergeia, is the take on of different roles; for
example certain students from one classroom can act as experts toward students of another
classroom that don't have the same type of knowledge regarding a certain topic.

2.4.4 Concluding remarks concerning the Phase 1

Finland. As a conclusion of the participating Finnish teachers pedagogical conceptions after the
first phase, it can be stated that all the teachers were advanced in terms of their pedagogical

thinking. They reported that they used progressive inquiry and ideas of problem-based learning,
as well as elements to foster learning community in their teaching practice. Further, they also had
elaborated ideas of promoting conceptual change in their classroom. All of the teachers also used
ICT frequently in their work in versatile manner, and had previous experience of CSCL and

progressive inquiry. After the first phase, the teachers were positively looking forward to carry
out their own projects, and they felt their conceptions about progressive inquiry and use of
networked environments had elaborated. They thought Synergeia to be a promising tool;
however, they already had some suggestions for modifications. Overall participation in ITCOLE

had been a positive experience; collaboration and sharing of ideas with colleagues was valued.
Greece. Although one Greek teacher was feeling that he did not really need any more support for
using Synergeia in the classroom, most of the Greek teachers mentioned not only the need for
some descriptive statistics to guide them on the activities of students, but also a need for further

collaboration with researchers.
Italy. Among the most requested changes to Synergeia, the Italians found the graphic that should
be more amusing and appealing, and the possibility to see their own contributions to the design of
the tool right away. The requested changes from the Italian test site at this stage were:

• More thinking types and graphical representation with different icons,
• A connection to a 3D environment where students projects could be built,
• Improvements to chat and MapTool,
• An interface more friendly.

2.5 Phase 2 – the first test projects in classrooms

In the second phase of ITCOLE-project, teachers from Finland, Greece and Italy carried out
several classroom projects, to test the pedagogical models and Synergeia v1 with their students.
In all, 655 students and 30 teachers participated to the test projects, together with 2 university

teachers and 55 university students. In the first section below, the general overview of the
projects in each country is presented. In the other sections, there is a summary of results of the
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experiences, based on the teacher interviews and written reflective notes, and teacher and students
questionnaires.

In the Netherlands, there were no classroom projects carried out in phase 2, although some
teachers participated to training sessions. The researchers reported that the Dutch teachers were
not interested to commit themselves to a project of which the software was not ready. Therefore,
from phase 2 we can report only the results of the Finnish, Greek and Italian classroom projects.

2.5.1 Overview of the classroom projects in phase 2

In this chapter, the classroom projects in phase 2 in each country are listed using the same table
format. From each project, the tables report following information: project name, the subject

domains that it included, teacher’s background information, number of participating students, and
the amount of knowledge produced to the Synergeia database during the project separately from
students and teachers (number of notes to KB areas, number of documents and ideas, and number
of links to www). Because of the different pedagogical and organisational approaches, there is

much variation in the projects. In Appendix1 is a short textual description of each project; they
reveal better than the tables the rich variety in the approaches.

In Finland, 10 teachers and 235 students participated in phase 2 testing in 8 projects described in

Table 2.1. In Greece, 5 teachers and 132 students participated in phase 2 carrying out 5 projects
(Table 2.2). In Italy, the 5 projects in phase 2 were collaboration projects between several
classrooms, in which 15 teachers and 315 students of primary and junior secondary
schools participated; in addition one project was done in which two university teachers and 55

students were involved. Total for Italy is thus 6 projects with 17 teachers and 370 students (Table
2.3).  The numbers can slightly differ from the numbers above on overall participating students
and teachers, as some students and teachers took part in more than one project. The same applies
for the numbers in the tables below.



Table 2.1: Classroom projects in Finland in phase 2. P = pilot teacher.

Project name
(subject domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School
grade (age of

students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks
(hours
/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links by

students/
teachers

F 2.1 Globe
(Natural sciences)

F P1. Female (33, 6,
much), and
FP02. Male (35, 8, a lot),
Kallahti primary school

Comprehensive
4th

(age 10-11)

28

27

14 weeks
(3 hours
/week)

Two classes partly
collaborating

348/30 + 38/1 + 1/1

442/33 + 69/2 + 3/8

F 2.2 All roads lead to
Rome (History)

F P3. Male (35, 13,
much), Santahamina
primary school

Comprehensive
6th

(age 12-13)

28 14 weeks
(3 hours
/week)

621/20 + 90/2 + 1/2

F 2.3 Culture (Multidisci-
plinary; native language,
geography, religion,
history...)

F P4. Female (47, 10,
much), Alppila lower
secondary school (+ two
other teachers)

Comprehensive
9th

(age 15-16)

15 10 weeks (no
fixed lessons)

Partly distance learning,
voluntary, students
conducted varying
subjects

287/76 + 1/2 + 0/3

F 2.4 Reading and
Writing (in Special edu-
cation) (Learning skills;
texts from biology,
psychology and
philosophy)

F P5. Female (37, 16,
some), special education
in high schools

High school
2nd-3rd

(age 17-18)

6
13

8 weeks
 (5 hours
/week)

Special education; the
first group was from one
school, the second one
included students from
two schools

26/9 + 9/30 + 0/10
71/15 + 0/27 + 0/3

F 2.5 Kalevala (Native
language)

F P6. Male (52, 27,
much), Orton school, and
FP7. Male (36, 6, much),
Etelä-Kaarela lower
secondary school

Comprehensive
9th

(age 15-16)

10+20 14 weeks
(1-2 hours

/week)

Collaboration between
an ordinary and a
special education
classroom

186/25 + 26/1 + 0/3

F 2.6 Sources of
financing and Finland’s
financing market
(Economics)

F P8. Male (30, 3, some),
Etu-Töölö upper
secondary school

High school 1st

(age 16-17)
14
19

6 weeks
(6 hours
/week)

Two separate groups.
Students produced a
collaborative report in
groups of 2-3

69/15 + 34/5 + 3/0
55/11 + 29/5 + 3/0

F 2.7 Matrix (Philosophy) F P9. Male (39, 10,
much), Etu-Töölö upper
secondary school

High school 1st

(age 16-17)
32 6 weeks

(5 hours
/week)

Virtual collaboration with
some students around
Europe

152/22 + 0/3 + 0/10

F 2.8 Human is what he
eats - Youth in media
(Media education)

F P10. Male (34, 11,
none), Pohjois-Helsinki
lower secondary school

Comprehensive
9st

(age 15-16)

23 12 weeks
 (2-3 hours

/week)

154/46 + 9/4 + 6/5
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Table 2.2: Classroom projects in Greece in phase 2. P = pilot teacher.

Project name (subject
domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School grade
(age of

students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks (hours

/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links

by students/
teachers

G 2.1 Technology
project (Technology
lesson)

G P1. Male (36, 10,
some), Ellinogermaniki
Agogi

Lyceum 10th

(age 15-16)
28 2 weeks

(1 hour
/week)

Doing a project is normal
for a technology class.
There was a transfer in
the Synergeia domain.

33/1 + 1/0 + 0/0

G 2.2 Electric circuits
(Physics)

G P2. Male (33, 4, some),
Ekpaideutiria Kostea-
Geitona
Gymnasium

Gymnasium 9th

(age 14-15)
24 4 weeks

(2 hour
/week)

In this long activity, three
Knowledge Building
places were used.

149/4 + 2/5 + 0/0

G 2.3 Electric circuits
(Physics)

G P3. Male (42, 15,
none), and
GP04. Female (35, 5,
none), 5th Gymnasium in
Nikaia,

Gymnasium 9th

(age 14-15)
28 2 weeks

(1 hour
/week)

1/19 + 1/0 + 0/0

G 2.4 Let us put our
questions

G P5. Male (32, 9, none),
13th and 21st Primary
schools in Keratsini

Primary 6th

(age 11-12)
26 2 weeks

(1 hour /week)
The students were free to
put whatever questions
they wanted to see their
fellow’s opinion about.

100/3 + 0/2 + 0/2

G 2.05 Finding
grammatical forms in a
poem (Language)

G P5. Male (32, 9, none),
13th and 21st Primary
schools in Keratsini

Primary 6th

(age 11-12)
26 2 weeks

(1 hour /week)
Students discussed face
to face and used
Synergeia only for sharing
their work easily.

0/0 + 10/1 + 0/0
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Table 2.3: Classroom projects in Italy in phase 2.

Project name (subject
domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School grade
(age of

students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks (hours

/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links

by students/
teachers

I 2.1 Writing fairy tales
(Language)

I P1. Male (46, 23, much),
and
I P2. Female (45, 20,
none), Contardo Ferrini,
Rome
I P3. Female (54, 28,
much), and
I P4. Female (59, 30,
none), Via Casal del
Marmo, 216, Rome

Primary 5th

(age 10)

Junior
secondary 6th

(age 11)

23

22

16 weeks (2
hours /week)

16 weeks (7
hours /week)

Two classes had only one
computer with Internet
connection.
Communication at a
distance was very difficult.
Students discussed face
to face and used
Synergeia for uploading
their documents.

76/1 + 62/2 + 1/0

I 2.2 Writing fairy tales -
computer's tales
(Language)

I P1. Male (46, 23, much),
I P2. Female (45, 20,
none),
I P5. Female (33, 8,
none), and
I P6. Female (40, 13,
none), Contardo Ferrini
I P7. Female (31, 7,
none), Giuseppe Mazzini,
Bari

Primary 4th

(age 9)

Primary 4th

(age 9)

18

26

16 weeks (2
hours /week)

Classes of Rome had
only one computer with
Internet connection.
Communication at a
distance was very difficult.
Students discussed face
to face and used
Synergeia for uploading
their documents.

19/3 + 34/0 + 9/2

I 2.3 Writing fairy tales -
little men of …
(Language)

I P8. Female (45, 25,
none), and
I P9. Female (39, 15,
none), Contardo Ferrini,
I P10. Female (-, -, much),
Giuseppe Mazzini

Primary 2nd

(age 7)

Primary 3rd

(age 8)

23

21

26+23

16 weeks (2
hours /week)

Classes of Rome had
only one computer with
Internet connection.
Communication at a
distance was very difficult.
Students discussed face
to face and used
Synergeia for uploading
their documents.

105/2 + 36/5 + 0/0
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I 2.4 Building
Diversitytown
(Multidisciplinary)

I P11. Female (50, 24,
much), and
I P12. Female (54, 26,
much), Alessandro
Severo, Rome
I P13. Female (51, 26,
much), Istituto Compren-
sivo Puccini, Milan

Junior
secondary 8th

(age 13)

Junior
secondary 8th

(age 13)

22

28

24

16 weeks (1
hour /week)

16 weeks (6
hours /weeks)

Students decided to build
a virtual city called
“Diversitytown” using a
3D environment created
through software called
Active Worlds.

111/15 + 87/13 + 0/0

I 2.5 Multicoloured
creatures (Philosophy)

I P14. Female (54, 30,
none), and
I P15. Sex (-, -, none),
Santa Chiara d'Assisi,
Avelino

Primary 2nd

(age 7)
Primary 4th

(age 9)

29

30

- Teachers used Synergeia
to support the previous
school project called
Multicoloured creatures.

0/0 + 8/6 + 0/0

I 2.6 University
(Educational psychology)

Professor 1, University
"La Sapienza"
Professor 2, University
Salerno

University
students

27

28

- 335/25 + 61/1 + 0/1



2.5.2. Teachers’ descriptions of their experiences during the projects – a summary
of reflective notes and teacher interviews

Teacher interviews and reflective notes collected in phase 2 brought forth many important issues

that helped to evaluate the introduction of Synergeia and the pedagogical models. The issues that
appear in the teacher interviews, especially with respect to Synergeia, refer to such issues as
collaboration, classroom management, change in classroom norms and roles, and application of
the pedagogical models and Synergeia.

Collaboration
Finland. In the Finnish projects, the collaboration appears to have partly been very successful,
and partly difficult to accomplish. Four teachers mentioned that the computer-mediated discourse

in the Knowledge Building areas of Synergeia was successful; one teacher mentioned that it did
not succeed as expected. To the question of the benefits of collaboration in the projects, the
teachers mentioned the following issues:

a) Deepened the level of the process;

b) Students learned from each other;
c) Students learned to collaborate; and
d) Easiness to give teacher guidance to all.

Greece. Most of the Greek teachers saw collaboration as a means to motivate students, and thus

an indirect way to support cognitive development. However, two of the Greek teachers realized
that the written expression of students’ thoughts could mediate metacognitive learning for their
readers. The fact that in the Greek interventions students were working in the same classroom
made some teachers feel that collaboration through the computer was not justified under that

circumstances, and that perhaps it had no motivating potential. The Greek teachers reported that
they were surprised by the enjoyment that students found in using Synergeia (in all school levels).
This remark was confirmed by the students’ answers in the questionnaires.
Italy. About the collaborative inquiry the Italian teachers appreciated in particular the possibility

to find solutions jointly, to exchange thoughts about the problems, and to work together on the
same project. One of the most interesting aspects that emerged from the Italian data is related to
the self-perception of the teachers. They no longer felt themselves as empty containers; instead,
they felt that their knowledge and experience was appreciated and emphasised. They felt as a

container half full, and they could "export" their content to the other teachers; during this
operation they felt enriched as well. Working with the collaborative inquiry model made them
discover and reflect a lot about the metacognitive aspects of their professionalism.

Classroom management
Finland. To the question “What would you do differently next time” the Finnish teachers
mentioned the following issues, which related mainly to the pedagogical structuring and
scaffolding of the process: More effort in general organisation; planning and scheduling, clearer

advice and directing in the beginning of the process, foster collaborative knowledge sharing
more; more attention to the guidance of the process; make the process more compact and brief;
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different organisation of the work space and materials in Synergeia; more guidance for using the
system; and more help for students to figure out the whole process.
Greece. The Greek teachers were aware that, under the new circumstances, they had less control

of the classroom. They reported that their experience with Synergeia had made them more
comfortable with respect to their fear that students cannot collaborate by themselves, unless under
the tight control of the teacher. It was very important for the research group’s agenda, for
promoting learning environments that support conceptual change, that teachers tinkered with the

curriculum and faced their fears of loosing control of the classroom. The results were very
satisfying in this respect.
Italy. In some cases in Italy, there were also organisational problems. The school setting did not
always facilitate the project that required collaboration between colleagues and support of the

principal. A general comment can be made in this regard: the institutional model of Italian
schools is still very much based on the transmitting model of knowledge (from the teacher to the
students), and do not foster collaborative models (learning from each other). In order to overcome
this problem, a specific and intensive teachers training would be needed.

Change in classroom norms and roles
Finland. The Finnish teachers were quite pleased with the general pedagogical arrangements and
with the students’ activity and advancements. The issue that raised most questions was the

challenges of adequate guidance and scaffolding needed from a teacher during the progressive
inquiry process. Quite puzzling appears to have been also the heterogeneity of the students; the
Finnish teachers reported that there were some students who could not cope with the open-ended
inquiry without substantial support. Some teachers also mentioned about some students’

reluctance in publishing their own ideas and unfinished explanations to all.
Greece. The Greek teachers realized that the new activities demand a new set of norms like:

1) students accepting to have their previous “wrong” positions in public view, using texts as
drafts to think upon and comment, rather than either true or false pieces of information;

and
2) to see collaboration as part of achievement rather than achievement as a means to show

off. Participation in ITCOLE helped the teachers realize these issues, although they
lacked the theoretical terms that would help them include them in their designs.

Italy. The most problematic aspect singled out by the Italian teachers was the difficulty for letting
the students use the Internet independently. Students were not allowed to use the computers on
their own; in fact, the school policy always requires the supervision of an adult any time the
students are using the computers. Another difficulty for the Italian teachers was their role in the

classroom. They discovered that such a project forced them to deal with a new role and new
competencies, and the relationships established with their students was impacted by the project.
The limited amount of time available for such activities was also perceived as a very problematic
aspect. Very soon the teachers discovered that the time initially allotted for the project activities

was not enough.
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Applying the pedagogical models and Synergeia
Finland. There was some discontent with the system, but the benefits were also mentioned. The
Finnish teachers mentioned equally as much successes as difficulties around the organization of

the whole project. About the issues concerning pedagogical issues (benefits of the pedagogical
working methods, collaborative inquiry, and learning result), the teachers’ conceptions of the
success of their projects were mainly positive.
Greece. Although the Greek teachers often expressed the opinion that traditional design of

teaching can be just as effective as modern environments, the participating teachers expressed
that, if the teaching is well executed, and when computers make lessons more lively, they would
like to use Synergeia more, although it seemed clear that Synergeia does not fit well in a
traditional curriculum.

Italy. According to the Italian teachers, the model of the community of learners fostered students’
motivation, but it needed a lot of attention from the teachers since the didactical organisation has
to be very flexible. The model sustains the development of skills linked to talk and dialogue;
discourse is the main tool, and it encourages comparison with and respect for other persons

emphasising the value of differences. The Italian teachers thought that the progressive inquiry
model is a bit mechanical and should be simplified. It is a great model to learn how to do rather
than just do (metacognition). It helped the students to assume a critical attitude and to use
problem-solving oriented thinking in any learning situation; students became able to formulate

their own hypothesis, to make them explicit to the others and to become more aware of their own
cognitive processes. The Italian teachers opinions of the collaborative knowledge building model
were that it triggered students’ motivation, but that it needed more work from the teachers to
organise the classroom in the right way. It supports the overcome of the traditional school vision,

in which the teacher is the one that knows everything and the student has only to learn. It
promoted the active building of knowledge; communication among peers became very important;
argumentation allowed to students to better understand their own point of view and to look for
common solutions.

2.5.3. Teacher’s and the students’ conceptions at the end of the projects – analysis of
the questionnaires

The teacher questionnaire started with general level questions related to the use of Synergeia and
inquiry learning. Following is a summary of the answers to these questions from two of the

countries.
Finland. While evaluating the ITCOLE project as a whole (including the training period, and the
organized support during the projects) the Finnish teachers described that their teaching had
become more problem-oriented, less teacher-directed; using students’ own conceptions as a

starting point for learning was considered as something new. Among the most valuable issues,
that the teachers had gained from the ITCOLE-project so far, was the acquisition of a meaningful
and motivating way of teaching, and to have learned to use a new tool that supports the
pedagogical principles well. The pedagogical support provided by the project, and the possibility

to share ideas with other participating teachers, had been a positive experience as well. Being part
of a bigger design community was also mentioned as a positive experience. All the Finnish
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teachers felt also that their students really had a possibility for deeper learning when collaborating
and building knowledge together in Synergeia.
Italy. All the three pedagogical models used in the Italian test sites were appreciated, although a

slight concern was revealed about the Collaborative Knowledge Building model. The software
was especially appreciated as a tool to deepen the processing of the learning topic and to make
ideas visible. The possibility to see other contributions and to communicate to other teachers was
also welcomed. The Italian teachers did not yet know whether they would use Synergeia for other

teaching activities, and its use did not change their teaching practices much. Anyhow, the project
and the software caught the colleagues’ attention. Still, more time was requested to work with the
software, although the teachers acknowledged that students could use it efficiently.

The second part of the teacher questionnaire consisted of 27 Likert-scale questions. The students
answered also to similar questions. This data have been analyzed to describe the teachers’ and the
students’ conceptions and experiences of the tool and the pedagogical practices. At the end of the
questionnaire, there were also some open-ended questions. Quantitative results were enriched by

the answers to these open-ended questions.

In the first question, both the students and the teachers were asked whether they would have liked
to have more time to work in Synergeia.

Finland. The Finnish students felt that they had sufficient time to use Synergeia during their
project time, only 11 % of the students were totally agreeing with the statement that they would
have liked to use more time to work in Synergeia. Overall, the Finnish teachers’ and the students’
evaluations were similar. It also appears that both the teachers and the students felt that they had

enough computers to use, except two teachers who were from the same school (elementary level),
and one teacher (high school level). The same tendency was reflected in their students’ answers.
Greece. The Greek students in all classes were divided in two groups in the analysis of the
questionnaire: those that would like to see more classes using the same software and those who

would not. An important misgiving from those that would not like more involvement with
Synergeia was that they preferred face-to-face as a means of communicating. Amongst the
younger students, “wanting to use Synergeia more” correlated with “ not really needing more
directions to work in Synergeia”, with “been easy for the teacher to give them directions in

Synergeia” and with “been pretty sure that other students actually profited from their work”.
Among the older students, “wanting to use Synergeia more” correlated with “making a summary
of the different ideas that have appeared in Synergeia” and with “having thought, while working
in Synergeia, of other subject domains where it could be useful”. Both are issues related to

metacognition and with an inquiry-like and expansive use of the software.
Italy. In Italy, the final questionnaire was submitted from the 4th to the 8th grade. Two 3rd grade
classrooms from Bari answered to a simplified version of the questionnaire. By coincidence there
are no classrooms of 7th grade within the Italian sample. Kids from the 3rd grade experienced the

project as interesting and fun and not at all hard. They considered the project useful for both
reflection on the learning topic and for collaboration with the other students. The social aspect
(making friends) was surprisingly the less appreciated. They found the software useful first of all
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for gathering more information; they did not feel that using the software implied working more.
The Italian students from 4th to 6th grade regretted not to have enough computers, and they wished
to have had more time to work on Synergeia. They found the software easy to use, and they did

not experience any sense of being lost while using the software. These students found it
particularly useful to use the software for carrying on the learning topic (collaborative writing of
fairy tails), and they liked to read others’ ideas and notes. Synergeia was good also to increase the
sense of belonging to a broader community, and the feeling of really building something new.

The rest of the statements in the questionnaire dealt with the teachers’ and the students’
experiences with the usability and support during the classroom projects, and about the benefits
of the tool and the pedagogical practices used.

Finland. According to the Finnish teachers’ and the students’ descriptions, all teachers seem to
have been active in the projects and to have used multiple ways to guide the students. Only one
issue in the answers of the students of one teacher was somewhat negative (about having not
enough time to go through their own research process). Overall scores of both groups were quite

similar, which tells about positive experiences on how Synergeia could support progressive
inquiry practices, although the students seemed to have been more content with the usability of
Synergeia than the teachers. The students also felt that they got enough support from the teachers,
whereas the teachers themselves were not so content of their own guidance practices. However, it

may be typical for adults to be very critical for themselves; therefore, the teachers may easily
have defined their scaffolding practices as insufficient. Maybe the teachers were also more
critical towards the system, because they were specifically trained to evaluate its usability.
Greece. As expected, in moving from the primary school to the gymnasium, the software became

easier for the Greek students. However, students denied that they were at a loss when using
Synergeia and claimed that they knew how to use Synergeia. In Greece, both primary and
secondary school students valued the contribution of the teacher to the discussion very much.
This is probably a consequence of the old norms coming from the traditional classrooms. Finally,

the students felt that there was no problem for the teachers to guide them and that the actual
guidance was appropriate. With respect to the coordination of the work by the students
themselves, the older students felt that it was quite successful, whereas younger students reported
it to more difficult. There was also a very positive feeling among the older students towards

Synergeia, in contrast to the younger students. The Greek researchers concluded that Synergeia
was implemented in a way that supported intentional learning more successfully for the older than
for the younger students.
Italy. The oldest Italian students found working with Synergeia pretty easy and useful, and they

wished to have more time to use it. They assessed the instruction and the teachers' support as
sufficient, but they would have liked to collaborate more with other students. According to the
students, the learning topic could also be well studied through the software, but what Synergeia
seemed to be most useful for, was to compare the students’ own ideas with that of the others.

Working with Synergeia had not been hard for the Italian students, but interesting and fun. The
Italian researchers concluded that the main reason, why the students found Synergeia interesting
was that it enabled to know others' ideas. This fact could not be related only to the discovery of
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different points of view, but also to the foundations of social and cognitive skills related to the
collaboration at distance.

2.6 Reflections on User stories

2.6.1 Reflections on the technical aspects

The user experiences and opinions of version 1 of Synergeia were gathered with Users Stories
written by the teachers. Also researchers and user interface designers took part in teacher training
and consulting sessions in all test sites. The face-to-face workshops with teachers were a fruitful
method to achieve straight feedback from the users.

In general, the teachers and the students asked in the User Stories for a simpler user interface and
a more clear separation of different stages and spaces. Working in and with different folders and
subfolders was considered difficult to understand. Different tabs or layers were considered to be

easier to follow. Also the menus and buttons of Synergeia v1 were pointed out not to be used
consistently.

The users were mostly satisfied with the basic functionality of the Synergeia v1. The most crucial

feature, the knowledge building, served most of the teachers’ needs to carry out collaborative
learning. However, several improvements to the knowledge building were presented. These
suggestions were:

1) Possibility to put images (or attachment files) to knowledge building notes;

2) Possibility to include links to notes; and
3) Possibility to edit thinking type sets.

Also several views of the knowledge building were considered to be unpolished (e.g. the form for

writing a note) and for this reason difficult to perceive.

During the first test phase the MapTool did not function as thought. For this reason any real
testing of the tool with students was not carried out. The teachers’ interest on the tool was high,

and they already designed several interesting ways of using it. In the User Stories, the teachers
asked a higher social awareness and better possibilities to invite other users to MapTool sessions.

The complexity of the user interface was considered to harm the efficiency of working with

Synergeia v1. The user experience was partly unpleasant. The teachers reported that sometimes
they and their pupils got lost in the interface. The state of the user interface did not always
explain very well what the user should do at that position.

The user interface designers’ evaluation of the user-friendliness was that the user must be a very
advanced user of computer systems to use Synergeia v1 in an effective way. If the user has a long
experience of using computer systems they find their way in the system. For novice users the
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openness and the number of functionalities, presented as being equally important, confuse them
and make orientation to the task difficult.

Localization (the translation of the user interface) of Synergeia v1 was reported to be relatively
difficult to carry out. Installation and maintenance was easy for professional web masters. Even
for highly skilled teachers the maintenance of Synergeia v1 was a difficult task to work out.
During the test period, the system was robust and the performance of the server adequate. In some

test sites the network connections to the server were not fast enough.

2.6.2. User stories from the Dutch test site

In the Netherlands, user stories were collected during sessions when teachers were introduced to

the Synergeia system for the first time.

The comments in the user stories were divided into three categories:
1) General comments about the environment. Teachers were not able to quickly find their way

within the environment. Therefore, many comments were about the ease of use, and the time it
would require to get pupils to work with the environment. The user-interface is not optimal, was
the conclusion from these comments. Also some complaints were made about the terminology, as
the terms from the knowledge building were thought to be too difficult for children.

2) Comments about the MapTool. Many comments were about the chat functionality of the
MapTool. The chat window was too small; there was an arbitrary hyphenation of words, etc.
Comments were also made about the drawing functionality.
3) Positive sound about the usefulness. Many teachers made positive comments on the usefulness

of the Synergeia environment, and many of them already came with ideas for possible courses
and assignments that can be done with such an environment.

To conclude, the Dutch teachers that had only a quick glance at Synergeia (during one session)

were enthusiastic, but a common feeling was that the environment required an extensive training
for both teachers and pupils. The Synergeia environment did not have an easy user interface with
an intuitive way of working with it. The chat tool and whiteboard were not acceptable in the
present form.

2.7 General conclusions from phases 1 and 2

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the evaluation results of the first two testing phases of
the ITCOLE-project. The investigation within Phase 3 involved rich empirical data concerning
the pedagogical settings in the participating countries, in order to help the understanding of the

variety and diversity of approaches used in the present project. The testing phase was conducted
by relying on multiple methods, such as questionnaires, interview, user stories, and database
analyses.

The first two phases provided very valuable and interesting information concerning
implementation of ITCOLE software in diverse cultural and socio-technological contexts. There
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were clear differences in school systems, available technical infrastructures and former
experience of the teachers and the students across the participating countries. In Finland, the
technical possibilities and the teachers’ initial level of expertise were more advanced. Also, the

training and support of the teachers in Finland got a great deal of resources, because the training
organisation of Helsinki City was also a partner in ITCOLE project, and this was seen in the
teachers’ advancement in their pedagogical thinking and practices. In all of the other test sites, the
researchers collaborated with the teachers directly, and the teachers reported that they would have

needed more training and more collaboration with the pedagogical researchers. In Italy, the
teachers were also quite experienced, but the technical infrastructure was relatively weak. In
Greece and the Netherlands, the teachers were much more novices both in terms of pedagogical
expertise and skills and practices of using ICT. Consequently, the researchers reported substantial

difficulties in finding the common theoretical ground for the pedagogical approach in Greece. In
the Netherlands, the researchers were unsuccessful to motivate teachers to participate to the
ITCOLE testing.

Technical issues concerning the first version of Synergeia were categorized into three classes:
general idea and purpose of the tool, technical functionality of Synergeia, and single features in
Synergeia. The general idea is not necessarily dependent on the design of the concrete tool, but
relates more to the theoretical and pedagogical understanding. These general characteristics were

considered to be quite positive (sharing knowledge, making thinking visible etc.) in all test sites,
on the condition that the teachers were sufficiently experienced and knowledgeable. This was
very promising from the point of view of scaling up the pedagogical models. The other two
categories are related to the development of Synergeia. Most of the criticism of Synergeia v1 that

emerged from the field tests has been taken into consideration later; Synergeia has been rewritten
for version 2. The main changes have been, for instance, defining a simplified menu system for
young students, providing multiple editable sets of thinking types, and defining different folder
types and new icons. In addition, the technical problems concerning, for instance, MapTool, have

been fixed, and the interface to MapTool was improved so that other synchronous tools could be
integrated in Synergeia in the future. As mentioned above, the key to the success of Synergeia is
not only the technical design, but also the motivation and training of the teachers to use the
software in ways that take advantage of its strengths. It has to be taken into consideration that

technology provides only basic resources for collaborative inquiry; success in collaborative
learning and improved learning results are always primarily dependent of the culture of learning
as a whole rather than just on the technological infrastructure.

The classroom projects that were carried out in phase 2 produced certain ideas that appeared to
have a wide applicability. The data concerning the first testing of the Synergeia environment in
different test sites gave an impression that the projects were more advanced and innovative in the
elementary than secondary level. In secondary, and especially in high school level, the demands

of the curriculum and content learning forced the teachers to include also more traditional
elements to the projects, and Synergeia was used only as one tool for discussions and document
sharing. In addition, from some case studies and project descriptions, it could be concluded that
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although the teacher was aware of the high-level pedagogical goals, and tried to foster inquiry
skills, collaboration, and knowledge building, it appears to have been difficult to make the
students change their study practices. Especially students in higher school levels appeared to be

reluctant to change their study habits. The new practices of learning and instruction should be
used from the beginning of school life. In elementary level, it was much easier to motivate the
students to practise collaboration and inquiry methods.

The following conclusions were derived from phases 1 and 2 considering the original research
questions presented in the deliverable 7.1.

P1: How does ITCOLE promote pedagogical change in the participating schools?
The potential of promoting pedagogical change at school appeared to be dependent on whether
the teachers were already familiar with the ideas of computer-supported collaborative learning.
The field tests allowed those teachers who were getting their first experiences of CSCL research,
to understand some of the steps needed for going from theory to practice. Teachers’ own

expertise in CSCL pedagogy appears to have crucial importance because the school culture and
prevailing curriculum in many of the participating countries was still hostile towards the
appropriation of software like Synergeia and practices of collaborative knowledge building. The
Synergeia environment worked as a tool for reflection on pedagogical practices for teachers

themselves, and helped to build expectations to the students for different pedagogical methods.
The strength of Synergeia’s design is a close integration of pedagogical principles and software
design. There were several indications that the students’ considered the pedagogical changes
pursued during the project positive. It appeared that all participating teachers shared an

assumption that the new information and communication technologies constitute a valuable agent
of change within the educational system, an agent that allow one to facilitate in-depth and
thoughtful learning. The experiences of phase 2 indicated, however, that teachers need a great
deal of support in order to pursue new pedagogical practices with the help of innovative learning

technology.

P2: Whether and how does the system support the progressive inquiry model?
The results of the field test provided support for a hypothesis, according to which the Synergeia

environment provides considerable support for different aspects of progressive inquiry
emphasized in each participating country. According to the teachers’ assessment, Synergeia
provided a flexible forum for inquiry learning that, simultaneously, offered tools for structuring
the process. The teachers mentioned certain specific features of Synergeia that supported

progressive inquiry, such as the Knowledge Building (KB) discourse and Category of Inquiry
labels (Thinking Types) for entering thought and ideas that made it possible to hare and elaborate
ideas. The possibility of observing the whole process through different KB areas was experienced
as a positive feature. The field tests indicated that by using Synergeia, the students had an

opportunity to examine and assess knowledge and ideas produced by their fellow students. It is
essential to notice that the sustainability and progress of the inquiry process is also critically
dependent on teacher’s scaffolding and contribution. This was especially visible in the teachers’
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reflections – most teacher comments on the changes of activity in future projects were related to
improving the structure and scaffolding of the inquiry process. All of the teachers acknowledged
that the Synergeia environment supported the progressive inquiry pedagogy. The difference

between more experienced teachers and novice teachers was, however, observed across the
participating countries. The teachers considered the possibility of sharing knowledge produced by
the students as a particularly valuable aspect of the software in supporting the progressive inquiry
model. The challenge of novice teachers was the requirement of simultaneously learning to use

collaborative technology and implementing the new pedagogical model. The experiences of the
present field tests indicate, once again, that the mere introduction of software that support
innovative pedagogy is not sufficient, a long process of exploring and growing up to a new
culture of learning and instruction is needed as well; from both teachers, and students.

P3: How does ITCOLE support collaboration between students?
In the majority of the projects, the students were working in pairs or in small groups, or at least
collaborating as a bigger community. The teachers found that Synergeia supported collaboration

because it helped the exchange of ideas, the exchange of information, and the development of
dialogue. In general, the fostering of the collaboration and communication between the students
at the distance was an appreciated aspect of the software. The system was designed to provide
support for visibility of the process. It also appears that virtual communication suits to some

students, especially the knowledge building tool was experienced to be easy and useful tool for
collaboration. However, KB was experienced to be difficult to use without teachers’ explicit
guidance and instructions. Sometimes there was only a shallow level of participation in distant
communication (between two classes or internationally). Virtual collaboration was not

experienced sufficient, but face-to-face meetings were needed as well. In order to facilitate virtual
collaboration as well as community building, it appears to be essential challenge to add social
awareness tools to the Synergeia environment. The students themselves reported that they
collaborated successfully, contributing to the discussion and getting help from others through it.

According to the teachers, however, collaboration was not always a natural activity for students to
do. In all of the test sites, Synergeia was experienced to be effective in fostering collaboration –
mainly because of the visibility of the process and because of an opportunity to see each other’s
ideas and productions. But, many teachers reported also, that a genuine and deeper-level

collaboration and production of common artefacts may require teachers extra support and
scaffolding, and students have to practice it more.

P4: How does the system facilitate community building?
Synergeia’s role in facilitation of collaboration was closely associate with its functionalities
concerning building communities between teachers ad researchers, teachers and their students
and, finally, among students themselves. The experiences from teacher-researcher collaboration
in the project were encouraging. Although there sometimes was initially not a common ground

for reflecting on learning, the teachers appeared to realize that they benefit professionally from
collaborating with researchers. In student-teacher collaboration, these initial interventions did not
yet lead to real change in learning communities at school; there really was not sufficient time for
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developing a new kind of shared community for teachers and their students, in which students
would have deeper responsibility for their own learning. The impression of the present
investigators was that students often transferred the old norms and standards to the new learning

environment. About the student-student collaboration, the students reported that they enjoyed
collaborating and that they also learned from these efforts. Questionnaire studies indicated that
many of them got an improved feeling of self-respect due to their contribution to shared
discussions. To sum up, the experiences of the participants indicated that the system adequately

supported the sense of community. It is, however, still important for the teachers to be able to
retrieve individual student’s contribution to the collective work. The sense of community
appeared to be more dependent on the involvement in shared tasks rather than merely on the
characteristics of the software used.

P5: How does ITCOLE foster conceptual change?
According to the first test phase, all the participating teachers had pedagogical conceptions that
are relevant for promoting conceptual change in their class. In practice, due to limited experiences

of using collaborative environments, the teachers were not always able to use students’
externalised conceptions as building blocks of deeper conceptual understanding or provide
sufficient support for achieving deeper understanding. Conceptual change was supported in terms
of participants becoming able to take each other’s points of views into consideration, even when

no direct communication was taking place. Often, also the students in those classrooms that, for
some technical or organizational reasons, could not be as active as planned, were aware of their
partners’ perspectives. Those were usually taken in consideration during the various works done
either in the classroom or on the software. On the other hand, it appeared to be difficult for the

teachers to take advantage of the opportunities to support their students’ conceptual change by
relying on database discussions – even when the researchers especially emphasized it. A current
problem is that teachers’ presuppositions about learning make them blind to the special demands
posed by certain cognitively demanding subjects. Even the teachers who succeeded in creating

very rich and promising environments for their students, failed to see opportunities that emerge in
them. These issues should be taken into account in teacher training.

P6: What kind of support and supporting tools do teachers need, in order to monitor and
guide students in the context of ITCOLE?
Some of the Finnish teachers would have like to have possibility to see each KB area as whole
(all messages open), and possibility to print KB threads as whole. The Greek teachers mentioned
that they would be helped by descriptive statistics about the activities of their students. Some less

experienced teachers mainly wanted more human support for themselves in the form of
collaboration with the researchers. Also in Italy, the novice teachers mostly required active and
constant guidance and tutoring from the researchers. It could be observed that novice teachers
profit a great deal from the presence of the researchers in the classrooms during the project-

related activities. The more experienced teachers wanted to have acknowledgement of their
contribution as well as be themselves able to plan and manage their projects.
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3. Evaluation results of phase 3
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the evaluation results of phase 3 in the participating

countries. The data gathered during phase 3 provided information about the projects carried out in
classrooms using both Synergeia v2 in Greece, Italy, and the Netherlands; and FLE3 in Finland.

3.1. Overview of the classroom projects in phase 3

In the third phase of the ITCOLE-project, teachers from Greece, Italy and the Netherlands carried

out several classroom projects, to further test the pedagogical models and Synergeia version 2
with their students. In all, 84 teachers and 1413 students participated in the test projects in phase
3. The general overview of the projects in each country is presented in tables using the same table
format as in the previous chapter. For each project the tables report the following information:

project name, the subject domains that it included, teacher’s background information, number of
participating students, and the amount of knowledge produced to the Synergeia or FLE3 database
during the project, separately for students and teachers (number of notes to KB areas, number of
documents and ideas, and number of links to www). In Appendix 2 a short textual description of

each project is included. Many projects can also be reviewed in the Idea Bank on www.euro-
cscl.org.

In Finland, 7 pilot teachers (same teachers as in phases 1 and 2) and 21 new teachers carried out

24 test projects in their classrooms in phase 3, using FLE3 environment. In all, 505 students
participated in those projects, 56 of which (5th graders from a primary school) took part also in
phase 2 project in their classroom (4th graders at that time). The Finnish projects are described in
Table 3.1. (Please note that numbers in the tables may differ from the numbers mentioned here, as

some students and teachers took part in more than one project.) In Greece, 2 pilot teachers, 9 new
teachers, and 276 students participated in phase 3 carrying out 14 short projects (Table 3.2). In
Italy, also the 10 projects in phase 3 were collaboration projects between several classrooms; 6
pilot teachers, 23 teachers and 375 students participated in them (Table 3.3). In the Netherlands,

17 teachers carried out 18 projects with 347 students (see Table 3.4).



Table 3.1: Classroom projects in Finland in phase 3. P = pilot teacher (participated already in phase 2), N = new teacher (participated

only in phase 3).

Project name (subject
domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School
grade (age

of students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks
(hours
/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links by

students/
teachers

F 3.1 Ten secrets –
Progressive inquiry in
history
(History)

FP01. Female (33, 6,
much), and
FP02. Male (35, 8,
much), Kallahti primary
school

Compre-
hensive 5th

(age 11-12)

27

29

8 weeks
(4-8 hours

/week)

Two classes partly
collaborating, the
students were same
as in the pilot projects

262/34 + 41/9 + 21/4

196/26 + 32/11 + 29/9

F 3.2 Phenomenal Baltic
Sea (Natural sciences)

FN01. Female (27, 2,
none), Kallahti primary
school

Comprehen-
sive 3rd

(age 9-10)

23 7 weeks
(4 hours
/week)

132/61 + 0/0 + 0/0

F 3.3 Peculiar seas
(Natural sciences, native
language)

FN02. Male (33, 5,
some), Kallahti primary
school

 Comprehen-
sive 6th

(age 12-13)

29 9 weeks
(2-4 hours

/week)

375/45 + 0/1 + 5/1

F 3.4 Studying sea coast
organisms (Natural
sciences, native language)

FP03. Male (35, 13,
much), Santahamina
primary school

Comprehen-
sive 3rd

(age 9-10)

18 11 weeks
(2 hours
/week)

293/38 + 23/33 + 4/3

F 3.5 German festivities
(German language)

FN03. Female (40, 10,
none), Santahamina
primary school

Comprehen-
sive 6th

(age 12-13)

14 7 weeks
(1 hour /week)

62/5 + 6/1 + 0/3

F 3.6 Culture course
(Multidisciplinary; various
subject domains)

FP04. Female (47, 10,
much), and
FN04. Female (45, 17,
some) Alppila lower
secondary school (+ one
other female teacher)

Compre-
hensive 9th

(age 15-16)

19 7 weeks (no
fixed lessons)

Partly distance
learning, voluntary,
students conducted
varying subject
domains

202/76 + 0/1 + 0/0

F 3.7 Improving the
quality of learning
(Learning skills)

FP05. Female (37, 16,
some), special education
in high schools

High school
2nd-3rd

(age 17-18)

6 6 weeks
 (5 hours
/week)

Special education;
students were from
different schools

59/20 + 11/13 +0/7

F 3.8 Read2: Learning
foreign languages
(Learning skills, English and
Swedish languages)

FN05. Female (47, 25,
none), special education
in high schools

High school
2nd-3rd

(age 17-18)

12 8 weeks
(5 hours
/week)

Special education, two
students broke off the
project

134/39 + 20/13 + 0/0
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F 3.9 The art of living
(Multidisciplinary: native
language, domestic science,
religion, educ. guidance)

FP06. Male (52, 27,
much), and
FN06. Female (38, 16,
much), Orton school (+
one other female teacher)

Comprehen-
sive 9th

(age 15-16)

13 12 weeks
(3 hours
/week)

Special education 80/19 + 5/12 + 3/9

F 3.10 Housing markets
(Social studies)

FP07. Male (36, 7,
much), and
FN07. Female (46, 24,
some), Etelä-Kaarela
lower secondary school

Comprehen-
sive 9th

(age 15-16)

28 3 weeks
(6 hours
/week)

The second teacher
was a special-
education teacher

232/15 + 0/0 + 3/0

F 3.11 Children book
writers in the
Scandinavian countries
(Native language)

FN08. Female (42, 20,
none), Käpylä primary
school

Comprehen-
sive 4th

(age 10-11)

29 7 weeks
(3-4 hours

/week)

Common planning
with other teachers in
the same school

165/11 + 0/0 + 0/0

F 3.12 Scandinavian
children book writers
(Native language)

FN09. Female (39, 15,
none), Käpylä primary
school

Comprehen-
sive 6th

(age 12-13)

23 10 weeks
(1-2 hours

/week)

Common course area
in FLE with F_3.13,
but no student
collaboration

251/46 + 0/0 + 0/0

F 3.13 Tirlittan – nattirliT,
book by Oiva Paloheimo
(Native language, religion,
arts)

FN10. Male (34, 8,
some), Käpylä primary
school

Comprehen-
sive 3rd

(age 9-10)

26 8 weeks
(3 hours

/week, total 25
hours)

-“- 91/18 + 0/0 + 0/0

F 3.14 Finnish and English
schools –similarities and
dissimilarities
(English language)

FN11. Female (36, 7,
some), Laajasalo primary
school

Comprehen-
sive school 6th

(age 12-13)

27 About 8 weeks
(1-2 hours

/week)

Collaboration by e-
mail with an English
school

96/11 + 0/0 + 0/0

F 3.15 Finnish and English
schools – comparing
schools and students
(English language)

FN12. Female (-, -,
some), Laajasalo primary
school

Comprehen-
sive 6th

(age 12-13)

29 About 6 weeks
(1-2 hour

/week)

259/46 + 0/0 + 0/0

F 3.16 Comparison
between an English and a
Finnish School
(English language, native
language)

FN13. Female (51, 22,
none), Laajasalo primary
school

Comprehen-
sive 6th

(age 12-13)

12 4 weeks
(1-2 hours

/week, total 6
hours)

An effort to collaborate
by e-mail with an
English school

67/5 + 0/1 + 0/0

F 3.17 Monday means
nothing
(Social studies)

FN14. Male (44, 9, none),
and
FN15. Female (33, 6,
none), Vuosaari lower
secondary school

Comprehen-
sive 9th

(age 15-16)

17 9 weeks
(2-3 hours

/week,
total 25)

The second teacher
was a special-
education teacher

164/80 + 20/3 + 7/0
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F 3.18 Mathematics
briefcase (Mathematics)

N16. Female (54, 23,
some), Jakomäki lower
secondary school

Comprehen-
sive 8th

(age 14-15)

18 11 weeks
(1 hour
/week)

528/31 + 6/4 + 0/0

F 3.19 The art of the
ancient Creek and Rome
(Art history)

F N17. Female (43, 7,
none), Helsinki lower
secondary school of
visual arts

High school
1st

(age 16-17)

20 6 weeks,
3 weeks in FLE

(5 hours/
week)

284/3 + 0/5 + 0/29

F 3.20 Issues on career
counselling
(Career counselling)

F N18. Female (42, 13,
none), Itäkeskus high
school

High school
1st-3rd

(age 16-18)

30 6 weeks (total
4*75 min in net,
whole course
20*75 min)

112/31 + 0/4 + 0/35

F 3.21 Neue Formen des
Zusammenlebens
(German language)

F N19. Female (34, 10,
some), Itäkeskus high
school

High school
2nd

(age 17-18)

25 6 weeks
(75 min
/week)

248/10 + 35/0 + 0/2

F 3.22 A right for language
– the comprehension and
production of text (Finnish
as a second language)

F N20. Female (28, 4,
some), Itäkeskus high
school

High school
1st-3rd

(age 16-18)

9 6 weeks
(75 min
/week)

Special education 137/30 + 0/5 + 0/11

F 3.23 The iron age
(History)

F N21. Female (?, 9,
none), Soininen
comprehensive school

Compre-hen-
sive 6th

(age 12-13)

24 8 weeks
(2-10 hours

/week)

197/14 + 0/0 + 0/1
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Table 3.2: Classroom projects in Greece in phase 3. P = pilot teacher (participated already in phase 2), N = new teacher (participated

only in phase 3).

Project name
(subject domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School
grade (age of

students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks
(hours
/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links by

students/
teachers

G 3.1 The visit of
“Argo” (Language)

G P5. Male (32, 9, some),
13th Keratsini Primary
School

Primary 6th

(age 11-12)
24 1 week (a

visiting day and
2 hours)

The children of a school
for special needs
students were on visit.

16/2 + 0/0 + 0/0

G 3.2 Continuing the
ugly duckling story.
Cross-national collabo-
ration with the Italian
classroom in Avelino
(Language)

G P5. Male (32, 9, some),
13th Keratsini Primary
School

Primary 6th

(age 11-12)
24

(20 in Italy)

6 weeks
(1 hour /week)

The teachers’ notes are
mainly for the Italian
teachers. Students talk
among themselves.

14/0 + 14/2 + 0/0

G 3.3 Houses in space
(Astronomy, language)

G P5. Male (32, 9, some),
13th Keratsini Primary
School

Primary 6th

(age 11-12)
24 4 weeks

(1 hour /week)
12/18 + 28/2 + 0/2

G 3.4 How do we make
an interesting story
(Language)

G P5. Male (32, 9, some),
and
G N1. Female (45, 20,
no), 13th Keratsini Primary
School

Primary 6th

(age 11-12)
24 4 weeks

(1 hour /week)
19/1 + 18/5 + 0/1

G 3.5 National forests G N2. Female (28, 2,
none), Psychico Primary
school

Primary 5th

(age 10-11)
25 2 weeks

(1 hour /week)
The students were quite
young, and very novice
in the use of ICT

13/1 + 1/1 + 0/4

G 3.6 Let’s talk about
music (French as a
second language)

G N3. Male (35, 4, none),
Gymnasium of Chaidari

Gymnasium, 9th

(age 14-15)
25 3 weeks

(1 hour /week)
Foreign language
lesson; difficulties in
discipline.

10/1 + 6/6 +6/0

G 3.7 Let us talk like
Physicists
(Physics)

G N4. Male (37, 10,
none), Gymnasium of
Koridallos

Secondary 9th

(age 14-15)
27 2 weeks

(1 hour /week)
Review lesson in
Physics.

49/2 + 0/3 + 0/0

G 3.8 Movements I
(Physics)

G N4. Male (37, 10,
none), Gymnasium of
Koridallos

Secondary 9th

(age 14-15)
26 1 week (1 hour

/week)
Review lesson in
Physics.

18/1 + 0/2 + 0/0

G 3.9 Movements II
(Physics)

G N4. Male (37, 10,
none), Gymnasium of
Koridallos

Secondary 9th

(age 14-15)
27 1 week

(1 hour /week)
Review lesson in
Physics.

6/3 + 0/2 +0/0
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G 3.10 Forms of
violence in school
(Health training)

G N4. Male (37, 10,
none), Gymnasium of
Koridallos

Secondary 9th

(age 14-15)
10 (2 hours) Health course, not yet

finished when writing
the report.

2/2 +0/0 +0/0

G 3. 11 Change of
numerical values with
change of units and
generalization
(Mathematics)

G N5. Male (49, 15,
none), Gymnasium of
Koridallos

Secondary 7th

(age 11-12)
28 (3 hours) Not yet finished when

writing the report.
33/3 +0/0 +0/0

G 3.12 Let us try to
understand the
numbers
(Mathematics)

G N6. Female (30,2,
some), and
G N7. Male (45, 6, much),
Gymnasium of Koridallos

Secondary 9th

(age 14-15)
16 (4 hours) Not yet finished when

writing the report.
23/2 + 8/1 +0/0

G 3.13 Plants and
flowers of our area
(Environmental
education)

G N8. Male (52, 25,
none), 2nd Gymnasium of
Sykees

Gymnasium 9th

(age 14-15)
13 3 weeks

(1 hour /week)
Extracurricular activity. 11/1 + 0/0 + 0/0

G 3.14 The throwing of
a coin
(Physics)

G N9. Male (55, 25,
some), 2nd Lyceum of
Alimos

Lyceum 10th

(age 15-16)
25 3 weeks

(1 hour /week)
Physics investigation
that took place in a
computer science
classroom.

63/5 + 0/2 + 0/0

G 3.15 Technology
projects
(Technology lesson)

G P1. Male (36, 10,
much), Ellinogermaniki
Agogi Lyceum

Lyceum 10th

(age 15-16)
30 3 weeks

(1 hour /week)
This activity is
embedded in a course
in normal curriculum has
projects.

40/2 + 1/0 + 1/0
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Table 3.3: Classroom projects in Italy in phase 3. P = pilot teacher (participated already in phase 2), N = new teacher (participated only in

phase 3).

Project name (subject
domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School grade
(age of

students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks (hours

/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links

by students/
teachers

I 3.1 Myths
(Cultural heritage)

I P1. Male (46, 23, much),
&
I P2. Female (45, 20,
some), Contardo Ferrini,
Rome
I N1. Female (46, 20, no
experience),
I N2. Female (41, 7,
none), &
I N3. Female (49, 19,
none), Ugo Bartolomei,
Rome
I P13. Female (51, 26,
much), Istituto Compren-
sivo Puccini, Milan

Primary 5th

(age 10)

Primary 4th

(age 9)

Junior
secondary 6th

(age 11)

19

29

17

20 weeks (2
hours /week)

20 weeks (2
hours /week)

20 weeks (6
hours /week)

The junior secondary
class, in collaboration with
Finnish partners, decided
to build a virtual place,
“Atlantis”, using a virtual
environment created
through Active Worlds
software. They worked in
a new Synergeia course
(Cross national collabo-
ration). The primary
classes continued to work
in Myths.

95/22 + 58/13 + 2/0

I 3.2 Metamorphosis
(Multidisciplinary)

I N4. Female (33, 4,
none),
I N5. Female (35, 5,
none), and
 I N6. Female (46, 20,
none), Ugo Bartolomei,
Rome

Primary 3rd

 (age 8)

Primary 3rd

 (age 8)

23

20

20 weeks (2
hours /week)

15/11 +30/16 + 0/0

I 3.3 Similar… but
different
(Language)

I N7. Female (36, 7,
none), and
I N8. Male (38, 6, no
experience), 159° Circolo
Didattico la Magliana,
Rome
I N9. Female (48, 15,
none), Ugo Bartolomei

Primary 5th

 (age 10)

Primary 5th

 (age 10)

18

21

20 weeks (2
hours /week)

46/30 + 100/1 + 0/0
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I 3.4 Similar… but
different 3° (Language)

I N10. Female (50, 23,
none), and
I N11. Female (52, 25,
none), Istituto
Comprensivo San
Cesareo, Rome
I N12. Female (41, 6,
none), and
I N13. Female (43, 7,
none), 159° Circolo
Didattico la Magliana,
Rome

Primary 3rd

 (age 8)
Primary 3rd

 (age 8)

Primary 3rd

 (age 8)

23

24

18

20 weeks
(2 hours
/weeks)

112/3 + 77/1 + 0/0

I 3.5 Renaissance
(History and Arts)

I P12. Female (50, 24,
none), and
I N14. Female (45, 16,
none), Alessandro Severo

Junior
secondary 7th

 (age 12)

29 20 weeks (3
hours /week)

96/18 + 26/3 + 0/0

I 3.6 The daily life in
1400
(History and Arts)

I P3 Female (54, 28,
much), and
I P4. Female (59, 30,
some), via Casal del
Marmo, 216

Junior
secondary 7th

(age 12)

28 20 weeks (2
hours /week)

Students worked mostly
in the classroom. Then,
they couldn't use
Synergeia because their
lab was closed for a
month.

1/0 + 0/1 + 0/0

I 3.7 Euro
(Multidisciplinary)

I N15. Female (48, 20,
none), Alessandro Severo
I N16. Female (37, 4,
none),
I N17. Female (40, 6,
none), and
 I N18. Female (38, 5,
none), 159° Circolo
Didattico la Magliana

Junior
secondary 6th

(age 11)
Primary 5th

(age 10)

28

17

20 weeks (2
hours /week)

Students uploaded
pictures of coins in
Synergeia, attaching
notes on each coin.

145/19 + 7/15 + 0/1

I 3.8 The marbles travel
in the centuries' course
(Multidisciplinary)

I N19. Female
I N20. Female
I N21. Female
Santa Lucia, Massa
Carrara

Primary 21 - 34/2 + 40/1 + 1/0

I 3.9 A common project
Greece-Italy (language)

I N22. Female, Santa
Chiara d'Assisi, Avelino

Primary 20

(24 in
Greece)

- 15/11 + 6/6 + 0/0
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I 3.10 A second
common project
Greece-Italy
(Language)

I 23. Female, Giuseppe
Mazzini, Bari

- 20 - The Greek classroom
could not participate at all.

9/3 + 23/8 + 0/0
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Table 3.4: The Dutch classroom projects in phase 3.

Project name
(subject domains)

Teacher #, sex (age,
number of years
teaching, experience
of CSCL), school

School
grade (age of

students)

# of stu-
dents

Duration in
weeks
(hours
/week)

Special features Database:
Notes + docs + links by

students/
teachers

NL 3.1 The Dark Middle
Ages (History)

NL 13. Male (-, 1, not
much), and
NL 14. Male (-, about 25,
not much), BS ‘t Kempke

Primary 7th and
8th (age 10-12)

46 8 weeks (1.5
hours /week)

78/2 + 8/6 + 0/0

NL 3.2 400 years Dutch
East Asia Company
(History)

NL 7. Female (28, 3, not
much), and NL 8. Male
(30, 6, not much), BS De
Duizendpoot

Primary 7th and
8th (age 10-13)

41 6 weeks
(4 hours /week)

35/5 + 17/6 + 1/11

NL 3.3 Origin
(World orientation)

NL 6. Male (-, 34, not
much), BS De Achtbaan

Primary 7th and
8th (age 11-12)

30 8 weeks (1.5
hours /week)

24/3 + 23/1 + 27/0

NL 3.4 Extension
European Union (world
orientation)

NL 9. Male (40, 12, not
much), and
NL 10. Male (49, 25, not
much), Alfrink College

Secondary 3rd

(age 14-16)
57 6 weeks

(2 hours /week)
57/3 + 70/6 + 3/5

NL 3.5 Why does a boat
float? (World orientation)

NL 2. Male (48, 28, not
much), Basisschool Park
Stokhorst

Primary (age 9-
11)

5 6 weeks (0.5
hours /week)

56/1 + 0/0 + 0/3

NL 3.6 Why is smoking
bad for your health?
(World orientation)

NL 2. Male (48, 28, not
much), Basisschool Park
Stokhorst

Primary (age 9-
11)

4 6 weeks (0.5
hours /week)

32/1 + 0/0 + 0/2

NL 3.7 Why do pets get
used to us so quickly?
(World orientation)

NL 2. Male (48, 28, not
much), Basisschool Park
Stokhorst

Primary (age 9-
11)

5 6 weeks (0.5
hours /week)

48/1 + 0/ + 0/1

NL 3.8 How is it
possible that you don’t
laugh when you tickle
yourself?
(Biology)

NL 5. Male (-, 33, not
much), Basisschool Park
Stokhorst

Primary (age
10)

5 6 weeks (0.5
hours /week)

13/1 + 0/0 + 0/0

NL 3.9 Why is it
possible that some
children are born with
handicaps? (Biology)

NL 5. Male (-, 33, not
much), Basisschool Park
Stokhorst

Primary (age
10)

6 6 weeks (0.5
hours /week)

39/1 + 0/0 + 0/1
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NL 3.10 Why have
people differently
coloured eyes?
(Biology)

NL 5. Male (-, 33, not
much), Basisschool Park
Stokhorst

Primary (age
10)

5 6 weeks (0.5
hours per

week)

72/2 + 0/0 + 0/0

NL 3.11 What can we do
against unnecessary
violence?
(World orientation)

NL 3. Female (29 3, not
much), OBS de Lipper

Primary (age
10-11)

14 3 weeks
(1 hour /week)

97/0 + 0/0 + 0/0

NL 3.12 Is a war with
Iraq the solution for the
problem of terrorism?

NL 1. Male (-, 28, not
much), and
NL 4. Female (-, 34, not
much), OBS de Lipper

Primary (age 9-
11)

21 6 weeks
(1 hour /week)

64/0 + 0/0 + 0/1

NL 3.13 Students had to
work in dyads on an
topic of their own
(World orientation)

NL 11. Male (30, 7, not
much), OBS De
Levensboom

Primary (age
11-13)

27 16 weeks (4
hours /week)

The students could
pick a topic to write a
report on. The
researcher initiated
KB’s, but the teacher
and the students didn’t
continue with it.

17/0 + 64/7 + 3/0

(19 notes by the researcher)

NL 3.14 Etrusks (Latin) NL 12. Female (-, -, not
much), Het Nieuwe
Eemland

Secondary
(age 13-15)

10 5 weeks
(2 hours /week)

0/0 + 1/2 + 0/0

NL 3.15 Fortuna (on
Latin translations)
(Latin)

NL 12. Female (-, -, not
much), Het Nieuwe
Eemland

Secondary
(age 13-15)

10 5 weeks
(2 hours /week)

3/7 + 3/8 + 0/2

NL 3.16 Seneca (Latin) NL 15. Female (-, -, not
much), Het Nieuwe
Eemland

Secondary 17 - Aid with translation
and understanding.

1/3 + 0/3 + 0/4

NL 3.17 Practical
assignment
mathematics
(Mathematics)

NL 16. Male (-, -, some),
Het Nieuwe Eemland

Secondary
(age 16-18)

32 6 weeks
(-)

10/8 + 0/7 + 0/3

NL 3.18 Practical
assignment science
(Science)

NL 17. Male, (-, 1, not
much), Het Nieuwe
Eemland

Secondary
(age 15-17)

12 15 weeks (1
hour /week)

38/10 + 0/2 + 0/0



3.2 A detailed description of one project from each country

The knowledge produced by the students and the teachers to the database was analysed using
qualitative content analysis. The unit of analysis was agreed to be one note because, according to
the preliminary analysis,  the notes written by the students were rather short, and mainly consisted
of only one type of knowledge. The researchers agreed together the categorization of the content

in a common meeting. The categorization was based on the following elements:
- On the theoretical approaches applied in the ITCOLE project (see Lakkala, Rahikainen &

Hakkarainen, 2001): progressive inquiry model (Hakkarainen, 2003;) community of
learners (Brown & Campione, 1994) and conceptual change (Vosniadou, Ioannides,

Dimitrakopoulou & Papademetriou, 2001),
- On the previous studies of the participating researchers’, in which the content of

knowledge produced by the students was investigated in similar educational settings
(Lakkala, Ilomäki, Lallimo, & Hakkarainen, 2002; Muukkonen, Lakkala, & Hakkarainen,

2001), and
- On the preliminary analysis of the content of the databases.”

3.2.1 Finland: Studying sea coast organisms (F 3.4)

Pedagogical design
The project ‘Studying sea coast organisms’ was carried out in a third grade classroom with 18
students (aged 9), and one teacher. There was also an outside expert, a biologist, participating in
the project. Natural science and Finnish language lessons were used for the project. The project

lasted 11 weeks, approximately 2 hours per week in computer lab. The project started by visiting
the nature-education centre in Harakka Island, which was very inspiring for the students. After
the visit, the principles and procedures of progressive inquiry were discussed in the classroom.
The teacher facilitated students’ awareness of the different phases of inquiry during the project by

hanging, in the classroom wall, pictures describing different phases, depending on what phase
was actual. The aims of the project were divided into four dimensions:

1) Aims related to subject domain, such as, learn to understand the complex ocean
ecosystem, and learn about organisms and animals that live in the sea and seashore;

2) Specific skill-related aims, such as development of thinking skills;
3) Development of ICT skills, such as navigation in the Internet, and use of search engines;
4) Experience-related aims, such as positive experiences about research conducted in nature

by exploring and inquiring.

The students were divided into three groups (Seaside group, Bird group, and Plankton group)
when visiting the nature-education centre. After the visit, a knowledge-building (KB) context was
created in FLE3, in which the whole classroom shared the experiences and findings of the visit.

Later on, the KB tool was used twice for creating initial and specified working theories, and for
evaluating them critically in the three groups. The students also worked face-to-face in the
classroom and searched for information in the school library. The shared course folder in
WebTop was used for students’ individual folders (for collecting a portfolio of each student’s
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work during the project, and for feedback from the teacher), and for providing instructions and
links. The KB tool was also used at the end of the project for students’ self-evaluation. The
teacher pre-structured the self-evaluation by following questions: How did you learn working like

this? How did the knowledge building succeed? Did you succeed in making notes? How did the
information seeking succeed?

Assessment of the project
According to the teacher, the project was successful. The students got familiar with the principles
and procedures of progressive inquiry. In addition, the students’ ICT skills developed. Even
though the students applied ideas of progressive inquiry for the first time, they were motivated
and not complaining, even though they sometimes needed patience with all new issues to learn

and ways of learning. There was not enough time to go through all the planned content, but the
teacher thought it was not a problem. The students adopted FLE3 easily, and the teacher felt that
FLE3 supported the project well.

Table 3.5: Content of the inquiry based on the categorization of each note.

Students (N=18) Teachers (N = 2)

Knowledge Category f % f %

Social 48 16.7% 0 0.0%

On topic 24 1

Community building 24 0

Progress of the process 80 27.3% 14 36.8%

Organizational issues 18 10

Evaluation and metalevel issues 62 4

Content of inquiry 155 52.6% 24 63.2%

Wonderment, problems 48 10

Low-level explanation 55 0

High-level explanation 46 11

Scientific information 6 3

Irrelevant or diff. to categorize 10 3.4% 0 0.00%

Total 293 100.0% 38 100.0%

In all, the students produced 293 notes, 23 documents and 4 links, and the teacher produced 33
notes, 33 documents and 3 links to FLE3’s database during the project. In addition, the outside
expert posted 5 notes to the KB discourse. First, we coded all notes according to one of the

knowledge categories (see table 3.5). There were 39 notes that included knowledge from two or
three categories. They have been categorized choosing the most obvious and relevant content,
taking account of the context that the note belongs to. Of the combined notes, 10 were teacher
notes, which included both social encouragement or metalevel evaluation and content-related

questions or explanations. Most of the students combined notes, which had a research problem as
a title, with students’ own explanations of the problem as a text. That structure was mostly found
in the notes that were written after the teachers’ instruction to write students’ own theories in a
new note with the original problem in the title. We have categorized those notes as Wonderment
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if the problem was presented for the first time, and Low- or High-level explanations, if the
problem was already published in some previous note.

Because of the nature of the project, many notes in KB included discussion of the features of the
findings (Are the bones birds' bones? How did the blue alga look like?), or wonderment of the
animals that the students saw (What does a seashell eat?). Especially the notes in the first KB
context included also a lot of social and process organization notes because the students were

interested in each other’s experiences during the visit to the nature-education centre. The whole
epistemological nature of the discourse in FLE was rather “fact-oriented” because it was based on
students’ effort to conceptualise their observations in the sea cost. We categorized as high-level
explanations all the notes that included students’ guesses and suggestion that were something

more than observable surface features of the issues under study, but they were not necessary very
high-level theoretical explanations of mechanisms or principles. The notes were also rather short,
but it is understandable because the students were very young, and they carried out this kind of
inquiry for the first time. Following notes are picked from the KB discourse of the Bird group:

Boy1: Own explanation 2002-11-28 09:40
ducks
How do they live.

Boy2: Own explanation 2002-11-29 08:28
Ducks
Ducks establish themselves in ponds and lakes.

Boy3: Own explanation 2002-11-29 08:36
ducks
My opinion is that ducks nest among the reeds in the coast

Boy2: Own explanation 2002-11-29 08:45
how do the ducks nest
Ducks search grass and then they start to build

Boy4: Own explanation 2002-11-29 08:46
duck’s sons
My opinion is … they nest among the rushes and after it gets a chick,
it puts it in a hiding place so that an eagle cannot get it

In the last KB discourse, students produced a lot of notes categorized as metalevel knowledge,
because they answered to the self-evaluation questions formulated by the teacher. Following
notes are two examples of students’ self-evaluation notes:

Boy4: Own explanation 2002-12-19 12:25
writing
I learnt to write to my mates very well.

Girl : Own explanation 2002-12-12 09:47
birds
On my opinion it was rather fun and easy although I felt that I would never get it finished.

In addition to face-to-face guidance in classroom, the teacher contributed to the KB discourse by
starting new KB contexts with structured guidance notes, and by commenting the students’
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inquiry with notes that usually included both social support and guidance to continue the inquiry.
Following are two examples of notes written by the teacher:

Teacher: Problem 2002-10-22 22:13
First theories of the Bird group
1.a Answer to this message and write into the title your own research problem that we
made in the classroom.
Choose the thinking type Problem.
1.b In the text part you write your own first explanation, or your answer to the question.
2. In the second phase we read each other’s theories, and construct better theories based
on the present explanations. We evaluate critically what is good, and what possibly cannot
be valid. We also share our knowledge to others.
Everybody knows something about these issues, and it is nice to share it together.

Teacher: Deepening knowledge 2002-11-05 08:43
Additional explanation
I think that your theory is good, and next you could find out, what else belongs to the body
of ear medusa.

The notes written by the outside biology expert from the nature-education centre included
content-related expert comments to students’ explanations. He wrote only five notes, but they
were very ingeniously formulated to the young student’s level of understanding. Following is an

example of a KB discourse thread of the Plankton group, in which the expert contributed:

Girl2: Problem 2002-11-25 11:53
Why does water flea have so big eye
Almost every water flea has an eye that is fused. It means that two eyes have joined
together.

Girl3: Own explanation 2002-11-28 09:18
water flea
My opinion is that water flea has that kind of eye naturally.

Gir2: Own explanation 2002-11-29 08:27
it can be so
It can be so that water flea has that kind of eye naturally, but I found from the net
that they have fused eyes, therefore it is rather certain knowledge.

Biology expert: Scientific knowledge 2002-12-02 09:59
About the eye of water flea
From the book ‘Structure of animals’ I found such information that the eye
of water flea is actually formed from two fused eyes, like [girl1] wrote. This
kind of eye is called nauplius combined eye. It resembles the combined
eye of a fly, which is very sensitive to light. One can say that the only eye
of water flea is big naturally, because the two eyes are fused together
already millions of years ago, and also young fleas have only that one big
eye.

In addition to the content of notes, we coded them also according to the thinking type label that
was used in them. We constructed a combined table, to compare the label and the content of the
notes (table 3.6). In this table the same note is counted more than once if it included many
knowledge types, therefore the total sum of notes exceeds the number of notes in table 3.5.
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Table 3.6: Comparison of thinking types and content of the notes.

Content of the Notes
Thinking Type # notes Social Process Problems Own explanation Scientific Irrel. Total

Low High
Problem
teachers 9 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 9
students 57 6 3 29 11 23 6 2 80
Own expl.
teachers 19 4 6 9 0 5 0 0 24
students 236 44 77 34 48 31 2 8 244
Progress of the process
teachers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
students 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scientific information
teachers 10 3 2 1 0 6 3 0 15
students 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Summary
teachers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
students 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 331 57 97 73 59 65 11 10 372

As can be seen from table 3.6, the students used only the thinking types Problem and Own

explanation, although their notes included also other kinds of knowledge. It was probably a too
challenging task for so young students to try to use the whole set from the beginning. In the end
of the project, the teacher could probably have guided the students to use the Process organization
-label in their evaluation notes, to teacher them gradually to learn to structure their work in more

advanced way. Also, the thinking type Summary was not used in KB. Students may have got
difficulties with the idea of summarizing KB discourse. On the other hand, students were
summarizing their findings and knowledge when writing their final papers about their topics. So,
maybe writing a more traditional paper was a more convenient way of putting things together in

this case.

Conclusions
In this project, the visit to the seacoast, face-to-face activity in the classroom, and the use of FLE3

were connected together in a sensible way. The students used the collaborative tool to list their
observations and own explanations. In addition to this, face-to-face activity served best in
situations, which needed instant feedback and interaction with the teacher and peers.

One may say that the use of thinking types could have been more varying, and also the content of
the messages could have reached deeper level of explaining and summarizing. On the other hand,
we have to bear in mind, that very young students were applying ideas of progressive inquiry and
using a networked environment for the first time. From this point of view, we could easily find

indications of attempts to externalise own nature-observations and ideas to other students. In
other words, the teacher and the students were trying to establish a learning culture, in which a
shared-regulation form of learning is present, instead of a strong teacher-regulation.
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3.2.2. Greece: The throwing of a coin (G 3.14)

Pedagogical design
The goal of the case study was to implement a design that would lead to a better understanding in
a difficult subject of Physics: Explaining, by using Newtonian Forces, the motion of a coin (the
”coin toss” problem) and to provide opportunities for the students to get a deeper understanding

of what ”learning Physics” is about.

The participants of the case study were 26 students of the 10th grade of 2nd Lyceum (High school)
of Alimos in Greece. The students worked in groups of three, and each group had one PC

available. Before our intervention, all students had some contact with formal mechanics taught in
the traditional way. The didactic sequence that we report combined a series of traditional lessons
(“traditional” component) with a series of CSCL investigations using Synergeia (the CSCL
component). The “traditional” component followed the normal course work, during which the

students were unaware of what took place in the CSCL component. (The students reported that
they had not discussed the “coin toss problem” with their teacher). The Synergeia investigation
was part of the computer science course, and was presented to the students as a new way to learn
through collaboration.

During the first lesson with Synergeia, the students read a note in the data base that presented the
“coin toss problem” (see figure 3.1), and they were asked to write down their opinions on
questions 1 to 3, justify them, and read and comment on the opinions of other groups. It is well

known from literature in Physics instruction that this is a difficult problem. In question 1, both
before and after traditional instruction, the success rate is below 5%. In question 3, both before
and after traditional instruction success rate is below 20%.

Questions 1-3 refer to a coin, which is tossed straight up into the air. After it is released it
moves upward, reaches its highest point and falls back down again. Use one of the following
choices (A through G) to indicate the force acting on the coin for each of the cases described
below. Answer choice J if you think that none is correct. Ignore any effects of air resistance.

A. The force is down and constant.

B. The force is down and increasing

C. The force is down and decreasing

D. The force is zero.

E. The force is up and constant.

F. The force is up and increasing

G. The force is up and decreasing

____ 1.The coin is moving upward after it is released.
 ____2. The coin is at its highest point.
____ 3. The coin is moving downward.

Figure 3.1: The question posed to the students. The scientifically correct answer is A, A, A.
The most common intuitive answer is G, D, B.
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A week later, in their classroom (traditional lesson), students were introduced to the 2nd law of
Newton and studied “free fall”. Notice that the “falling” part of the “coin toss problem” (question
3) can indeed be seen as a “free fall” problem.

During the second lesson with Synergeia, which took place a month after the first lesson with
Synergeia, the students were encouraged to continue their thinking about the problem, by stating
their current opinion about the “coin toss problem”. They were asked to state explicitly whether
their opinion had changed or not and to justify the change. In the end students argued in the

classroom (face-to-face) and each group defended the opinion it had endorsed. A week later, in
their classroom (traditional lesson), students worked more on “free fall” problems.
Two weeks after that the third lesson with Synergeia took place. In the third lesson a fully
justified view for the coin toss problem of “another group” (manufactured in reality by the

teacher himself and expressing the scientifically correct explanation, but presented as part of the
same research going on in another school) was presented to them through the discussion space of
Synergeia for criticism. After answering this, students were called to answer question 2 of the
“coin toss problem” and then to answer the whole problem when the term “force” is exchanged

with the term “acceleration”.

During the Synergeia lessons the teacher suggested to the students to collaborate, to express
freely their opinions, to see the answers of the other groups through Synergeia, and to comment

on them. In no case was the teacher assessing the answers given by the students, although he
sometimes pointed out the inconsistencies of argumentation.

Assessment of the project
Detailed analysis of the content of the students’ notes with emphasis on the understanding of
the problem at hand. While working in the first Synergeia hour of the intervention, 70% of the
students gave the same intuitive answer for questions 1 and 3, which follows the rule “force goes
like velocity” (G, B). None of the students gave the scientifically correct answer in either of our

questions. In the second hour, one group reported a difference in opinion within the group.
Intuitive answers in the first question continued to be high, but now 50% of the students gave the
scientifically correct answer in the third question (when the motion of the coin is similar to “free
fall”). In the third hour 70% of the groups were right in both answers with 90% being right in the

third question. The comparison of the above results with results from traditional classrooms
mentioned above shows that our intervention has been very successful. It should be noted that
while using Synergeia, the students did not get additional direct instruction (from an authority
figure); the teacher never told them the correct answers.

Analysis of Synergeia database, based on a more general categorization of the notes. Table 3.7
shows a categorization of the notes of students and teachers, based on the categories agreed upon
between the researchers in ITCOLE.
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Table 3.7: Database analysis based on the categorization of each note.

Students (N=18) Teachers (N = 2)

Knowledge Category f % f %

Social 2 4% 0 0%

On topic 2 0

Community building 0 0

Progress of the process 0 0% 2 50%

Organizational issues 0 0

Evaluation and metalevel issues 0 2

Content of inquiry 52 96% 2 50%

Wonderment, problems 0 1

Low-level explanation 9 0

High-level explanation 42 1

Scientific information 1 0

Irrelevant or difficult to categorize 0 0% 0 0%

Total 54 100% 4 100%

In our design, the teacher had limited participation through Synergeia. However, teacher
interventions were in very high level, addressing evaluation and metalevel issues, problems and
high-level explanations.

In students’ notes the number of high-level explanations is impressive. Roughly 80% of all notes
belong to this category. At the same time, there were very few social comments and no Progress
of the Process comments. These data reflect the nature of the intervention: Although the teacher
did not force students to some particular position, students had a heavy schedule of activities to

deal with, and a plan of activities already set out for them. Under these conditions, the students
did not take upon themselves the responsibility of organizing the work, or building a sense of
community of learning.

In figure 3.2 we can see that, in the discussion, deep threads developed, which indicate high
involvement on the side of the students. Students applied the thinking type categories minimally,
using mainly “My explanation”.
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Figure 3.2: A part of the knowledge building space where the discussion about the coin

toss took place

Important points from the teacher and student questionnaires. A main point in the students’

answers was that they enjoyed a lot the sense of freedom that they felt they had. They recognized
that the teacher left themselves the responsibility of finding and arguing their own answers.
Students did not feel they should have more responsibility in running the classroom.

In the teacher’s answers, the teacher expressed a concern for an even better design next time
when Synergeia is introduced in the classroom. The teacher was also concerned about the
possibility of integrating this new way of teaching in larger portions of the curriculum.

An important instant of student-teacher interaction captured in videotape. In this excerpt, a boy
and two girls collaborate in the third hour of the intervention. They are deep in discussion about
the proper answers to questions 1 and 3. In listening to their discussion, it becomes clear that the
two girls have not yet managed to differentiate the concept of velocity from the concept of

acceleration. Therefore they claim that the acceleration is changing while the coin moves. They
feel very strongly about this and they try, by repeating their story, to get their fellow into
accepting it. However, the boy insists:

The girls: But Nikos, it is clear, the coin moves slower and slower
Boy: The velocity gets smaller
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…….
Boy: I believe that its velocity gets smaller. Not its acceleration. I think that the
acceleration of the coin remains constant.
Then one of the girls stays very concerned and starts nodding her head.
Girl: The acceleration is constant, the acceleration is constant. He is right.

In this small vignette the students, with no guidance of their teacher, argue about a difficult

conceptual issue and they manage to arrive to an agreement that accompanies very significant
learning for all of them.

Conclusions
We have established that our design has given impressively better results than the traditional

instruction for this notorious (in the field of physics instruction task): the “coin toss problem”.
Moreover, the students had a good understanding of these aspects of the activity, in which they
were given responsibility (students took notice that they were not helped to find out the answers,
and they appreciated it).

However, we have no signs of students having felt that there was established a new sense of
community in their classroom (very few social oriented notes). We should take into account that
in this design, the teacher made a first break from the traditional classroom: students were given

the responsibility to short out their opinions by themselves; very positive results were reported.
The challenge now is a second break that would also include passing responsibility about setting
physics-related learning goals and pinning the appropriate methodology. This requires longer
time duration, and greater meshing with the current Greek curriculum.

3.2.3. Italy: Myths (I 3.1)

Pedagogical design
In all, 65 students of four different classes participated in this course on European mythology.
The classes involved in this course were two 4th grade and one 5th grade classes from a primary
school in Rome, and one 6th grade class from a junior secondary school in Milan. Six teachers
(two with much experience of CSCL, and four with no experience) supported the students in the

collaborative work within Synergeia. Interaction between students at a distance started with the
students’ individual introduction of themselves. Primary students chose to use nicknames in
Synergeia, and junior secondary students to use their own names. They worked on mythology in
small groups (2/3 students) and, after a period of brainstorming and discussion, they chose

Atlantis from all the myths because it seemed to be the most intriguing and mysterious one.
Teachers asked students to search for any information about Atlantis, and invited them to search
documents and pictures from Internet. Through class discussion, they analysed the information
collected and decided what to post in Synergeia. Each small group uploaded a lot of documents

(58 files all together both documents and pictures) in Synergeia, to share them with the other
students. Moreover, the junior secondary class decided to build a virtual place, "Atlantis", using a
3D construction environment program called Active Worlds (AW). They used AW, and started
collaboration with Finnish partners in a new Synergeia course called “Project: cross national
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collaboration”. The primary classes continued to work in Myths: they couldn’t use AW due to
poor technological availability. In the second work phase of the project, the teachers proposed to
divide documents in four different folders: “Atlantis in our drawings” (students imagined Atlantis

and prepared drawings), “Contemporary events that send back to Atlantis” (students collected
hypotheses about Atlantis disappearance), “Work hypotheses and interviews on Atlantis ”
(students arranged a questionnaire on Atlantis to propose it to every student at a distance),
“Evidences and verifications on Atlantis” (students gathered information pro and versus Atlantis

existence). Every folder was managed by a small group that organized information and
documents. The final goal of the group was to prepare a book (textual or hyper-textual), using all
the information collected in all folders.

The teachers encouraged the students to take the responsibility when making their cognitive
choice. For this purpose, the group discussion (in classroom and on-line) was very useful to reach
an agreement on the different objectives, to be able to compare other persons’ opinions, who
came from outside, not belonging to the classroom group.

Detailed analysis of the database
We added two new categories (“Telling stories about Myths” and “Technical problems”) to the
common set of categories because eleven of the database-notes couldn’t be coded in the proposed

categories. In the category “Telling stories about Myths” we coded all the notes that told the myth
story without any personal explanation. They couldn’t be coded as Scientific information because
the source wasn’t reported and as they were more related to the teachers’ information. In
“Technical problems” we collected all the notes asking or giving clarifications about technical

difficulties with Synergeia. In the category “Difficult to categorize”, we included all off-topic
notes: in seven notes junior secondary students describe Active Worlds to primary fellows
inviting them to use it. The results of the database analysis are in table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Database knowledge based on the categorization of each note.

Students (N=65) Teachers (N=6)
Knowledge Category f % f %
Social 46 49.4% 5 31.3%
On topic 1 3
On community building 45 2
Progress of the process 12 12.9% 6 37.5%
Organizational issues 10 6
Evaluation and metalevel issues 2 0
Content of inquiry 15 16.1% 3 18.8%
Wonderment, problems 1 2
Low-level explanation 6 0
High level explanation 3 0
Scientific information 2 0
Telling stories about Myths 3 1
Irrelevant 8 8.6% 0 0.0%
Difficult to categorize 7 7.5% 0 0.0%
Technical problems 5 5.4% 2 12.5%
TOTAL 93 100.0% 16 100.0%
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Altogether 49.4% of students’ notes fall into Social Community Building category, suggesting
that in the Italian culture, creating social relationships among users is the first step to build shared

knowledge. In addition, this course involved four classes in different schools, and distance
communication certainly requires social relationship between students who do not know each
other. Nevertheless, we have to consider that the 26.6% of these students’ notes weren’t properly
Social Building Community. These notes expressed the intention to get in touch with the others,

but they were only invitations to chat in Synergeia. Students posted chat appointments until they
were aware of the misunderstanding: Synergeia wasn’t only a chat. Indeed, Simo (junior
secondary student) wrote:

Student: Greetings
2002-10-30
Sorry for the confusion we made yesterday evening dragged by euphoria L

Hallo, sorry…we reflected on our mistake: we confused this web site as a place only
to chat. We’ll take Myths work more seriously. We are studying Fetonte history…now we
learn to search information on the web and than we’ll send you them J

There were two student notes that can have double categorization. They have been categorized
choosing the most obvious and relevant content, taking account of the context that the note

belongs to. One included both Social Community Building and Organizational Issues; the other
included Organizational Issues and Cognitive High level explanation.

In this course, the Knowledge Building tool was used more for students’ introduction and for

organizational issues than for discussion on topic. This depends on the high number of students
involved in this Course: four classes organized the activity only through Synergeia. When writing
this report, classes are organizing the collected documents, and probably the Knowledge Building
tool will be used to discuss and decide together how to carry out the Atlantis book. In addition,

we can say that in this course (and in the most of the Italian courses), Synergeia was used more to
exchange materials with classes at a distance in order to build something together (58 files
uploaded), than to discuss topics together in Knowledge Building Areas (109 notes, with the 49%
of “social” notes). This is due both to teachers’ view of cooperative and constructivist education,

and to poor technological availability: in primary schools there are 12 computers in a lab, but
only one is connected to the Internet. So students usually work in dyads preparing materials, and
then they upload them to Synergeia at their turn.

Frequencies of the Thinking types use are reported in table 3.9. Students and teachers didn’t use
the set of Progressive inquiry Thinking types in a very correct way. They used this set in two
Knowledge Building Areas that were used only to introduce themselves, and to begin a first
discussion about the myth of Atlantis; therefore, there were only two notes that were really

Problem, and only one Scientific explanation (instead of 9 Problems and 3 Scientific explanations
cleaned by students). Instead, in the third Knowledge Building Area (94 notes) they use the
Informal discussion set rather correctly. In 51% of the notes, students and teachers used the exact
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Thinking type, compared to the content of the note. Nevertheless, we consider that Greetings is
the Thinking type most used, and used most correctly.

Table 3.9: Frequencies of the Thinking types used.

Labels Of Notes Students Teachers

Progressive inquiry
Process organization 0 1
Problem 8 1
My explanation 1 1
Summary 0 0
Scientific explanation 3 0
Informal discussion
Starting 3 0
Greetings 48 5
Comment 15 2
Idea 3 2
Agree 4 2
Disagree 0 0
Clarify 3 2
Story 4 1

The teachers considered Synergeia as a valid tool for discussion and exchange of opinions.
Teachers appreciated, in particular, the possibility to find solutions collaboratively and to
exchange thoughts about the problems. One teacher (with no experience of CSCL) said: “We are
used to work in groups, but here there’s something special: the tool, that is that here

communication is mediated by a tool, and the teacher is not at the centre anymore… maybe the
tool helps you in being less intrusive and to leave there more space where to build their own
culture”. On their opinion, Synergeia supported students in autonomous knowledge building.
However, they requested some changes in Synergeia: graphical representation with different

icons, improvement of the chat and the MapTool, and a friendlier interface.

3.2.4. The Netherlands: 400 years United Dutch East Asia Company (NL 3.2)

Pedagogical design
Already 400 years ago, the Dutch East Asia Company (Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie,
VOC) was founded. The VOC is a subject of the regular method that is used in history lessons in
primary education: “Bij de tijd” (“On time”). According to the teachers of a public school for

primary education “De Duizendpoot”, this method stimulates an instructive way of teaching.
They wanted to change this way of learning, using ICT.

A museum in Amsterdam asked the schools in the Netherlands to produce a brochure about the

foundation of the VOC. This brochure was meant for children. This was a chance for teachers of
“De Duizendpoot” to organise history education in a more social-constructive way: they used
history lessons to produce this brochure in a collaborative way. The virtual learning environment
Synergeia was used to realise the process.
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The participants were 41 students in the 7th and 8th grade (10-13 years). The students varied in
their cultural background. In this project, groups of four students were formed. The groups were

mixed from grades 7 and 8. Four PC’s were available for all the students. The teachers made a
scheme so that every student could work on a computer. Synergeia was used for 6 weeks, mostly
3 times a week during 2 hours. In figure 3.3 is a photograph from the computer lab.

Figure 3.3: Four computers were available for 41 students.

In the classroom, the students had the opportunity to study books and watch videos about the
VOC, and the groups discussed about the subject. Within a group, they divided the tasks. In the

first lesson, the subject was introduced. Teachers told about the foundation of the Dutch East Asia
Company, and about the request of the museum. They had formulated the request as an
assignment for students. The assignment contained some questions that focused on facts (e.g.
“What does Public Limited Company mean?”). But several questions stimulated deeper

understanding, for example: “The Dutch East Asia Company changes daily live. The Dutch East
Asia Company brings several thinks back to Holland, such as spices, coffee, tea and fabrics. This
leads to changes in Holland. What does change? How come?”

In this first lesson, the teachers also made clear the procedure of the project. The students became
familiar with Synergeia. In the other lessons, the students came together in the classroom. They
decided together, who had to do what task: who had to do what chapter of the brochure. They
used Synergeia:

- To post questions,
- To answer questions of others,
- To add websites,
- To search for information (e.g. via selected websites), and

- To add documents with concept-texts.
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Students also answered questions of other groups. In the beginning of the project, they were not
willing to do this. Teachers stimulated this by giving rewards. Teachers guided the process. They
did not give class instructions, but they helped individual those students who had problems (e.g.

with grammar), and groups of students. Most of the files posted by teachers, were about the
organisation of the project (e.g. description about the aim of the project and the procedures).

Assessment of the project
Teachers’ interview and students’ test.
One teacher and one assistant-teacher of “De Duizendpoot” participated in a group interview. In
this interview, they expressed their satisfaction with the results of the project. They were
especially satisfied about the process-based results. In their opinion, students improved their

capability to collaborate and to solve problems. Students were also motivated to learn how to use
ICT (e.g. Word, searching information on the Internet). In the regular curriculum they have
separate lessons where students learn ICT-skills. These lessons are not linked with other subjects
of the curriculum. Students do not like this, according to the teachers. The teachers complained

that the curriculum is very congested. They wondered how they could fit working with Synergeia
in the curriculum. They believed that the competences like the capability to collaborate with
others are more important than knowledge based-facts, although the curriculum is dominated by
details that students should know. The teachers mentioned that – if you compare CSCL with

traditional learning – several students now put more effort in the subject. The students also did
the test that belongs to the traditional history method. The results of the questions about the VOC
– in general – were good. If you compare them with the results of the test of last year, the results
with Computer Supported Collaborative Learning were better. For several reasons, it is not

possible to explain this improvement from the different way of teaching, but this outcome
stimulated the teachers’ positive impression about working with Synergeia.

Analysis of the database based on a more general categorization of the notes.

Table 3.10 shows a categorization of the notes from students and teachers based on the categories
agreed upon by the collaboration.

In this project, the teachers had not very active participation through Synergeia. Three of four

notes, posted by teachers, had to do with the progress of the process. The students used
knowledge building especially to ask content-related questions and to give their own opinion
about the question. They used knowledge-building spaces especially for questions and answers
about facts. The use of thinking types was as follows: Problem 28%, My Explanation 36%,

Scientific Explanation 33%, Evaluation of the Process 3%, Summary 0%. It is doubtful if the
“Scientific Explanation” notes are actual scientific explanations. For example, in most cases, the
students did not mention the source. Figure 3.4 illustrates the lack of deep threads in the
knowledge-building discourse.
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Table 3.10: Database analysis based on the categorization of each note.

Students (N=41) Teachers (N = 2)

Knowledge Category f % f %

Social 0 0% 0 0%

On topic 0 0

Community building 0 0

Progress of the process 7 22% 3 75%

Organizational issues 7 3

Evaluation and metalevel issues 0 0

Content of inquiry 19 59% 1 25%

Wonderment, problems 8 1

Low-level explanation 11 0

High-level explanation 0 0

Scientific information 3 0

Irrelevant or difficult to categorize 6 19% 0 0%

Total 32 100% 4 100%

It should be taken into account that individual students did not have the opportunity to use
Synergeia often. A lot of discussion between groups of students took place in the classroom.
Results of discussions were reported in chapters of a brochure.

Figure 3.4: A part of the knowledge building space where students discuss about facts.

Important points from the teacher questionnaires.
A main point from the students’ questionnaires was the enthusiasm of students about working in a
collaborative way, using a virtual learning environment. In the teacher’s questionnaire the
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pedagogical effectiveness of the working with Synergeia is expressed. Teachers mentioned the
importance for students to learn how to collaborate. Teachers estimated that they had a possibility
to give more attention to individual students with problems (remedial teaching). Teachers were

also able to support groups of students (discussing the progress, solving conflicts).

Conclusions
The students and the teachers, who participated in the VOC-project, were enthusiastic about

collaborative learning using Synergeia, although they did not use the knowledge-building spaces
to build knowledge. It seems to be hard for students and teachers to communicate with each other
through Synergeia if they are able to meet each other in real live, every day. We should take into
account that this was the first time when the teachers and the students worked this way

(collaboratively and with a virtual learning environment), and that 41 students could only use 4
computers. It was also hard to convince the teachers and the students of the pedagogical added
value of writing notes instead of telling others your opinion. Besides the lack of proper technical
facilities, it is obvious that educational innovation is hard to implement in a few months.

It is striking that teachers mentioned, especially, the added value of working with Synergeia for
competencies like problem solving and collaborating, although these competencies are not tested
explicitly by the teachers. The curriculum of historical education in primary schools (and

therefore the tests that are used to assess students) is, particularly, related to facts and deeper
understanding of these facts.

3.3 Teachers’ experiences

3.3.1 Introduction

In order to evaluate the usefulness and usability of both Synergeia and FLE3, the teachers were

asked to fill in a questionnaire on the functionality of the system, after they finished their projects.
Furthermore, per country some teachers were invited to participate in a group interview. In each
country 2 groups of 4 to 5 teachers were interviewed. Because of differences in the school
schedules (Finnish projects started and ended earlier) the Finnish teachers were not interviewed,

but they wrote reflective notes during their project, and a final report, in which they had to reflect
on similar aspects as their colleagues from other countries in the teacher interviews.

As in Finland the teachers worked with FLE3, and in Greece, Italy and The Netherlands the

teachers worked with Synergeia, the questionnaires are slightly different. In this chapter, first the
teacher evaluation of FLE3 is described and then the teacher evaluation of Synergeia. These
sections are followed by the results from the teacher interview. The chapter ends with general
conclusions.

3.3.2 Methodology

The teacher questionnaire
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As the Finnish projects started earlier and ended earlier, the first version of the questionnaire was
handed out to the Finnish teachers after their projects. In total, 15 teachers filled in the
questionnaire, 9 women and 6 men. There were 7 primary school teachers, 4 teachers did a

project in lower secondary education, and 4 did a project in higher secondary education.
The questionnaire for the Finnish teachers can be found in appendix 3. It consisted of 51 open
questions and three open questions. 7 questions are concerned with an overall rating of the FLE3
learning environment, then 9 questions deal with the usability of specific features of FLE3. Then

FLE3’s usefulness for collaboration is questioned in 7 questions on specific features and 27 more
general questions about pedagogical use of FLE3 and collaborative inquiry. The open questions
address the issues of supporting students, things that would be done differently in a next project,
and own learning and development in inquiry learning processes.

For the other three countries, the questionnaire was adapted to the Synergeia learning
environment (see appendix 4). Furthermore, the 27 general questions on collaborative learning
were reduced to 4. The questionnaire starts off with questions on the pedagogical usability

questions, followed by the questions on the technical usability. The questionnaire ends with the
general rating for Synergeia on 7 aspects. To make sure that the questionnaire that indeed the
same questions were asked in each country, a cheque has been made by translating the English
version in the national language, and then by translating it back into English by another person.

When there was no loss in meaning, the national language version was accepted, otherwise it was
carefully translated again.
In Greece, nine teachers completed the questionnaire, 2 primary school teachers and 7 secondary
school teachers. For Italy, 11 primary school teachers completed the questionnaire, and 6

secondary school teachers. In the Netherlands, 11 primary school teachers and 6 secondary school
teachers completed the questionnaire.
The number of teachers per country are not very high. In the analysis, the means per country are
given, but no tests for significance were done, as these might lead to that can not be justified, due

to the small number of teachers.

The teacher interview
After the end of the ITCOLE projects, the four research groups have arranged meetings with the

participating teachers. In these meeting the teachers were interviewed relative to different aspects
of their experience with ITCOLE software: Synergeia for Greece, Italy and the Netherlands and
FLE3 for Finland. In Appendix 5 the questions that were asked are presented.

The questions in the interview scheme are divided in two parts. The first part encompasses seven
questions that refer to the project in general. These questions refer to teachers’ roles, reflectivity
on the positive and negative experiences of the teachers and if and how student initiative and
collaboration in higher-order work has been promoted. The issue of assessment is also dealt with

directly by two questions. In this set of questions we tried to capture the teachers’ experiences in
the project, how it was connected with the usual school curriculum and what specific changes it
would entail for their further pedagogy either with or without ITCOLE software. The second part
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is comprised by two questions where teachers are asked to report whether their participation in
the project has lead to changes in the teachers’ understanding of learning and teaching and
reflected changes of reaching practices.

In order to analyze teachers’ answers the following methodology was followed:
Firstly a categorization scheme was created according to which teachers’ comments in each
question were grouped under a finite number of categories. These categories were created based

on a) the categorization of teachers’ answers in similar questions in phase 2 of the interview and
b) the concepts and dimensions that are most relevant for the basic pedagogical and technical
questions of the ITCOLE project. These dimensions are presented in appendix 6.
Secondly the “coordinate system” that the categories created was used to extract the main features

of the teachers’ answers in each country and to compare teachers’ answers in different countries.
The categories used for each question together with specific examples are presented in Appendix
6.

3.3.3 Results from the Teacher questionnaire on FLE3

Technological usability
At the beginning of the questionnaire, the teachers were asked to give an overall mark for FLE3

on seven aspects. They had to rate these aspects on a six-points scale, ranging from (1) very bad
to (6) very good. In table 3.11 these overall figures are given.

Table 3.11: General usability of FLE3

Overall
Primary

education
Lower secondary

education
Upper secondary

education
Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Ease of use 5.14 7 0.69 5.00 4 0.82 4.50 4 0.58 4.93 15 0.70

Navigation 4.86 7 1.46 4.50 4 0.58 3.50 4 1.00 4.40 15 1.24

Screen Design 4.86 7 0.69 5.00 4 0.00 3.75 4 1.71 4.60 15 1.06

Information
presentation

4.57 7 0.54 5.00 4 0.00 4.50 4 1.29 4.67 15 0.72

Aesthetics 4.86 7 0.90 5.00 4 0.82 3.25 4 1.89 4.47 15 1.36

Students’ view 5.00 7 0.82 5.00 4 0.82 4.00 4 1.41 4.73 15 1.03

Overall

Functionality
4.71 7 0.49 5.00 4 0.82 4.25 4 0.50 4.67 15 0.62

On average, the teachers are positive about FLE3. FLE3 is easy to use, and in general it’s easy to
go to the places you want to go within FLE3. Screen Design and Information presentation are

good, indicating that items have the right place on the screen, and that the information is
presented clearly. Overall, teachers think that FLE3 has a good aesthetics value (indicating beauty
or elegance) good, and teachers think that from a student’s point of view, FLE3 is attractive. The
overall functionality of FLE3 is good. Only few ‘negative’ scores are given, three for the
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aesthetics, two for navigation, two for screen design, one for information presentation and one for
the students’ perspective.

In upper secondary education, teachers evaluate FLE3 a bit worse (on average). Due to the small
number of teachers, it cannot be said whether this is a true effect or not. It might be interesting to
investigate the usefulness of FLE3 for upper secondary education compared to education of
younger groups of children.

Teachers were also asked to rate the ease of use of various functionalities within FLE3. In table
3.12, these functionalities are listed. The rating of the answers is: (1) Difficult, (2) Not easy, not
difficult, and (3) Easy.

Table 3.12: Usability per functionality of FLE3

Functionality
Primary

education
Lower secondary

education
Upper secondary

education
Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Setting up a course 3.00 7 0.00 2.75 4 0.50 3.00 4 0.00 2.93 15 0.26

Inviting people for

course or group
2.86 7 0.38 2.50 4 0.58 2.75 4 0.50 2.73 15 0.46

Webtop 2.57 7 0.54 2.75 4 0.50 3.00 4 0.00 2.73 15 0.46

Creating folders,

files, links and
notes on the

Webtop

2.57 7 0.54 2.50 4 0.58 2.75 4 0.50 2.60 15 0.51

Management and

organisation of
folders, files, links

and notes

2.57 7 0.54 2.50 4 0.58 2.75 4 0.50 2.60 15 0.51

Knowledge Building
Area

2.86 7 0.38 2.50 4 0.58 2.25 4 0.50 2.60 15 0.51

Thinking types 2.71 7 0.49 2.75 4 0.50 2.25 4 0.96 2.60 15 0.63

Attaching figures

and links to KB
messages

2.71 7 0.49 2.50 4 0.58 3.00 3 0.00 2.71 14 0.47

Jamming 1.20 5 0.45 1.67 3 0.58 1.50 2 0.71 1.40 10 0.52

As can be seen in the figure, all functionalities of FLE3 are easy to use. Only the jamming
functionality is difficult to use (on average). However, this can be explained with the fact that the

teachers were not specifically introduced to use Jamming, or how it could be applied, thus, only
few of the teachers tried it. It can be stated that their opinions related to Jamming were based on
first impression, not knowing even how the tool may be used.
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Effectiveness for collaboration
The Finnish teachers were asked to rate the functionalities of FLE3 on its effectiveness for
collaboration between students. They had to rate the usefulness on a three-point scale, ranging

from (1) “little” to (3) “much”. In table 3.13, the results are shown.

Table 3.13: Effectiveness for collaboration per functionality of FLE3.

Functionality Primary
education

Lower secondary
education

Upper secondary
education

Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Webtop 2,33 6 0,52 2,50 2 0,71 2,25 4 0,50 2,33 12 0,49

Creating folders,
files, links and

notes on the
Webtop

2,33 6 0,52 2,00 3 1,00 2,25 4 0,50 2,23 13 0,60

Management and
organisation of

folders, files, links
and notes

1,83 6 0,41 1,67 3 0,58 2,00 3 0,00 1,83 12 0,39

Knowledge Building
Area

3,00 7 0,00 3,00 3 0,00 3,00 4 0,00 3,00 14 0,00

Thinking types 2,71 7 0,49 2,67 3 0,58 2,75 4 0,50 2,71 14 0,47

Attaching figures or
links to KB

messages
2,57 7 0,54 2,33 3 1,16 2,75 4 0,50 2,57 14 0,65

Jamming 1,25 4 0,50 2,00 2 0,00 1,50 2 0,71 1,50 8 0,54

As can be seen from table 3.13, all functionalities are above average in their usefulness for
collaboration. Jamming scores below average. This may be caused by the fact that teachers rate
the technical usability of jamming as not so good. However, as mentioned above, this can be
explained with the fact that the teachers were not specifically introduced to use Jamming, or how

it could be applied. The management and organisation of folders, files, links and notes scores just
below average. The best contributors to collaborative work of students are the knowledge
building area, and the thinking types therein. Almost unanimously, the teachers claim that these
are much useful for collaboration.

Then the Finnish teachers were asked to give their opinion on 26 statements. The scale used here
is a five point Likert scale ranging from (1) “I fully disagree” to (5) “I fully agree”. In table 3.14,
the answers are listed.
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Table 3.14: opinions on 26 statements of primary and secondary Finnish teachers.

Functionality Primary education
Lower secondary

education

Upper secondary

education
Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

I would have wanted to use more time for working with FLE3. 4,00 7 0,82 3,50 4 0,58 4,25 4 0,96 3,93 15 0,80

We should have had more computers for working with FLE3 3,14 7 1,86 2,50 4 1,29 4,75 4 0,50 3,40 15 1,64

It was easy to see what students were doing in FLE3 4,17 6 1,17 4,00 4 0,82 3,25 4 0,50 3,86 14 0,95

It was easy to operate in FLE3 4,29 7 0,76 3,75 4 1,26 3,00 4 1,16 3,80 15 1,08

I was lost among the knowledge in FLE3 1,57 7 1,13 1,50 4 0,58 2,50 4 1,29 1,80 15 1,08

Writing notes to FLE3 helped me to understand better the topics of the study. 4,14 7 0,69 3,75 4 0,96 4,00 4 0,00 4,00 15 0,66

The students explained their ideas by using FLE3. 4,71 7 0,49 3,75 4 0,50 4,00 4 0,82 4,27 15 0,70

It helped the students’ thinking to see their ideas/notes created in FLE3. 4,43 7 0,54 4,25 4 0,96 4,00 4 0,00 4,27 15 0,59

I assume that it was useful for the students to see my ideas/notes in FLE3. 3,86 7 0,90 3,50 4 0,58 3,75 4 1,26 3,73 15 0,88

It was useful for the students to be able to read other students’ ideas/notes in FLE3. 4,57 7 0,54 4,25 4 0,96 4,50 4 0,58 4,47 15 0,64

It was useful for me to be able to read students' ideas/notes in FLE3. 4,71 7 0,49 3,75 4 1,50 4,75 4 0,50 4,47 15 0,92

The students summarized my different ideas in FLE3. 3,86 7 1,68 3,75 4 0,50 3,25 4 0,50 3,67 15 1,18

It was easy to find new connections between ideas while using FLE3. 3,43 7 0,54 3,50 4 0,58 3,50 4 0,58 3,47 15 0,52

I guided the students to write research problems related to topic of study to FLE3. 4,43 7 0,79 4,00 4 0,82 4,25 4 0,96 4,27 15 0,80

I guided the students to make deepening questions to FLE3 during the process. 4,00 7 0,82 3,75 4 0,96 4,25 4 0,50 4,00 15 0,76

I encouraged the students to create summaries in FLE3. 3,43 7 1,51 3,50 4 0,58 4,25 4 0,50 3,67 15 1,11

While working in FLE3, the students understood how the process of inquiry goes on. 4,14 7 0,69 4,00 4 0,00 3,75 4 0,50 4,00 15 0,54

I was able to see the current phase of students’ inquiry in FLE3. 4,14 7 0,90 3,75 4 0,50 4,00 4 0,00 4,00 15 0,66

It was easy to structure the inquiry process in FLE3. 4,00 7 0,82 3,50 4 1,00 3,25 4 0,50 3,67 15 0,82

The students were evaluating together the inquiry process during the project. 4,14 7 1,07 3,50 4 0,58 2,75 4 0,96 3,60 15 1,06

I gave sufficient amount of guidance to students during the project. 4,00 7 1,16 3,25 4 0,96 2,75 4 0,96 3,47 15 1,13

I did not know what to do in FLE3. 3,14 7 1,07 3,75 4 0,96 4,00 4 0,82 3,53 15 0,99

I gave sufficient instructions concerning how to study in FLE3. 1,17 6 0,41 1,00 4 0,00 1,00 4 0,00 1,07 14 0,27

I guided students to evaluate collaboratively the inquiry process during the project. 3,71 7 1,11 3,75 4 0,96 4,00 4 0,82 3,80 15 0,94

It was easy for the students to collaborate with other students via FLE3. 4,14 7 0,38 3,75 4 0,50 4,00 4 0,82 4,00 15 0,54

I encouraged the students to collaborate. 4,29 7 0,76 3,75 4 0,96 4,25 4 0,50 4,13 15 0,74
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As can be seen in table 3.14, on average there is much agreement among the teachers on almost all
statements of the questionnaire, indicating that FLE3 was easy to use for collaborative work, and that the

task for teachers to support and scaffold this process was easy as well. Surprisingly, the teachers score
very low on the statement “I gave sufficient instructions concerning how to study in FLE3.” This cannot
be explained here, or it might be that teachers are of the opinion that instructions are never sufficient and
can always be done better.

The influence of technical problems
The teachers were asked whether they experienced any technical problems while working with FLE3, but
not whether these problems influenced their work. From the fifteen teachers, 5 of them experienced

technical problems. Although 15 teachers is not much, an attempt to calculate correlations was made. The
outcomes of these calculations have to be treated with some caution, due to the limited number of
teachers.

Concerning the collaborative effectiveness of FLE3, technological problems seem to influence creating
folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop (r = .56, p < .05) and attaching figures or links to KB
messages (r = .58, p < .05). Interestingly, these correlations are positive, indicating that teachers with
technological difficulties rate these features higher on their pedagogical effectiveness.

Concerning the technological usability of FLE3, technological problems only seem to influence attaching
figures or links to KB messages. Again, this correlation is positive (r = .52, p < .05). However, when the
overall rates are given, there are negative correlations with ease of use (r = -.49, p < .05) and navigation (r

= -.47, r < .05).

3.3.4 Results from teacher questionnaire on Synergeia

Technical usability
The questionnaire for the evaluation of Synergeia does not start with questions on the technical usability.
However, the technical usability will be discussed first, as the answers given on the technical usability
may have their influence on the pedagogical usability.

Table 3.15: General technical usability of Synergeia, reported per country

Question Greece Italy The Netherlands Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Ease of use 4,88 8 0,84 4,18 17 1,33 4,73 15 0,80 4,53 40 1,09

Navigation 4,50 8 0,93 4,12 17 1,27 4,37 16 0,81 4,29 41 1,03

Screen Design 4,43 7 1,13 4,12 17 0,86 4,69 16 0,60 4,40 40 0,84

Information
presentation

5,00 8 0,54 3,94 17 1,03 4,50 16 0,63 4,37 41 0,89

Aesthetics 4,63 8 0,74 3,53 17 0,94 4,31 16 0,79 4,05 41 0,95

Students’ view 4,63 8 1,30 3,35 17 1,22 4.00 15 0,85 3,85 40 1,19

Overall

Functionality
4,63 8 0,52 3,94 17 1,20 4,75 16 0,86 4,39 41 1,02
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Teachers were asked to give an overall rating of Synergeia on 7 aspects. The answers could vary between
(1) “very bad”, up to (6) “very good”. In table 3.15, and in table 3.16, the overall figures are given per

country and per school level. As is described before, for school level, a test for significance is done on the
differences found.

Table 3.16: General technical usability of Synergeia, reported per school level

Question Primary School Secondary School Total
Significant
difference?

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. p < ...

Ease of use 4,68 22 0,89 4,33 18 1,28 4,53 40 1,09 n.s.

Navigation 4,39 23 0,89 4,17 18 1,20 4,29 41 1,03 n.s.

Screen Design 4,39 23 0,89 4,41 17 0,80 4,40 40 0,84 n.s.

Information
presentation

4,35 23 0,89 4,39 18 0,92 4,37 41 0,89 n.s.

Aesthetics 4,00 23 1,00 4,11 18 0,90 4,05 41 0,95 n.s.

Students’ view 3,87 23 0,97 3,82 17 1,47 3,85 40 1,19 n.s.

Overall
Functionality

4,61 23 0,78 4,11 18 1,23 4,39 41 1,02 n.s.

On average, the teachers are positive about Synergeia. Synergeia is easy to use, and in general it’s easy to
go to the places you want to go within Synergeia. Screen Design and Information presentation are good,

indicating that items have the right place on the screen, and that the information is presented clearly,
although one teacher states that the user screen should have less buttons. The functionalities could be
placed in the existing menus. Overall, teachers think that Synergeia has a good aesthetics value (indicating
beauty or elegance). The least positive are teachers about the attractiveness for students. Although in

interviews and in answers to open questions in the questionnaire some teachers claim that especially for
young children Synergeia might not be attractive enough, there is no difference between primary and
secondary education in this respect. The overall functionality of Synergeia is good. There are no
differences in the overall view on Synergeia between teachers in primary and secondary education. In

general, The Italians seem to be the least positive, and Greece’ teachers seem to be the most positive.
Future research with a larger group of teachers should indicate whether this effect is valid.

The teachers were also asked to rate the technical usability of the functionalities within Synergeia. The
rating is on a six-points scale. In table 3.17, these ratings are given per country and in table 3.18 these

ratings are given per school level.

As can be seen in table 3.17 and 3.18, teachers have positive feelings on the technological usability of the
functionalities within Synergeia. The MapTool, instant messaging and the address book are only just

above the average value of 3.5. From the open questions in the questionnaire, it becomes clear that not all
teachers have used all functionalities. Some teachers were hampered by technical difficulties. For example
a slow connection with the Internet makes it quite difficult to make use of all functionalities. Other
teachers only used a few functions, as they first wanted to get used to these functions (mostly the

uploading of documents and website, the knowledge building area, and sometimes the use of groups).
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Table 3.17: technical usability of functionalities within Synergeia, reported per country.

Functionality Greece Italy The Netherlands Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Setting up a

course
4,75 8 1,17 4,94 16 1,06 5,07 15 0,46 4,95 39 0,89

Creating

groups
5,00 8 0,93 4,56 16 1,15 4,79 14 0,70 4,74 38 0,95

Uploading of
documents

4,86 7 0,90 4,87 16 1,15 4,75 16 0,86 4,82 39 0,97

MapTool 4,00 4 2,16 3.00 13 1,58 4,00 13 1,23 3,57 30 1,55

Instant

messaging
2,83 12 1,59 4,60 10 1,35 3,64 22 1,71

Knowledge
Building Area

4,63 8 0,92 4,87 15 1,06 5,00 16 0,82 4,87 39 0,92

Thinking
Types

3,20 5 0,84 4,56 16 1,32 4,60 15 0,99 4,39 36 1,20

Address book 4,00 5 0,71 3,70 10 1,49 3,73 11 0,65 3,77 26 1,03

Inviting people
for a course or

group
5,00 7 1,00 4,40 15 1,12 4,38 16 1,09 4,50 38 1,08

Calendar 4,29 7 1,11 3,82 11 1,47 4,44 9 0,88 4,15 27 1,20

Table 3.18: technical usability of functionalities within Synergeia, reported per country.

Functionality
Primary School Secondary School Total

Significant
difference?

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. p < ...

Setting up a
course

5,09 23 0,85 4,75 16 0,93 4,95 39 0,89 n.s.

Creating

groups
4,83 23 0,94 4,60 15 0,99 4,74 38 0,95 n.s.

Uploading of

documents
4,95 21 0,74 4,67 18 1,19 4,82 39 0,97 n.s.

MapTool 3,89 19 1,52 3,00 11 1,48 3,57 30 1,55 n.s.

Instant

messaging
4,07 14 1,82 2,88 8 1,25 3,64 22 1,71 n.s.

Knowledge

Building Area
4,95 22 0,84 4,76 17 1,03 4,87 39 0,92 n.s.

Thinking
Types

4,90 21 1,09 3,67 15 0,98 4,39 36 1,20 .01

Address book 3,87 15 1,19 3,64 11 0,81 3,77 26 1,03 n.s.

Inviting people

for a course or
group

4,67 21 0,91 4,29 17 1,26 4,50 38 1,08 n.s.

Calendar 4,07 14 1,27 4,23 13 1,17 4,15 27 1,20 n.s.
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Tools like the MapTool, the instant messaging and the calendar are saved for the next time. Some teachers
claim that due to security reasons, not all functionalities can be used from school computers.

An interesting point is the very significant difference in the evaluation of thinking types between primary
and secondary schools. Primary school teachers think that the thinking types function better in a
technological way. Beforehand, it could be assumed that this functionality might be too difficult for

primary schools, but this turns out not to be the case.

Pedagogical effectiveness
Teachers were asked to rate the pedagogical effectiveness of functionalities of Synergeia on a six-points

scale, ranging from (1) “very bad” to (6) “very good”. In table 3.19, the mean values per country are
listed, and in table 3.20, the rating per school level is given.

Table 3.19: Pedagogical effectiveness of functionalities within Synergeia, reported per country.

Functionality Greece Italy The Netherlands Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Groups
5,75 8 0,46 4,82 17 1,43 5,00 15 1,07 5,07 40 1,19

Uploading of

documents,
URL’s etc.

4,86 7 0,69 4,76 17 1,09 4,41 17 0,87 4,63 41 0,94

MapTool
3,60 5 1,67 2,58 12 1,68 4,14 14 0,95 3,45 31 1,52

Instant

Messaging
- - - 2,75 12 1,77 4,73 11 1,10 3,70 23 1,77

Knowledge
Building Area

5,63 8 0,52 4,81 16 0,98 4,82 17 1,02 4,98 41 0,96

Thinking types
4,60 5 0,89 4,07 15 1,28 4,69 16 1,20 4,42 36 1,20

Address Book
5,50 8 2,51 4,94 17 3,58 3,91 11 2,12 4,75 36 2,96

Calendar
5,13 8 2,80 4,82 17 3,64 4,45 11 1,81 4,78 36 2,94

Again, the functionalities MapTool and Instant Messaging are rated low, mainly due to a negative
evaluation of the Italian teachers, and a (relative) absence of the Greece teachers. It might be that these
more negative evaluations are due to a worse technical usability. However, both tools are still around the
average-point of 3.5, indicating that they are somewhat useful for pedagogical means. The address book

had a slightly worse evaluation for the technical usability, but teachers rate the pedagogical usability of
this tool as good. Furthermore it can be seen that a calendar has a higher pedagogical value in secondary
education, compared to primary education.
Teachers come with ideas for improvement of Synergeia. Some claim that the forum must be easier to use

and allow the posting of pictures. Furthermore, an improvement of a shared whiteboard is mentioned.
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Furthermore, a teacher proposed a calendar per group. Furthermore, it could be improved by making the
environment a little more playful, in order to be more attractive to (young) children.

Table 3.20: Pedagogical effectiveness of functionalities within Synergeia, reported per school
level.

Functionality Primary School Secondary School Total
Significant
difference?

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. p < ...

Groups
5,25 24 0,85 4,81 16 1,56 5,07 40 1,19 n.s.

Uploading of

documents,
URL’s etc.

4,71 24 0,86 4,53 17 1,07 4,63 41 0,94 n.s.

MapTool
3,68 19 1,64 3,08 12 1,31 3,45 31 1,52 n.s.

Instant
Messaging

3,88 16 1,96 3,29 7 1,25 3,70 23 1,77 n.s.

Knowledge

Building Area
5,00 24 0,93 4,94 17 1,03 4,98 41 0,96 n.s.

Thinking types
4,64 22 1,29 4,07 14 1,00 4,42 36 1,20 n.s.

Address Book
3,94 18 2,73 5,56 18 3,03 4,75 36 2,96 n.s.

Calendar
3,72 18 2,70 5,83 18 2,85 4,78 36 2,94 .05

Table 3.21: Opinions of teachers on 4 statements, reported per country.

Statement Greece Italy
The

Netherlands
Total

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D.

Synergeia supports
collaborative learning.

5,75 8 0,46 5,29 17 1,11 5,00 16 1,37 5,27 41 1,14

Seeing each other’s notes
in Synergeia helps students

reasoning on their ideas.
5,50 8 0,76 5,00 17 1,06 5,06 16 1,29 5,12 41 1,10

In the future, I will use
Collaborative Learning in

my classes.
5,38 8 0,52 5,59 17 0,62 5,38 16 1,26 5,46 41 0,90

In the future I will use

Synergeia in my classes.
5,13 8 0,35 4,82 17 1,19 4,87 16 1,46 4,90 41 1,18

Teachers were asked to give their opinions on four statements on collaborative learning in combination
with Synergeia. They had to rate these statements on a six-points scale, ranging from (1) I fully disagree,
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to (6) I fully agree. Table 3.21 gives the answers to these statements per country and table 3.22 gives the
answers per school level.

Table 3.22: Opinions of teachers on 4 statements, reported per school level.

Question Primary School
Secondary

School
Total

Significant

difference?

Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. Mean N S.D. p < ...

Synergeia supports

collaborative learning.
5,50 24 1,10 4,94 17 1,14 5,27 41 1,14 n.s.

Seeing each other’s notes
in Synergeia helps students

reasoning on their ideas.
5,21 24 1,10 5,00 17 1,12 5,12 41 1,10 n.s.

In the future, I will use

Collaborative Learning in
my classes.

5,38 24 1,10 5,59 17 0,51 5,46 41 0,90 n.s.

In the future I will use
Synergeia in my classes.

5,04 24 1,08 4,71 17 1,31 4,90 41 1,18 n.s.

In general the teachers are very positive about collaborative learning and the role of Synergeia in the

process of collaborative learning. Secondary schools are a little less positive. Striking is the fact that
teachers agree more on their future use of collaborative learning than on their future use of Synergeia.
This difference is the largest for the Italian teachers, and for secondary school teachers. However, these
differences are not significant. Future research will have to indicate that Synergeia promotes collaborative

learning better in primary schools than in secondary schools.

More experiences with the MapTool
As the Finnish teachers had chosen to use FLE3 the MapTool was not available for them (it is feature that

only Synergeia has it). However, the MapTool was tested and used in the Finnish test site during three
teacher-training events as well as by individual teachers with their own students.
Altogether 71 teachers participated in the three different training events. The first event was part of a
Introduction to networked learning –course, and during the specific day in question two learning

environments, FLE3 and Synergeia, were introduced, and discussed. The teachers (25) were guided to
work in four groups, each having 5-6 members. Each group had its own MapTool session. The teacher
trainers had provided instructions for working as well as opening problem in to each session. In the second
event 26 teachers participated in the workshop in which was organized for the ITCOLE teachers who had

just finished their own projects. The teachers were divided into six small groups, and each one of them
had its own MapTool session. The goal was to discuss about how MapTool could be applied in teaching
practices. The third workshop was similar to the second one: 20 teachers participated in MapTool sessions
to discuss about how MapTool could be applied in teaching practices. At the end of each event, the

experiences were gathered.
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What was positive while using MapTool?
The teachers came up with a lot of ideas how to apply MapTool. It seemed that there is meaningful need

and sense for tools like MapTool. Especially it seemed that MapTool would be good to support
collaborative designing and collaborative knowledge building, brainstorming sessions and collaboration in
general.

What problems there were while using MapTool?
No pedagogical problems were reported but only technical problems, such as:

• Logging in lasted too long time, sometimes 5-10 minutes.
• Home directories were changing so that the teachers ended up sometimes into each other’s home

directories.
• It was not always possible to save the MapTool sessions.
• Some of the teachers had difficulties to understand the icons (what functions they were

representing).

• Space for drawing is rather small.

Would MapTool be a tool in a collaborative learning environment? Why? What kinds of purposes you
would use MapTool?
The MapTool can be an extremely important part of a learning environment because:

• With the help of it the whole learning process can be made visible and modelled if necessary.
• It can add visual support to work further with the learning task in focus (in addition of Knowledge

building).

• It makes possible that all members of the session can participate in authentic and equal manner.
• The MapTool is good for brainstorming.
• The participation of visual and collaborative process makes learning more meaningful and

experienced based than by using just text-based interaction.

How would you like to develop the MapTool further?
• It should be technically more reliable.
• It would need detailed manual.
• Chat function should be visually clearer, and the window should be bigger.

• It could include some ready-made visual models (Mind maps), which could be used for first time
while practicing collaborative designing.

• Possibility to link different figures to each other.

Influence of Technical problems
The teachers were asked whether they experienced any technical problems while working with Synergeia,
and whether these problems influenced their work. In table 3.23 is listed that 70% of the teachers
experienced more or less problems while working with Synergeia, and 64% of the teachers were actually

hampered in their work while working with Synergeia.

Table 3.23: Amount of teachers that experienced technical problems while working with Synergeia.
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No A Little Yes Total

Did you experience any technical
problems?

12 13 15 40

Did these technical problems
influence your work?

14 11 14 39

Pearson’s correlation between these two questions is very high (.78, p < .001).

Now the question is, in what way these technical problems have influenced the work of the teachers. One
can assume that teachers with technical problems have rated the various aspects of Synergeia lower. As
both questions have a high correlation, only Pearson’s correlations will be reported of the question “Did
any technical problems influence your work” with the other questions in the questionnaire.

Concerning the pedagogical usability of Synergeia, a (negative) correlation with groups (r = -.37, p < .05),
and the uploading of documents (r = -.36, p < .05). Thus when no technical problems have been
experienced, the pedagogical value of these functionalities is rated higher.
Concerning the technical usability of Synergeia, negative correlations are found with the uploading of

documents (r = -.34, p < .05), with instant messaging (r = -.39, p < .05), with the address book (r = -.45, p
< .05), and with inviting people for a course (r = -.28, p < .05).
Concerning the overall opinion about Synergeia, negative correlations are found with the ease of use (r = -
.32, p < .05), with navigation (r = -.31, p < .05) and with students’ view (r = -.30, P < .05).

Technical problems thus seem to be of influence on the appreciation of the ease of use of Synergeia, the
navigation and on the attractiveness to students. It does not have influence on the teachers’ appreciation of
the screen design, the information presentation, the aesthetics and the overall functionality. Specific

functionalities are influenced by the fact whether a teacher had technical difficulties: the uploading of
documents, URL’s are the most important one, as they are both for pedagogical usability and technical
usability rated less when technical difficulties are experienced. The use of groups loses pedagogical
usability when technical problems are encountered, where the technological usability of instant

messaging, the address book, and inviting people for a course are hampered by technologic problems.
Technical problems don’t have any influence on the teachers view on the pedagogical use of Synergeia.

3.3.5 Results from the Teacher interviews

In this chapter, the summary of teachers’ experiences during the test projects in each country is
summarized according to the main themes. In Greek, Italy and the Netherlands, the data is based on
teacher interviews, but in Finland teachers’ written reflective notes and project reports were used.

1. What were your positive and negative experiences during the project?
Among the Greek teachers technical, organizational, pedagogical and success of collaboration factors are
roughly equally represented. Technical complaints refer to the proper function of the computer classroom
while Synergeia is assessed positively for its user friendliness.

In the organizational concerns the Greek teachers mention issues of organization at the national level
having to do with the compatibility of Synergeia projects with the current national curriculum, at the
school level having to do with the access of the computer room by different classes, and at the class level
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having to do with careful preparation of each lesson, to cover for different learning trajectories. In the
positive side is mentioned the easy sharing of information through Synergeia.

The pedagogical comments are positive both with respect to the new affordances offered to students and
to the opportunity provided to the teachers themselves in getting a deeper understanding of their
profession.
Finally the Greek teachers comment in a strong positive way about the support to collaboration offered

through Synergeia. (This is accompanied by a strong sense that collaboration is badly needed in Greek
schools)

The Dutch teachers also think that technically Synergeia was very friendly. There is an exception coming

from high school teachers who invited their students in the software database using e-mail. They find that
improvements are needed for the invitations to be easy and friendly.
In the organizational side the Dutch teachers also express the concern about the national level: how to
combine Synergeia projects with the current curriculum. At the class level the Dutch teachers are

concerned with organization in precise ways and they reflect on the gradual change of their role and the
transfer of learning responsibilities to the students themselves.
In the case of the Dutch teachers and with respect to pedagogy and the assessment of collaboration there is
a difference between primary school and high school teachers. The Dutch high school teachers find a lot

of difficulty in motivating their students to collaborate through Synergeia, to add their own content, to
take notice on what other students are contributing and to comment on it. Primary school teachers do not
mention any such difficulty. Primary school teachers are interested in the new pedagogy of Synergeia
projects that they try to combine with their familiar ways of structuring their lessons like parsing activities

in smaller units that demand special knowledge and skills.
There is a concern for some of the Dutch teachers for quantifiable final assessment.

Contrary to other countries’ teachers many Italian teachers are quite critical about the software features of

Synergeia. They find that its graphical options are not as expressive as they should be for primary school
students.

The Italian teachers mention as organizational issues the organization in the school level (access to the

computer lab) and the scarcity of computers that made difficult for all students to work with SYNEREIA.
In the class level they mention the need for more work at home and careful preparation for the teacher and
the difficulty to manage a classroom with many students working on many computers.
In speaking about the pedagogical aspects the Italian teachers mention the positive role of Synergeia

models as a starting point for professional reflection for the teachers themselves. A special feature of the
Italian projects was the extensive collaboration between classes in different schools. Most teachers found
this very positive, creating learning opportunities and interest for the students. They also find that it can
make students more autonomous giving them more control and responsibility about their work. However

collaboration among distant classrooms can be disheartening if there is not mutuality in the participation.
Reports about the final products are mixed. Some teachers find that most of the gain the students get is in
computer science topics and in learning to collaborate. Teachers are more reserved when it comes to the
learning of disciplinary knowledge.
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The Finnish teachers in speaking about FLE3, which is the ITCOLE project software that they worked
with in phase 3, they remark that it had very good usability. However it was sometimes susceptible to the

slowness of the network. There are mixed feelings about the usability of thinking types
In organizational issues some Finnish teachers report that they would prefer to have one computer per
student, which reveals a heightened concern for assessment of individual competences vs. assessment of
group performance in collaborative contexts. In agreement with teachers in other countries there is

mentioned the difficulty to fit work in FLE3 with the normal school schedule. They mention the time
management problem when the schedule of the school is quite tight.
In pedagogical matters the Finnish teachers report in general that the progressive inquiry model is
motivating for the students. Even those that found that it was quite demanding to start inquiries in depth

found that the projects were moving the teaching in the classroom towards needed directions.
Relative to the success of collaboration teachers are satisfied and most found a correlation between
students’ collaboration and depth of inquiry.
In assessing the final products and taking them into account as positive or negative aspects of the

interaction with FLE3, Finnish teachers distinguish various dimensions: the information searching and
processing skills, the skills of using the PC or particular software in it, the development of rich final
products, getting experience with new norms of school work. The teachers find that students progressed in
one or the other of these aspects. A minority expresses some concerns about the depth of inquiry and

therefore for the subject-related aims. (There is more conviction that the other dimensions were better
served). However there are also teachers who are enthusiastic about the in depth work that was done.

2. How did you, as a teacher, helped and guided students during your project?
The Greek teachers point to their technical, organizational and pedagogical role but not to the social role.
This may be connected with a difficulty for the teachers to work in a new role of maintaining learning
communities and therefore of managing student interactions and not mainly flow of “instructional
content”.

The Greek teachers worked first as technical assistants. We can expect that this role will naturally
diminish further on. In all the designs the Greek teachers kept a tight control on the decisions of what is to
be learned. There was some flexibility on how it is to be learned. But even this was bracketed inside time

intervals where students could explain their alternative opinions. They saw their pedagogical role as
mainly providing emotional support for the students to express freely their opinions and to become
familiar with alternative opinions.

The Dutch teachers also accept that there was some initial need for technical support, which waned
gradually. However organizational and social issues do not seem to appear. Pedagogical guidance seems
not to be mediated by cognitive mechanisms on the side of the students but by the splitting of a bigger task
into subtasks. The Dutch teachers’ answers have an air of having easily integrated the ITCOLE projects in

their normal way of analysing instruction.

The Italian teachers do not focus on their technical role. Some of them mention their organizational role in
keeping the whole project focused and their social role in helping fostering a good climate in the
community. Their main focus however is in their pedagogical role. Teachers recognize that they have to
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exercise different pedagogical skills such as guiding interactions among students, transferring
responsibilities to them, teach students how to coordinate their actions themselves so that the teacher does

not get overloaded. It seems that the Synergeia experience made it meaningful for them to consider
changes in their professional practices (they were convinced that there was space for improvement and
that this improvement was within their reach).

Only one of the Finnish teachers finds that his role was to a high degree a role of technical support. The
same holds for the organizational role that does not seem to be heavily represented in their view of their
own contribution. The role of guiding through social means is also little represented in the teachers’ self
reports.

However a lot of attention is given to the pedagogical aspects of guiding. Most Finnish teachers tried
consciously to follow the progressive inquiry model. Some found that there was needed strong emphasis
in developing individual skills of searching through the Internet. The teachers made an effort to participate
themselves in the discussion through the KB area. They recognize the difficulties of pedagogical change.

3. Now that you have implemented the project, what would you do differently next time?
The Greek teachers put emphasis on pedagogical and organizational issues
There is a general agreement for a need for more careful design but also of more attention to specific

aspects of the design that they find more relevant. Teachers find that the nature of the software forces
them to think about organizational issues that they don’t have to in the traditional classroom. In the
pedagogical side there is a tendency to combine Synergeia with other known methods like having a final
product, combining it with other successful software, use the additional scaffolding more efficiently.

There is a general understanding that the activity with Synergeia provided teachers with a means to reflect
and make concrete other instructional strategies and means (scaffold, other software, design of learning
sequence)

The Dutch teachers are thinking more in terms of Synergeia itself, using other functionalities that it has
(calendar) or fitting it in a more effective way to the curriculum. These Dutch teachers seem more
practical while the Greek teachers for example seem more explorative. One teacher mentions the issue of
having a better initial preparation (organizational) and that he would have taken care to set more context

initially for the students to start with.

Many Italian teachers feel that there are a number of improvements that could expand technically the
potential of the software. A few comments on organizational issues express that the teachers would like to

see more intensive use of the software over short periods of time. Many teachers find that the projects
should have clear final goals for the students and they find that there is a tension between concentrating in
high-level and conceptual issues and having concrete goals that can motivate the students. For some
teachers Synergeia made them think in a more open way and conjecture that in further applications they

would like to experiment more with giving more freedom to the initiative of students.

Finnish teachers have a lot to say about how they got wiser after working with FLE3.
Some teachers have some proposals to make with respect to the software characteristics. As is the case in
other countries teachers point to the importance of very careful organizing of the project. This is especially
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acute since this inquiry has to be combined with the time and content constraints of the overall school
curriculum.

The opinion is expressed that this kind of software would work better as a companion to school work over
extended periods of time rather than for intense short duration projects. Moreover teachers think that for
reasons of management by all participants, threaded discussions should have some optimum duration or at
least ways to clear-up the exchanges.

The pedagogical remarks of the teachers address the difficulty of creating learning communities and a
variety of means by which they hope to achieve a better result in further tries. The teachers feel
responsible for the case of information drainage, for balancing face-to-face discussions with more PC
mediated work, for scaffolding meta-cognitively the students relative to the kind of actions (putting

focusing questions and summaries) that have to be done. Some teachers also feel that they should have put
more emphasis in promoting mutual commenting among the students about their products.

4. Do you think the project succeeded getting the students to collaborate? Was there any benefit of
the collaboration? If so, what exactly?
The Greek teachers find that their students collaborated successfully and that this was quite motivating for
them helped them to create richer products supported them in realizing the possibility of alternative
opinions. So they found that collaboration was effected and was beneficial in precise ways.

The Dutch teachers put a lot of stress on teacher guidance with respect to managing collaboration and
assessing its effectiveness. Methodological issues of managing and assessing the project of collaboration
are very important for them. The Dutch high school teachers in particular found that convincing students

to collaborate through Synergeia was difficult.

The Italian teachers distinguish between the collaboration inside the group that works in front of a
computer the collaboration between the groups of the same classroom and the collaboration between

different classrooms. They find that collaboration at a distance is still a challenge for both teachers and
students. Collaboration in the same group (in front of a common PC) is deemed easier than collaboration
among different groups.
Synergeia makes the users feeling responsible: all of them develop flexible management skills, all of them

understand that one sole knowledge does not exist, rather knowing is the result of collaborative work.

The Italian teachers give special attention to the importance of collaboration for motivating students (these
are by far the most common comments they make in this question). However it is again mentioned that

collaboration in distance can also become disheartening if the other students do not respond as fast as was
expected for them.
They find that students want to participate and to intervene even when they do not have relevant things to
say. Moreover The Italian teachers too mention those students who find it difficult to present themselves

in face-to-face discussions and who can contribute more while working in Synergeia in the context of
written collaboration. Finally they find that the special needs of coordinating for working with the PC
created opportunities for students to collaborate effectively. (The PC “creates” a group where students
work as small groups and take different roles (interest in the social dynamics).
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The Finnish teachers are generally very satisfied with the degree of collaboration among the students.
They also mention that the students themselves shared this view. According to some collaboration has

been very beneficial for the final products and they found that sometimes the dynamics of the discussion
was leading students to core issues even besides their own initial planning.
A theme for Finnish teachers (as well as for many others of other nationality) is that students who
traditionally were not very active are much more active in the new environment. It is also mentioned that

some students were shy to have their names presented with their work. In this respect, The Dutch
secondary school teachers mention that written discussions have both advantages and disadvantages
compared to oral discussions. The main advantages are the time available to think about your contribution
before posting it and the open character of the discussion in which everyone (also shy students) can

participate. The main disadvantages are the definitive nature of your posting. Once it is there, everybody
will be able to read it for a long time, and your name is below it. This made the students very hesitating to
post in some cases.

5. Do you think the project succeeded in getting the students to express their alternative opinions
more openly? What there the advantages or disadvantages (if any)?
The Greek teachers feel that the project has been a success in this respect. They also find that expressing
their opinions is motivating for many students. On the other hand free expression of opinion is a challenge

in two ways: for the students to arrive to an agreement and for the teacher to manage a discussion that now
demands more skill to be managed than the traditional classroom

The Dutch teachers found that this is a way to advance participation but it was also challenging. They

appreciate the skills that the students will develop in negotiating their different opinions.

The Italian teachers mention that by having different features Synergeia allows students to express their
faster learning of the software and so inverse the roles with the teachers. One teacher also mentions the

experience of growing professionally himself. Some Italian teachers have great experience with forums
and locate Synergeia in a broader community of software.

The Finnish teachers find that even shy students presented their opinions. Presenting their own opinions to

their fellow students and reading each other’s opinions has been very motivating for the students.

6. Carrying out the project, how did you deal with the issue of assessment? What did you choose to
assess?
The Greek teachers gave a lot of attention to the degree of engagement of the students. Some monitored
how students were interacting among themselves. There is concern about the learning products and how
they relate to the time spent. There is an ambivalent stance between assessing as usual and considering
progress in collaboration skills and collaborative work through the use of PCs

The Dutch teachers also split their concerns between the end products, the concern for the process and the
concern for future student benefits. However the use of Synergeia was an opportunity for teachers to think
on their pedagogy. They found it quite demanding to include this new software in their lessons but many
of them were not so secure about how to effectively use it.
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The Italian teachers put emphasis on collaboration skills, communication skills, organizational skills,

computer science skills and information organization skills for the students. However they do not
construct Synergeia as an assessment tool. It gave them an opportunity to rethink their own pedagogy.

The main features of evaluation among the Finnish classes were:

a) Changes in teacher pedagogy: The new experience of the FLE environment, the different ways of
teaching and the effort to implement a meaningful evaluation in this context were factors crucial
for developing reflectivity to the teachers

b) The participation of students themselves in the process of evaluation through various means: self-

evaluations, evaluations of the work of fellow students and of the group as a whole. The teacher
models and scaffolds this process.

c) Earnestness of participation of the students was one of the features monitored as well as the
quality of the final product.

Here is characteristic a blending of traditional forms of evaluation with new ones and a transfer of
assessment responsibility to the students themselves.

7. Can the tool facilitate you in the way you are usually assessing your students? Does it offer new
possibilities for carrying out the assessments?
The Greek teachers see the issue of assessment from the point of view of their personal professional
development. The same holds true for the Dutch teachers.

Working with Synergeia brings to them similar concerns about how they could combine projects and
group assessment to more personalized assessment.

Some Italian teachers mention that they emphasize on the process rather than the product in their assessing

and that working through Synergeia has kindled inside them an urge for joint assessment together with the
students.

II.1 Has the project made you reconsider any of your beliefs about teaching and learning?
The Greek teachers realize how much students want to collaborate and that they can collaborate
meaningfully and effectively. One teacher even reports how he thought that students were not really
interested in listening other students’ opinions to find to his surprise that in the project this was not the
case. It is also important that teachers get to move towards paying more attention to the process of

learning. Traditional Greek education is very much concerned with the content. One teacher also
expresses his increased trust for the students.

The Dutch teachers give emphasis on the process. There is emphasis in their answers that they now feel

more trust for the students or at least they want to experiment with giving them more responsibility. In the
other dimensions there does not seem to be much change and seems as if these are not terms along which
they use to conceptualise their classes.
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The Italian teachers who responded to this question gave emphasis on their previous experience that had
prepared them for taking advantage of the new pedagogy. They see Synergeia more as a confirmation and

less as an eye-opener. Only one teacher mentions been influenced in that he/she now considers that very
positive student dynamics can be realized which help towards feeling more secure on the effectiveness of
students.

The Finnish teachers mention three main issues
a) In a school with special need students there was a confirmation of the trust that teachers showed to

the potential of their students.
b) Their own realization of the importance of methodology as made concrete in the Progressive

Inquiry model and the connection between an advanced methodology and deeper learning.
However the ubiquitous concern about balancing with the broadness that characterizes the
curriculum is present.

c) The concern of a gradual and successful transfer of responsibilities from teacher to student, the

concern of making new roles and new norms salient and accepted by the students themselves.

II. 2 Has the use of Synergeia made you change your usual teaching practices in any way?
The Greek teachers comment a lot about the issue of changing teaching practices. There is report on all the

dimensions: Teachers want to transfer more responsibilities to students, they want to use more group
learning, they are thinking of cross disciplinary projects and pay more attention to processes and feel more
trust about what their students can do.

The Italian teachers report that Synergeia confirmed their opinions about the effectiveness of collaborative
learning. They think that collaboration brings forth a different set of student proficiencies and potential
skills, which could be assessed (their strategies, their collaborative skills, the improving of mental skills
and attention they pay, rather than specific knowledge).

The Italian teachers have a lot of experience with on-line forums. Some found Synergeia helpful in
systematizing new teaching practices.
They also report changing practices with respect to collaborating with other teachers. Having a common
database to discuss helped rethinking school practice.

3.4 Students’ experiences

3.4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to report and discuss students’ experiences during the second project
conducted with Synergeia during the ITCOLE project. Some of the sites involved used also FLE3 and a
few comments regarding this software will be also reported.

In order to give an overview of the experiences of the students involved in ITCOLE we analysed data
from 1041 questionnaires presented in appendices 8 and 9, filled out by students of the 4 countries at the
end of phase 3.

Participating students
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In this section the total number of participating students for each country will be presented. First of all the
total numbers are given, later the distribution depending on the gender, and at the end for school level.

Table 3.24: Participating students per country

Country Students

Finland 417

Greece 186
Italy 226

The Netherlands 212

Total 1041

Finland is the country in which the most students are involved. Finland is actually leading the entire
ITCOLE project. This stronger responsibility of this country in the project can explain the higher number

of students involved. Furthermore, in Finland there is a larger research group involved in the project. The
number of students involved for each country could be depending on many factors: size of the research
group, general technical equipment of the schools, turn-over of teachers and researchers, and
dissemination of a general computer supported learning culture.

Table 3.25: Participating students per gender

Gender %

Male 50,19%

Female 49,81%

Total 100,00%

The participation in terms of gender is balanced.

Table 3.26: Participating students for country and school grade

Class grade Finland Greece Italy Netherlands Total %

3 41 41 3,94%
4 26 50 76 7,30%

5 72 23 90 185 17,77%
6 117 21 43 23 204 19,60%

7 43 72 115 11,05%
8 7 64 71 6,82%

9 61 98 159 15,27%
Upper 93 44 53 190 18,25%

 417 186 226 212 1041 100%

Table 3.26 shows that students of very different school grades, (from 3 grade to the upper levels of
secondary education) participated to the ITCOLE project. The higher percentage of students is located at
the 5th and 6th grade and in the upper grades. Italy has no involvement of students older than the 7th grade
and in the Netherlands students younger than the 6th grade were not involved.
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In the four countries there are different school systems, in particular the secondary school starts at a
different school grade. For example, in Italy there are 5 years of primary school and in Finland there are 6.

In order to compare the data we could not use school level as normally divided into primary and
secondary level. So we distributed students into two groups according with age level: the first group
including students approximately of age 8/11 (from 3rd to 6th grade, 7th grade in the Netherlands), and the
second one of students of about 12-17 years old (from 7th grade, 8th grade in the Netherlands). With some

exceptions, students of the first group generally attend primary school and students of the second group
are in the large part frequenting secondary schools.

Table 3.27: Participating students for age level

Age Finland Greece Italy Netherlands Total

8 -11 61,39% 23,66% 80,97% 44,81% 55,52%

12 - 17 38,61% 76,34% 19,03% 55,19% 44,48%

Grand Total 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%

Table 3.27 shows that in Finland and in Italy there is a greater involvement of younger students, whereas
in Greece and the Netherlands more students older than 12 are involved. The data shows that ITCOLE
experimentation took place in different school levels, with students of different age.

Software functionalities
The first part of the questionnaire consists in two series of questions. In the first one students were asked
how much in their opinion software functionalities were useful for collaboration. In the second part how
these functionalities were easy to be used.

In a part of the project the Finnish students (417) used FLE instead of Synergeia. Those students are not
included in these analyses since for them this part of the questionnaire was different. In fact the two
systems have not exactly the same functionalities.

Among all the functionalities of Synergeia it seems that the uploading of documents and the knowledge

building area are the most useful for collaboration. At the same time those two functionalities seem to be
the most used.
At the contrary, the MapTool and the Calendar are the two functionalities perceived as less useful for
collaboration and also the less used. This type of correspondence (between the perception of useful for

collaboration and not use) should lead to the following questions:
Is the expertise acquired by using the tool that makes it useful for the collaboration, or is the irrelevance
for collaboration that does not stimulate use of the tool? In other words: what type of correlation is there
between these two types of data? Could it be that a more sustained use of the functionalities available

would had made more visible impact on collaboration?

Table 3.28: Students responses to the questions: How much these functionalities are useful for

collaboration between students. Synergeia environment

Functionality Much Enough A little I’ve never

used it

No answer Total
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Uploading of

doc.

21

3

34,13% 24

4

39,10% 98 15,71% 68 10,90% 1 0,16

%

624

MapTool 5 0,80% 37 5,93% 26 4,17% 54

3

87,02% 13 2,08

%

624

Instant

Messaging

63 10,10% 69 11,06% 48 7,69% 44

0

70,51% 4 0,64

%

624

Knowledge

building

20

3

32,53% 20

3

32,53% 10

5

16,83% 11

0

17,63% 3 0,48

%

624

Thinking Types 93 14,90% 21
5

34,46% 15
2

24,36% 16
2

25,96% 2 0,32
%

624

Address book 16 2,56% 23 3,69% 39 6,25% 53
2

85,26% 14 2,24
%

624

Calendar 9 1,44% 14 2,24% 36 5,77% 55
3

88,62% 12 1,92
%

624

Among all the functionalities of Synergeia it seems that the uploading of documents and the knowledge
building area are the most useful for collaboration. At the same time those two functionalities seem to be
the most used.
At the contrary, the MapTool and the Calendar are the two functionalities perceived as less useful for
collaboration and also the less used. This type of correspondence (between the perception of useful for

collaboration and not use) should lead to the following questions:
Is the expertise acquired by using the tool that makes it useful for the collaboration, or is the irrelevance
for collaboration that does not stimulate use of the tool? In other words: what type of correlation is there
between these two types of data? Could it be that a more sustained use of the functionalities available

would had made more visible impact on collaboration?

At the current state we are not able to answer to those questions but we believe that given the conditions
of many schools (few computers, slow connection) it was hard for the teachers and the researchers to give

an appropriate training regarding all the features of Synergeia. Regarding the MapTool in particular, we
have also to keep in mind that this particular functionality had many technical problems that slowed down
its use.

Students think that writing notes is the easiest functionality of Synergeia and the MapTool seems for them
to be most difficult functionality. Uploading was easy enough while the thinking types seem to cause
some difficulties.

Table 3.29: Students responses to the questions: How much these functionalities are easy to use.

Synergeia environment

Functionality Much Enough A little I’ve never

used it

No answer Total

Uploading of

doc.

21

5

34,46% 25

4

40,71% 83 13,30% 67 10,74% 5 0,8% 624
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Writing notes 27

0

43,27% 16

4

26,28% 79 12,66% 10

5

16,83% 6 0,96

%

624

MapTool 16 2,56% 29 4,65% 30 4,81% 53

3

85,42% 16 2,56

%

624

Instant

Messaging

75 12,02% 46 7,37% 43 6,89% 45

2

72,44% 8 1,28

%

624

Thinking Types 12

4

19,87% 18

8

30,13% 13

3

21,31% 17

0

27,24% 9 1,44

%

624

Address book 23 3,69% 27 4,33% 26 4,17% 52
7

84,46% 21 3,37
%

624

Calendar 15 2,40% 25 4,01% 21 3,37% 54
2

86,86% 21 3,37
%

624

In table 3.30 and 3.31, the data about FLE are reported. Overall the Finnish students thought that FLE
functions are not difficult to use (Table 3.30). Especially, use of Thinking Types, Attaching figures and
links to KB messages, as well as Creating folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop, were considered

easy to use.

Table 3.30: Students responses to the questions: How much these functionalities are easy to use.

FLE environment

Functionality Easy Not easy Not

difficult

Difficult No answer Total

Webtop 92 22,1% 175 42% 48 11,5% 317 76% 417

Creating folders,
files, links and

notes on the
Webtop

208 49,9% 183 43,9% 14 3,4% 12 2,9% 417

Management and
organisation of

folders, files,
links and notes

91 21,8% 247 59,2% 42 10,1% 37 8,9% 417

Knowledge
Building Area

139 33,3% 201 48,2% 45 10,8% 32 7,7% 417

Thinking types 242 58% 148 35,5% 23 5,5% 4 1% 417

Attaching figures
and links to KB

messages

200 48% 156 37,4% 34 8,2% 27 6,5% 417

Jamming 67 16,1% 195 46,8% 63 15,1% 92 22,1% 417

Different functionalities were also evaluated in respect of their usefulness for collaboration (Table 3.31).

Almost half of the students thought that Thinking Types are also useful for collaboration. Further, at least
one third (or more) of the students evaluated that KB area, Attaching figures and links to KB messages,
and creating folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop were much of use to support collaboration. The
question about Jamming had many missing answers because many students did not use it at all during the

test projects.
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Table 3.31: Students responses to the questions: How much these functionalities are useful for
collaboration between students. FLE environment
Functionality Much Not much Not

a little

A little No answer Total

Webtop 68 16,3% 223 53,5% 28 6,7% 98 23,5% 417

Creating folders,
files, links and notes

on the Webtop

143 34,3% 217 52% 47 11,3% 10 2,4% 417

Management and

organisation of
folders, files, links

and notes

88 21,1% 232 55,6% 60 14,4% 37 8,9% 417

Knowledge Building
Area

123 29,5% 209 50,1% 55 13,2% 30 7,2% 417

Thinking types 208 49,9% 175 42% 30 7,2% 4 1% 417

Attaching figures

and links to KB
messages

157 37,6% 187 44,8% 53 12,7% 20 4,8% 417

Jamming 89 21,3% 173 41,5% 66 15,8% 89 21,3% 417

To conclude, the Finnish students experienced FLE3 as a fairly good collaborative tool. It is interesting
that many students, especially, reported the use of Thinking Types to be easy, although, according to the
database analysis, the students did not use the Thinking types in very versatile way in most of the test
projects. Obviously, the students were themselves content with the way they used that facility.

3. Conditions for using the software

In this section the data concerning the contextual conditions for using the computer will be reported, in
particular the time and the number of computers. These aspects are researched in the second part of the

questionnaire that consisted of 17 Likert-scale questions.
In the first question the students were asked whether they would have liked to have more time to work
with the software (Synergeia or in FLE). In this analysis students using FLE and those using Synergeia are
combined, thus, the total number of students is considered (1024).

Table 3.32: Statement 2.1 I would have wanted to use more time for working with Synergeia or FLE

Totally disagree……… ……………………….....totally agree

1 2 3 4 5 Total

More time 9,19% 8,41% 22,34% 27,76% 32,30% 100,00%

32% of students totally agreed that they would have liked to have more time for working with the software
and only 9,19% of students disagreed.

In the following we inquired whether there were differences about this item in each country and we

compared age level and gender.
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Table 3.33: Statement 2.1 differences between countries

Country Mean

Finland 3,33

Greece 3,97

Italy 4,07

I would have wanted to
use more time for

working with Synergeia

Netherlands 3,57

Total 3,66

Table 3.34: Statement 2.1 differences between age level

Age level Mean

8-11 3,79

12-17 3,49

I would have wanted to
use more time for

working with Synergeia Total 3,66

The ANOVA test was used to verify statistical differences. Statistically significant differences were found
between countries (F=22,49, p<.01) and age level (F=15,02 , p<.01). There were no statistical differences
with regard to gender.

Table 3.33 shows that the highest mean is found in Italy and in Greece, while the lowest mean is observed
in Finland and in the Netherlands. It could be that this type of distribution is due to the schedule that each
country used to implement the project, that is to say the weekly time allocated to the project, the general
length of the project, the initial time of the project, and so on.

Table 3.34 reports that younger students wanted more time to work with the computers, compared to the
senior students. One possible interpretation of these results is that younger students appreciate more the
playful dimension of the local projects carried out by the primary schools.

Students were asked whether they would have needed more computers for their work.

Table 3.35: Statement 2.2 We should have had more computers for working with Synergeia

Totally disagree……………………...totally agree

1 2 3 4 5 Total

More computers 17,75% 14,26% 20,66% 17,46% 29,87% 100,00%

Also for this question there are statistically significant differences between countries (F=15,5, p<.01) and

age level (F=24,06 , p<.01). There were no statistical differences regarding gender.

Table 3.36: Statement 2.2 differences between countries

Country Mean

Finland 3,21

Greece 3,43

Italy 3,72

We should have had

more computers for
working with Synergeia

Netherlands 2,80
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Total 3,28

The country with the most complaints about the number of computers available is Italy. In the Netherlands
there are the least complaints about this factor. Comparing these results to the ones of table 3.36 (request

of more time to work with the computer) it becomes clear that The Dutch and Finnish students are the
most content both about the time spent on using computers and the number of computers available.

Table 3.37: Statement 2.2 differences between age level

Age level Mean

8 -11 3,47

12 -17 3,04

We should have had
more computers for

working with Synergeia Total 3,28

Again younger students are the ones requiring more computers. These results can be interpreted
considering that students of 8-11 are in the most part attending primary schools, and usually in most
countries primary schools are less equipped with computers connected with the Internet.

Educational values
This section deals with the questions what educational values students recognise in the project and by
using the software. For those questions five scales were created. Those scales were developed with a
factor analysis that was carried out already in the previous phase of the project (see Deliverable 7.2). The

scales are presented in table 3.38.
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Table 3.38: Scale and item used

Name of the scale Items in the scale

Social awareness 3.It was easy to see what other students were doing

in Synergeia.

Collaboration 15. It was easy to collaborate with other students via

Synergeia.
16. The teacher encouraged us to collaborate.

17. I would have liked to collaborate more with other
students during the project.

Usability and support 4. It was easy to operate in Synergeia.
12. I got a sufficient amount of guidance from the

teacher during the project
14. We were given sufficient instructions concerning

how to study in Synergeia.
5. I was lost among the knowledge in Synergeia.

13. I did not know what to do in Synergeia.

Externalising idea for understanding 6. I explained my ideas to other students by using

Synergeia
7. It helped my thinking to see the ideas/notes I had

created in Synergeia.
8. It was useful for me to be able to read other

students’ ideas/notes in Synergeia.
9. It was easy to find new connections between ideas

while using Synergeia.

Structuring the process of inquiry 10 While working in Synergeia, I understood how the
process of inquiry goes on
11. It was easy to structure the inquiry process in

Synergeia.

Answers to these questions were given by choosing the right value on the available scale. The means of
the answers has been calculated and they are summarised in table 3.39.

Table 3.39: Mean and standard deviation for the all scales

Name of the scale Mean Standard deviation

Social awareness 3,41 1,27

Collaboration 3,67 0,81

Usability and support 3,86 0,79

Externalising idea for understanding 3,48 0,91

Structuring the process of inquiry 3,41 1,03

By looking at table 3.39 we can see that the higher the mean is, the smaller is the spreading around it. This
means that there is a higher agreement for those questions with a high score, such as Usability and support
and Collaboration.

Most of the students reported that they had fairly good guidance by their teachers and they worked with
the software quite easily, without the feeling of getting lost during the navigation.
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In general the scores reported in this section are very positive and students seem to have reached a quite
high social awareness (m=3,41), they felt that collaboration was actually undertaken (m= 3,67), they

understood the relevance of externalising and sharing own ideas and opinions for the learning process (m=
3,48), and they learnt how progressive inquiry learning is structured (m=3,41).

An analysis of variance was conducted to all scales related to gender, age level and country. There were
no differences according to gender, but there were statistically significant differences for all the scales
according to the country and, for some of the scales, according to age level. ANOVA results (Univariate

test of Significance) are reported in table 3.40.

Table 3.40: ANOVA results for all the scales by country and by age level

Country (d.f .3) Age level (d.f. 1)

Name of the scale F p F p

Social awareness 27,95 <.01 0 n.s.

Collaboration 16,11 <.001 24,86 <.001

Usability and support 10,98 <.001 48,59 <.001

Externalising idea for understanding 22,19 <.001 24,49 <.001

Structuring the process of inquiry 12,86 <.001 37,99 <.001

Differences between countries and age levels are presented in figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Scales compared between countries

The results reported in figure 3.5 are not easy to be interpreted. Here we just give a general overview.
Finland and Greece are the counties where students reached the higher social awareness. Greece and Italy
are the countries reporting the highest score for the collaboration as well as for the externalisation of ideas.

These two results could easily be interpreted referring to the fact that these countries were involved into
international projects: Greek and Italian students joined two projects, and this meant for them also facing
of new challenges regarding new and more complex ways of collaboration and externalisation. The
Finnish and Italian students were the ones recognising more support and usability. The Greek students are

instead the ones with a greater appreciation of the progressive inquiry.
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In general, we may also note that the Dutch students are the ones that tend to give the lowest score to all
the possible answers.

In the next figure we will see the differences between students within the two age level groups.
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Figure 3.6: Scales compared between age levels

Figure 3.6 shows that answers from younger and older students have a similar path. In both cases the
answers with the highest mean concern usability and the support, while the lowest is about the structure of

the progressive inquiry. In general, we have also to highlight that students of the first group of age give
higher answers.

Open-ended questions
This section concerns the third part of the questionnaire that consists of three open ended questions.
With the first question students were required to describe how the teachers supported them during the
inquiry process. Students’ answers were analysed and categorised into nine categories. Longer answers
could have a double categorisation.  Results are illustrated in table 3.41.

Table 3.41: Question1: How did the teacher support / guide / scaffold you during your inquiry-
process?

Category Finland Greece Italy Netherlands Total

No support 11 2 28 2 43

Generic invitation to collaborate 1 11 20 7 39

Specific invitation to collaborate 1 13 30 3 47

Organising small group work - 15 16 13 44

Explaining the project 7 46 41 21 115

Technical and operative

information
146 90 58 178 472

No need for support 6 - 3 0 9

No opinion 7 - 3 0 10

Generic evaluation of the

support
74 40 12 5 131

No answer 28 26 5 - 59
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For all the countries involved the most frequent answer concerns the technical and operative information.
From table 3.41 we can derive also some other interesting information. For example, Finnish students do

not quote small group work; many Finnish (74) and Greek (40) and students give answers coded as
generic support; Greek (46) and Italian (41) students felt that having constant information about the
project by the teacher helped them during the inquiry process.

The second open-ended question included in this part of the questionnaire requires the students to say how
they would change or develop the software for a future collaborative learning project. Answers collected
through this question are presented into table 3.42.  Even if there is a consistent number of no answers
both in Finland and in Greece, and the highest response does not require any change in the software, it is

still possible to outline some aspects that students may like to have different.

Table 3.42: Question2: If this collaborative learning project was carried out again, how would you
change/develop Synergeia? For instance, what kind of tool you would implement in it, or what

would you take away from it?*

Category Finland Greece Italy Total
No answer (giving blank answer) 49 31 8 88

No change 70 72 72 214

Changes: information’s organisation
(more simple)

55 8 17 80

Changes: esthetical and graphical
aspects

12 18 7 37

Changes: thinking types 3 - 1 4

Elimination of functionalities: thinking
types

- - - 0

Elimination of functionalities:
calendar/address book

12 - 9 21

Introduction of functionalities:
help/guide

10 8 7 25

Introduction of functionalities: Vocal
chat

6 - 2 8

Introduction of functionalities: Audio-
visual material and video connection

- 2 8 10

Introduction of functionalities: Paint,
drawing, games, entertainment

10 3 28 41

No opinion 43 18 2 63

Pedagogical dimensions 15 17 1 33

Students would make some changes, in

general, but they don't explain what
these changes are about.

- 5 15 20

Specific different changes that do not fit
to any of the 12 categories.

- 12 10 22

*Dutch data not available
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Simplicity is wanted by both Finnish and Italian students, while the Finnish and Greek students would
appreciate also esthetical and graphical changes. A certain number of Finnish students suggest eliminating

the calendar and the address book. Among the functionalities that are suggested to be added, especially by
the Finnish and Italian students, there are tools for painting, drawing and games. A limited number of
students require also the introduction of help or a guide on-line.
Finally, the Finnish and Greek students would like also to see changes concerning the pedagogical

dimension.

With the third question included in this section, students are asked to describe their experience to some
others. Only Greece and Italian students answered to this question.

Table 3.43: Question3: 3. If you had to tell someone about this experience, how would you
describe it?

Categories Greece Italy Total

Negative assessment 15 26 31
Simple description of the activity 12 30 42
Positive assessment: generic 72 72 144
Positive assessment: related to social aspects 30 64 94
Positive assessment: related to modalities of the activity 39 27 66

Both the Italian and Greek students gave generic positive comments when required to describe to others
their experience with the project (i.e. It was a beautiful experience; It was a very useful experience). The
Italian students were more focused on the social aspects (i.e. It was a beautiful experience; you can
communicate and make friends with students at a distance. You can write your opinion), whereas the

Greeks showed a certain sensitivity for the modalities through which the activities were carried out, and
collaboration was particularly relevant (i.e. It was nice to use Synergeia; it helped me to understand, in a
better way, daily life in the Renaissance, moreover, I understood that I could make a better work
collaborating with the others.).

3.5 Content analysis of the data bases

3.5.1 Introduction

In Synergeia and FLE 3 students share knowledge through the use of Knowledge Building Areas, by
uploading files, ideas and URLs into public spaces and by attaching notes to the files that are uploaded. In
ITCOLE Phase 3, there are available four types of thinking type sets (message categorization) available in
the Knowledge Building Areas: Progressive Inquiry, Design, Informal Discussion and Collaborative

Knowledge Building. Each one has their own thinking types as presented in other deliverables of the
ITCOLE project. In order to analyse student-student and student- teacher interactions we quantify the data
that we get in the databases relative to a) the KB areas and b) the uploading of files, ideas and URLs.
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3.5.2 Getting quantitative results

Analysis of the KB areas
The analysis includes a rough analysis of all the data bases used in the projects that have run in the
different countries through the ITCOLE project and a more detailed analysis of the databases of the four

case studies.

Rough analysis of the databases
In the rough analysis of the databases we have concentrated on:

a) The number of notes per hour of project participation. This number gives us a measure of the rate
in which students get exposed in new ideas or comments by their fellow students. It is natural that
due to differences in design there exists significant variation. However we get a sense of the limits
in which we are working and can check if there is similarity among the different countries

b) The Variety of Discussion Areas that have been used. In following their different pedagogical
interests and in serving the interests of various teachers the participating pedagogical partners
have used different discussion areas in different percent. Where there any Discussion areas
represented less in our testing? Why was that?

c) The Variety of Thinking Types within the Discussion Areas. Did students use a variety of
thinking types to characterize their contributions or were a few thinking types monopolizing their
choices?

d) Comparison of the number of teachers’ notes relative to students’ notes. This ratio reveals

variation in the pedagogical approaches in the participating countries.

Finland
In the Finnish projects the number of notes per project hour are from 2 to 48 (average 13 and standard

deviation 11). The projects that have significant numbers of uploaded files are evenly distributed in
projects characterized by different numbers of notes per project hours. This is an indication that we are
dealing with different designs and not with a case of competition for resources.

In nearly all of the projects students used the Progressive Inquiry Thinking types. There has only been one
project where the Design Thinking Types had been used.

In around half of the projects more than 90% of the thinking types belong to the categories “Problem” and

“My Explanation”. However in one third of the projects more than 20% of the thinking types belong to
other categories (in two projects more than 40%).

Comparison of students’ notes to teachers’ notes shows that there is very significant teacher contribution

to the written notes. The percent of teachers’ notes relative to students’ notes is from 1% to 50% (Average
17% standard deviation 13%).
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Greece

In the Greek projects the number of notes per project hour are from 1 to 25 (average 11 and standard
deviation 8). In the case of Greece this number correlates with the number of files that have been uploaded
(although there were very few projects that were poor in both measures). In the designs that have been
realized the computer could be used for intense discussion or for the gradual making of “products” to be

uploaded. Since the teachers still not easily use libraries in an integrated way with their lessons, the
competition between number of notes and number of uploaded products is expected. Moreover the
projects had short duration.

In Greece all the types of Thinking Type Sets have been used: Progressive inquiry (default selection) 60%,
Design 10%, Informal Discussion 30%, Collaborative Knowledge Building 10%.

In many projects there has been a small variation in the thinking types used. “Problem” and “My

Explanation” are the most common for Progressive Inquiry, “Clarifications” are for Informal discussion
and “Summary” for Collaborative Knowledge Building.

It is interesting that projects with a lot of variation in thinking types are quite interesting pedagogically as

well: the technology course (20% scientific explanations), the course on creating interesting stories (a
broad variety of thinking types from the Progressive Inquiry Thinking Type Set), the Building a house in
space course (this was the only Design Knowledge Building Area and had a lot of different thinking types
present) and the Revision of Mechanics course (an informal discussion about Physics with a variety of

Informal Discussion Thinking Types).

However the opposite is not necessarily true. For example the Greek project “The throwing of a coin” is
very interesting pedagogically but pretty much all notes are in the categories “Problem” and “My

Explanation”.

Comparison of students’ notes to teachers’ notes shows that the latter were scarce relative to the former. In
the majority of the Greek projects teachers had minimal participation in writing notes. Although students

knew that their teachers could read (and were reading) their notes, there was a sense that the Synergeia
space belonged to the students themselves. Teachers preferred the traditional means of classroom
presence.

Italy
The number of notes per hour in the Italian projects has been between 0,4 and 2,8 (Average 1,7 and
standard deviation 1,4). Italian projects are different in this respect from the projects in the other countries
in the collaboration. This is an indication both of technical constraints (in some schools there was only one

PC available for all the classroom) and of different balancing of the different parts of each activity.

Students in Italy use three kinds of Thinking Type Sets: Progressive Inquiry (35%), Informal Discussion
(40%) and Collaborative Knowledge Building (25%)
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In the case of Progressive Inquiry most thinking types belong to the category “Problem” or “My
Explanation” with the exception of the project: “the marbles travel in the centuries’ course”. In the case of

Collaborative Knowledge Building “Proposal” and “New Information” dominate in the projects where this
discussion space was selected.

In the case of Informal Discussion, there is interesting variation in the thinking types in many projects. On

the whole the “Greetings” are the most popular (40%), with the “Idea” following (15%) and then
“Starting”, “Agree” and “Clarify” are each 10%. “Disagree” is much less (4%)

Comparison of students’ notes to teachers’ notes shows that there is a big variation. In some
projects there are no teacher notes at all while in others there are equal numbers of teacher notes
and student notes. (40% average, 35% standard deviation).

The Netherlands

The number of notes per hour in the Dutch projects has been between 32 and 1 (Average 11 and standard
deviation 10). As expected the highest number of notes appears in those projects in which a central
question was presented in order to be answered and contested by the students. Projects that needed a
higher gathering of information have as consequence a smaller number of notes input per hour in the

project.

In the Dutch projects (almost) only the Progressive inquiry Thinking types have been used. In most of the
projects students are using only the Problem and My Explanation Thinking types. There is an exception

for two projects:

• The “400 years Dutch East Asia Company”, in which there is also a significant number of
scientific explanations

• History of the Middle Ages, in which there is 6% scientific explanations and 8% evaluations.

Similar to the case of the Greek teachers, the Dutch teachers usually make some initial contribution but
then leave the students to themselves. The exceptions to this general rule are

• Two practical assignments (mathematics and physics) in the Nieuwe Eemland and in
• The “400 years Dutch East Asia Company”.

3.5.3 More detailed analysis of the Case-study data base.

In the case of the case studies in the four countries involved we have available a more detailed
categorization of the notes created by the students. This categorization allows us to bring forth the
different profiles of the data bases:

Finland
In the Finnish case study students’ notes are distributed in the different categories in an even way. About a
fifth is social notes representing the building of a shared community. About half of the notes are content
oriented. This is expected given that the activity had a strong connection with a variety of facts coming
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from a specific place (the sea shore). It is very interesting that among the Progress of the Process
comments there are many Evaluation and Metalevel Issues (21%) and some organizational issues (6%).

The content comments were roughly evenly divided in problems, low-level and high-level explanations.

Teachers’ comments were more content oriented but with emphasis on high-level explanations and posing
problems. This percent expresses the interest of the teachers to deepen the discussion. From the significant

presence of organizational comments it seems that teachers felt that they have increased responsibility for
the organization of the project (one should take into account the very young age of the participants).

Greece

In the Greek case study very few notes are social. This could be a result of the students already knowing
each other. However it is most probably the result of a tight temporal control on the side of the instructor
(actions had to be done in a certain pace) and of the context (a normal class that could be assessed, at least
as far as students knew). Students do not report on the Progress of the Process. This is an indication that

the teacher still holds to himself the higher-order organizing duties.
Most of the notes are high-level explanation notes. Indeed students have been involved in deep thinking
out of which discernible progress of understanding has resulted. However the analysis of the database
indicates the challenge in front of the instruction: Transferring to the students higher responsibilities about

what is to be learnt and how it is to be learnt.

Teacher’s participation through Synergeia is much less than student participation. Although it concentrates
on evaluation and metalevel issues it does not operate as a model for the students to develop notes of

similar functionality.

Italy
Contrary to the previous two cases 50% of the notes in the Italian case study are social. This is expected

since in this project three different schools are collaborating and it is natural that a lot of comments are
needed to build a sense of community. The majority of the rest of the notes is evenly distributed between
content and Progress of the Process Notes.

Although the presence of the teachers is clearer here students have the main presence in the KB area
contributing five times more notes than the four teachers involved. Most teacher notes are Progress of the
Process notes indicating the role that the Italian teachers consciously played through Synergeia.

The Netherlands
In the Dutch case study the view of the database is in a sense symmetrical to the one presented in the
Greek case study. The students present mainly low-level explanations and problems. No evaluation and
metalevel issues and no high level explanations were presented by either teachers or students. Students

mostly asked content –related questions and answered such kind of questions. However 20% of their notes
refer to organizational issues. Although we have signs of less depth of understanding students seem to
have more responsibility for organizing their work themselves. Social notes are absent as in the case of the
Greek case study.
Teachers have limited participation similarly. Their main contribution is in Progress of the process notes.
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3.5.4 Uploading of files, ideas, URLs

Finland
There are many projects where neither teachers nor students introduce files. In the projects where they do
so there is in equilibrium in the relevant numbers.

In the case of URLs the situation is more polarized. For those projects that URLs are introduced, either the
teachers or the students put by far the most of them.

Greece
Ideas and URLs are mainly uploaded by teachers. This is a sign that teachers keep the control of the flow
or “baseline” information to the students. Students introduce a lot of files in three of the projects.

Italy
URLs are sparsely introduced by either teachers or students.
Italian projects are characterized by lots of files introduced by students themselves. An average of 35 files
are uploaded by students (standard deviation 33) for each project. Teachers also participate but to a much

less degree (an average of 6 files per project with standard deviation 6).

The Netherlands
Most URLs and files are presented by teachers. This phenomenon is more common in the primary schools

but then gradually changes for the secondary schools first with respect to the files (more files introduced
by students themselves) and then with respect to the URLs (in the projects in the BS De Achtbaan school
where students upload pretty much all of the files and all the URLs).
 It may be that finding URLs is one of the last responsibilities that the teachers would like to pass to the

students.

In general the Italian and Finnish projects are characterized by more uploaded files and URLs contrary to
the Greek and Dutch projects in which most attention was put on the Discussion Areas. Moreover within

Italy and Finland there is variation among the different projects. This variation may be due to different
reasons:

• Limited other sources that make for a competition between putting attention to Knowledge
Building and putting attention to creation of files and search for URLs (as in Greece)

• Problems of technical infrastructure that lead to fewer uploaded files in some projects (as it
happened with some projects in Italy)

• Differences in trust towards students that they can stay focused and take more responsibility for
completing their projects

• Differences in pedagogical design
• Differences in time constraints
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3.5.5 Relevant questions

How do the numbers of notes per project hour, files and URLs uploading, compare in the different
countries and projects? How do they compare with other measures of students’ activities?

There is a similarity in limiting cases and in the average number of notes per project hour (with the

exception of Italy, in which case however there often were serious technical constraints).

As analysed the degree of involvement in Knowledge Building can have various correlations with other
activities in an ITCOLE-like project, like file creation and uploading or URL search.

Indeed there is a great variation both inter and intra national relative to the amount of files and URLs
uploaded by students and it depends strongly to the educational design that gets implemented.
It is possible that the number of URLs that students introduce is a strong indicator of the degree of trust
and responsibility assigned by the teacher to the students. When students are introducing a lot of URLs

they are given control of the sources of information that are going to be “relevant” to the discussion

How do students’ participation and teacher participation balance?
The Greek and Dutch projects have markedly less teacher presence in the databases than the Finnish and

some Italian projects. The cause for this may be both differences in the duration of the projects (longer
projects give more opportunities to teachers to comment on students’ work) and in pedagogical choices
made by teachers themselves (for example, model “learning strategies” and “knowledge building
strategies” for the students through participating in the data base or leave the responsibility for data base

work to the students and model group face to face decision making about the different options presented
by the student themselves after Knowledge Building note exchange) .

What can we say about the use of the different thinking type sets and for the variety of thinking types that

are used?
The rational for the introduction of thinking types was the support of metacognition. Meta-cognitive skills
take months or years to develop and cannot be checked within the duration of the ITCOLE projects.
Moreover we do not have in our projects detailed information of the situations in the classroom: how did

the teacher supported or scaffolded their usage, etc. Therefore, the studies that we have done in ITCOLE
do not make it possible to study metacognitive processes and check the more long term effectiveness of
thinking types.

However we have seen that in many projects students have used a variety of thinking types and that this
often correlated with interesting work been done there. The “forced” use of thinking types in Knowledge
Building can students work more systematically and consciously. Teachers also appear to have learnt to
guide and scaffold students better in the usage of thinking types with time. Learning to use these kind of

cognitive tools is challenging, requires time and practice, and requires also teacher’s deliberate guidance
and scaffolding.
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Comparison of the databases in the more detailed case studies
There has been a variety of designs, which is apparent even when comparing the case studies. Indeed each

case study turned out to have a very different profile when seen with the categorization tool. It is
interesting that the categorization that we have developed in this project for analysing students’ comments
correlates with what we knew about the projects themselves from the more detailed descriptions. A
teacher that leaves quite some freedom of interaction and choice in her students could use this tool as

monitor of the process in her classroom and to complement the usual concern for the content of the
discussions. Although such categorization is rather straightforward it cannot be done automatically by the
software and could be part of the teachers’ assessment work of the progress of her classroom.
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4. Conclusions
This deliverable gave an overview of the evaluation results of the entire ITCOLE project. The results of
the first phases of the project are described in brief, the results of the last phase have been discussed in
more detail. An overview of the results from the questionnaires and the analysed interviews and databases
reveals both common themes and differences among the teachers and students in the different countries.

These common themes and differences will be discussed below.

4.1 Technological usability

4.1.1 FLE3

Among teachers, there is a broad agreement that the software environment FLE3 as a whole is user
friendly. The ease of use is good, as is the navigation within the program. Teachers agree on the fact that

the screen design and the information presentation are good. They like the beauty and elegance of FLE3,
and they also agree on the fact that it is good from a students’ point of view.

4.1.2 Synergeia

There is also a broad agreement among teachers that the Synergeia software environment as a whole is
user friendly. However, among primary school teachers (in particular the ones in Greece and Italy) interest
is expressed for graphics that would make the environment more pleasant for children. Despite these
remarks, the average scores for screen design, information presentation and aesthetics are high. And so are

the ratings for the attractiveness for students. This is indeed confirmed by the results from the students’
questionnaire, in which the students state that they like working with Synergeia, and that they could work
with the software quite easily.
According to the teachers, all the individual functionalities of Synergeia have good scores on usability. In

Synergeia, the instant messaging and the MapTool (shared whiteboard and chat space) score just above
average, together with the address book, indicating that these functionalities are usable, but could use
improvement. However, these tools are rated as important from the pedagogical point of view.

4.3.1 Technical research questions

T1: Are the users satisfied by the functionality provided by the system? How does ITCOLE support
current practices of learning and instruction at school?
Both the users of FLE3 as Synergeia are satisfied with the tools. The overall functionality is rated as good,
and the various functionalities individually are rated good as well. Some functionalities are rated as
average (jamming for FLE3; MapTool and instant messenger for Synergeia). For Synergeia, this is partly
caused by general technical difficulties that hampered especially the MapTool, resulting in a lower rating

in some testing sites.
Concerning the pedagogical usability, the teachers think that the combination of functionalities in the tools
provides a good environment for collaboration. So all functionalities add to the usefulness of the
environments.
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T2: Does the usage of the system support the quality and efficiency of the work of the users? Which
indications can be found for that?
Both teachers and students claim that both systems are easy to use. However, this doesn’t say anything
about the quality and efficiency of the work of the users. It is difficult to assess this, as you need to
compare to an old situation, or a situation without use of Synergeia or FLE3.
When taking learning results of children into account, the experimental set-up would require a totally

different design to tell whether these learning results have improved. Such a experimental design would
not be possible within the ITCOLE project, as it requires a laboratory set-up comparing two conditions
while varying one variable and controlling all others. The aim of the ITCOLE project was more on
gaining as much experience as possible in many collaborative learning projects using both environments.

However, when taking the new pedagogy of collaborative learning into account, it is possible to say that
both Synergeia and FLE3 support this kind of learning in such a way that it improves efficiency. Both
environments share the features of the easy sharing of documents and resources. Both students and
teachers find this valuable for collaborative learning. Furthermore, the quality of collaboration,

communication and the sharing of thoughts and ideas improved because of the possible use of thinking
types. Teachers regard this feature as valuable. Students showed behaviour that teachers could not expect
beforehand.

T3: How easy to use is the system from the viewpoint of the students and teachers (user-
friendliness)? What kind of support would the users need in order to be able to use the environment
in an effective way?
Most teachers claim that the environments are easy to use, and after you had some training with it, it’s

easy to find your way in the environments. Especially Synergeia needs good training, and in some sites,
teachers and students were very negative. This may partly be caused by slow Internet connections, and
partly by too little training before actually starting to work with the environment. In general, however, the
teachers and students are positive. There are some claims of primary school teachers that Synergeia should

be a little more attractive to young children, but overall the ratings for screen design, information
presentation and aesthetics are high.
Teachers need a training beforehand, both on the technical aspects of the environment, as in computer
supported collaborative learning. For teachers, it is important that they know some tricks to get started.

Students need about one classroom hour to get used to the environment. After that, most of them will have
no major problem with the environments.

T4: For which types of classroom activities are it particularly good? Which extensions or
enhancements might be required to extend its application area?
These environments are particularly good for doing project in which students have to collaborate. Best is
when students do not meet face-to-face. For example projects in which two different classes work
together. This will make the necessity of the functionalities more clear. However, in classroom settings,

projects can be done as well, as the tools are ideal for sharing information. The environments can also be
used as a place where a teacher can elaborate on his normal classes with background information test
exams, schedules, etc.
Some teachers ask for the possibility to add pictures to the available forums, and to improve the
functionality of the forums. Furthermore, improvement of the shared whiteboard is mentioned by the
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teachers. Students want the chat-space improved. And the environment could me made more attractive to
young children.

4.2 Pedagogical aspects

4.2.3 Pedagogical research questions

P1: How does ITCOLE promote pedagogical change in the participating schools?
From the evaluation phases 1 and 2, we learned that the potential of promoting pedagogical change at

school appeared to be dependent on whether the teachers were already familiar with the ideas of
computer-supported collaborative learning. School culture and the prevailing curriculum in many of the
participating countries were still hostile towards practices of collaborative learning. Teachers’ own
experience and confidence was many times the crucial factor for success. However, within the ITCOLE

project, many teachers and many schools have had to opportunity to gather this experience.

Teachers from different countries reported in various questions that their participation in
ITCOLE projects have provided them with concrete ways to think about pedagogical principles, to see

new pedagogical principles in action and to contemplate about ways to improve professionally. The Greek
teachers for example are normally quite controlling and ITCOLE gave them the opportunity to lighten the
grip in their classroom. This issue was also strongly expressed by the Dutch, Italian and Finnish teachers.
We should note that there is a continuation here with the remarks made by teachers already in the second

phase of using ITCOLE software: there the ITCOLE projects have proved to be opportunities for very
meaningful interactions between teachers and researchers. The teachers from different countries
mentioned how participation in the ITCOLE projects has increased their trust towards the students.

In phase 3, it became clear that pedagogical change in the participating schools will probably be easier in
primary schools than in secondary schools. This can be explained by the fact that in secondary school,
teachers and students are used to take part in traditional forms of education, making a change to
collaborative learning more difficult than in primary education where this is not the case. This would

indicate that if we want computer supported collaborative learning to become the leading idea in
education, we should increasingly involve primary school students in CSCL. The other explanation is the
fact that primary school teachers see their students during a longer period of the week. It is easier to fit in
extra collaborative learning project, where secondary education teachers only have few hours a week with

their class. Teachers are more hesitating to spend the limited time available to one collaborative learning
project.

P2: Whether and how does the system support the progressive inquiry model?
The progressive inquiry model is an abstract epistemological and pedagogical model for supporting and
organizing inquiry and knowledge building practices in classroom. The elements of progressive inquiry,
such as setting up context, presenting research problems, creating working theories, searching deepening
knowledge, sharing expertise and creating new theories are important in expert-like practices for
producing knowledge collaboratively.
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In phase 1 and 2 of the project it became clear that the Synergeia environment provides considerable

support for different aspects of progressive inquiry emphasized in each participating country. According
to the teachers’ assessment, Synergeia provided a flexible forum for inquiry learning that, simultaneously,
offered tools for structuring the process. Especially features like the Knowledge Building areas and the
use of thinking types for entering thought and ideas made it possible to share and elaborate ideas.

In Finland, teachers were offered special training on pedagogical principles of progressive inquiry model
and collaborative learning. Teachers were encouraged to plan their own in-depth learning processes
according the goals of school curriculum and information strategies paying special attention to the needs

of their learning groups and individual learners. Teachers were also empowered to develop new
pedagogical practices in their own, authentic learning contexts. This is why all the Finnish projects (and
also projects in other countries) were different from each other, although they were planned in respect of
progressive inquiry model. The researchers collaborated with teachers and teacher trainers during face-to-

face training days, but they did not participate into learning project planning of teachers and did not visit
the classrooms during the projects. Teachers planned their projects themselves, but the teacher
collaboration and teacher networking was encouraged in planning process. Teachers, for example, shared
their project plans in Synergeia and reflected them collaboratively with each other.

The teachers experienced that it was interesting but also very challenging to apply principles of
progressive inquiry in the classroom. Also in other countries, the teacher was selecting what he or she was
doing and the researchers just proposed meaningful changes leaving the final choice completely to the

hands of the teacher. It seems that the teachers were quite happy with progressive inquiry model and it’s
pedagogical principles.

Again, there is a difference between novice teachers and teachers with more experience concerning CSCL

and progressive inquiry. All teachers considered the possibility of sharing knowledge produced by the
students as a particularly valuable aspect of the software. However, novice teachers had to get acquainted
with a new software, and had to learn about these new pedagogical principles. The sustainability and
progress of the inquiry process is critically dependent on teacher’s scaffolding and contributions to the

process. For novice teachers this was sometimes too much. It is striking to see that many reflections and
thoughts of teachers after the projects when thinking about improvements were thoughts about improving
the structure and scaffolding of the inquiry process or the collaborative learning process.

P3: How does ITCOLE support collaboration between students?
In the majority of the projects carried out in phase 2 and 3 of the ITCOLE project, the students were
working in pairs or in small groups, or at least collaborating as a bigger community. Teachers
acknowledged that the software environments do support collaborative learning, but some claimed that

this is difficult for “inside classroom” projects. Why collaborating through Synergeia, when we meet face-
to-face everyday? The appreciation for collaborative work is much higher in projects where two (or more)
different classes work together. In projects were only collaboration in the classroom was practiced, more
negative sounds were heard. However, even for these situations, the learning environments support
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collaboration by facilitating the sharing of resources, the use of knowledge building areas etc. This was
acknowledged by both teachers and students.

Concerning the pedagogical usability of the individual functionalities, there was a common agreement that
most tools are valuable for collaborative learning. Again, the jamming tool in FLE3 scored average in this
respect, as did the MapTool and the instant messaging in Synergeia. Many teachers agreed on the fact that

it is the combination of functionalities that makes the environment suitable for collaborative learning.

The students that participated in the projects within ITCOLE were very positive about the amount of
collaboration that was undertaken by them. The students also reached a quite high level of social

awareness while working on the projects. This is partly caused by the teachers’ role in the process. Most
of the students reported that they were guided (fairly) well by their teachers.

P4: How does the system facilitate community building?
Synergeia’s role in facilitation of collaboration was closely associate with its functionalities concerning
building communities between teachers ad researchers, teachers and their students and, finally, among
students themselves. Already from phase 1 onwards, the experiences from teacher-researcher
collaboration in the project were encouraging. In student-teacher collaboration, these initial interventions

did not yet lead to real change in learning communities at school, although this changed when in phase 3,
projects between schools took place. The teachers of all countries were in general quite happy with
collaboration and in particular with collaboration as it was realized in the ITCOLE projects. However this
recognition was often not accompanied with an understanding of new skills that are asked for the teacher

to organize the social dynamics in the classroom. There was also a difference among the participating
countries relative to the degree of teacher involvement in the database: more intense for Finnish and
Italians, much less so for Dutch and Greeks.
The impression of the present investigators was that students often transferred the old norms and standards

to the new learning environment. About the student-student collaboration, the students reported that they
enjoyed collaborating and that they also learned from these efforts. Questionnaire studies indicated that
many of them got an improved feeling of self-respect due to their contribution to shared discussions. To
sum up, the experiences of the participants indicated that the system adequately supported the sense of

community.

P5: How does ITCOLE foster conceptual change?
According to the first test phase, all the participating teachers had pedagogical conceptions that are

relevant for promoting conceptual change in their class. In practice, due to limited experiences of using
collaborative environments, the teachers were not always able to use students’ externalised conceptions as
building blocks of deeper conceptual understanding or provide sufficient support for achieving deeper
understanding.

For phase 3, domain specific learning goals do not come forth so often in teachers’ talk about the gains
from ITCOLE-like learning environments. Many teachers found that most of the gain the students get is in
computer science topics, in skills for information search and in learning to collaborate. Based on the
remarks of The Italian teachers and on observations about the Greek teachers it may be true that teachers
do not see clearly the division between deeper concepts and more fact oriented issues and do not organize
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their teaching around an hierarchy of concepts. It may be true that teachers interpret the more abstract
concepts as goals per se unapproachable for the students and not as organizing centres that are further

approachable for generalization. We think that here there is an high leverage point: teachers need better
understanding of the principles of learning when deep conceptual restructuring is needed and researchers
need a better understanding of the total logistic demands put on the students by the whole curriculum in
order to design appropriately complex and ambitious projects.

P6: What kind of support and supporting tools do teachers need, in order to monitor and guide
students in the context of ITCOLE?
After phase 1 and 2, the teachers reported to need instruments to be able to have better views on the

students’ activities and to have better overviews. These functionalities have been provided for in version
2, and tested in phase 3 of the project. In phase 2, some less experienced teachers mainly wanted more
human support for themselves, but this sound is less apparent in phase 3. Part of the idea behind phase 3
was scaling up the amount of projects, and thus reduce the amount of support provided by the researchers.

It seems that in phase 3 the technological side of the environments is easy enough to work with by both
teachers and students. All the teachers participating in phase 2 were offered a technical and pedagogical
User Manual on Synergeia. The User Manual included also pedagogical tips and aspects of how to use
Synergeia alpha version in supporting collaborative learning. It was suggested in deliverable 8.2 that a

standard booklet including both technical and pedagogical issues of Synergeia is needed.

Concerning the pedagogical side of guiding students: Much training is required for teachers. Especially
teachers that did not work with collaborative learning much, must be prepared for Computers Supported

Collaborative Learning, as is already discussed above.

The teachers in different countries seemed to start realizing “ideal types” of CSCL projects. However
these were different in each country and this is fine: there can be many ideals. Some want intense projects

that don’t last long and some more extended projects with few hours per week. A common problem is the
increase of complexity of the discussion inside a knowledge building area and the need to master this
complexity. Another issue is how to negotiate between splitting research in smaller groups and losing site
of the common goal.

The teachers are searching for some organizational guidelines. Teachers would like some “paradigmatic
styles of projects”
They realize that the discussion in CSCL inquiries can get stale by various reasons

• Not sufficient information input
• Nobody takes the responsibility of metacognitive support to keep the discussion focused
• The discussion is split in so many pieces that no coordination is possible

The discussion gets so congested that one cannot really follow it and as a result it stales.
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4.3 Other findings concerning pedagogical aspects

4.3.1 Teacher’s stance relative to CSCL projects and organisational issues

In assessing the overall interviews, researchers from the different groups have pointed to two dimensions

that they judge important in assessing teacher’s stance relative to CSCL projects:

a) Previous experience with CSCL
The more experienced teachers organize their activities in a better way. The group of novices has more

difficulty in scaffolding in-depth inquiries because teachers (and students) need time in the classroom to
get used with the software.
Prior experience may help teachers to manage their work with Synergeia or FLE3. But it is important that
they are convinced that the software is not only useful for computer skills, learning “how life will be at

work” or learning “collaboration skills”, but that students are also going to get deeper disciplinary
learning. There are different indications that so far, teachers are not convinced about this fact:

• Some mention it in the interviews
• Some find that when working in the same classroom this software does not work really well

• Many speak about time constraints (which is an indication that they cannot defend the position
that indeed there is deeper learning going on and therefore the deeper goals of the national
curriculum are satisfied)

b) Primary school versus secondary school teachers
Especially the Dutch and Greek primary school teachers seem to have more flexibility in trying different
projects. This may be caused by the fact that in secondary school, traditional education has been the
standard for many years for both teachers and students. For both groups, it is difficult to get acquainted to

new forms of education. In primary schools, especially the children do not have a long history of
traditional education. For them, it is easier to get used to collaborative learning. This makes it also easier
for teachers to try new forms of education.
Another reason might be the number of contact hours a teacher has with his class. In secondary education,

one teacher sees a class for a limited number of classroom hours. This limited time must be entirely
dedicated to collaborative learning to make it successful. This may cause hesitation to the teachers to
really go for it. For primary school teachers, that see their children much longer during the week, the
collaborative learning can first be introduced as an extra activity, which not necessarily hampers other

learning activities.

Teachers realize that it is difficult to integrate ITCOLE projects in traditional pedagogy. This has both
positive and negative aspects. In the positive side it means that ITCOLE projects cannot easily be diverted

from their initial principles without leading to failure. In the negative side ITCOLE creates time tensions
with the school schedule. Indeed there are mentioned organizational challenges in three levels:

• At the national level having to do with the compatibility of Synergeia projects with the current
curriculum,

• At the school level having to do with the access of the computer room by different classes, and
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• At the class level having to do with careful preparation of each lesson, to cover for different
learning trajectories. New skills have to be developed to manage the new classroom.

4.3.2 The use of thinking types

One particular feature in both FLE3 and Synergeia is the possible use of thinking types in the knowledge

building areas. Students and teachers can categorize their contributions to the discussion with labels like
“problem”, “my experience” and “summary”. Both teachers and students find these thinking types easy to
use, and they both state that the effectiveness of thinking types on collaboration is high. One interesting
finding is that knowledge building areas with a greater variety of different thinking types tend to appear in

projects that are pedagogically richer. Unclear is whether the variety of thinking types causes the
pedagogically more interesting projects, or that these projects cause students and teachers to write and
categorize a wider variety of thinking types. Further research might reveal that. Furthermore, it becomes
clear that thinking types play an important role, and therefore, the selection of good sets of thinking types

is important. Now, various sets are already available in both FLE3 and Synergeia. FLE3 provides the
possibility of easily implementing your own set of thinking types.

4.3.3 Openness to a greater variety of students

The experiences of the teachers show that there have been students who were not particularly good but
who showed unexpected initiatives in the context of the ITCOLE projects. The ITCOLE software
increases the diversity, introduces new skills where students can show their competence and so gives more
opportunity for more students to feel competent.

4.3.4 Particularities in the different countries

The Greek educational system is very competitive and the teachers are very pleased with the opportunity
to support collaboration. They also see a lot of interest at the side of the students towards collaboration.

The Greek teachers are concerned too much about their duties of providing technical assistance to their
students. The Greek teachers do not give special attention to their social role.

The Dutch high school students in particular are reported as not having much interest towards

collaborating with their fellow students in the context of Synergeia. The Dutch teachers emphasize the
distribution of activities in smaller units, having clear goals of each unit quantifiable final assessment.
However they do not seem well trained in issues of conceptual change. They see things more from the
view of divide and rule, which is conform to the traditional educational paradigm.

A special characteristic of the Italian context has been a scarcity of available computers. Often there was
just one computer available for a whole classroom.
A second special characteristic has been the extensive collaboration among distant schools. This

collaboration of distant classes can be very motivating. But it also creates logistic problems that can be
disheartening if communication does not work smoothly. Italians “play” also with combining classes of
different grades in the same space of collaboration. It seems that in their opinion distant collaboration
makes such kind of interactions easier to realize.
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The Finland schools and teachers are very autonomous even on the level of developing school curriculum
and in implementing new learning methods. ICT in education is promoted and supported strongly. Every
school in Helsinki has an information strategy, which defines the goals and methods implementing ICT

and web-based learning environments in teaching, although web-based learning is not disseminated to
every school yet. Most of the teachers within the ITCOLE project linked their projects to the school
curriculum and information strategy in purpose to create continuing practices and enhance cultural change
in their schools.

4.4 Overall conclusion

The purpose of the evaluation of the ITCOLE project was to evaluate and test the two electronic learning
environments that have been developed within the scope of the project: Synergeia and FLE3. Both
environments are based on pedagogical principles that should facilitate collaborative learning. Within the

scope of the project, more than 80 collaborative learning projects have been done with Synergeia and
FLE3, during the last two years. Throughout Europe, many teachers and students have gained experience
in collaborative learning projects. The projects in four of these countries have been studied, during three
test phases, to evaluate the technological and pedagogical effectiveness of these systems.

The aim of the testing and evaluation was to provide feedback on both the technological usability of the
electronic learning environments, and on the pedagogical models and principles that are used within the
ITCOLE project. These pedagogical principles are the use of computer supported collaborative learning in

general, and more specific the use of the progressive inquiry model, knowledge building, the facilitation
of community building, and the concept of conceptual change.

Concerning the technological usability, it can be concluded from the evaluations that improvements can be

made on technological details, but that overall both environments have a good technological usability. The
various functionalities within the environments work properly, and both teachers and students are satisfied
with the usability. Comments on aspects of certain functionalities will be used for future development of
the tools. Teachers are pleased with the environments as a whole set of functionalities that together make a

useful environment to create and run learning projects with.

The evaluation results for the pedagogical usability are more complex. The teachers in all four countries
are of the opinion that the use of the electronic learning environments supports collaboration among
students. However, they conclude that new knowledge building by students is a complex process,

especially when not explicitly guided by teachers. Furthermore, they concluded that in addition to virtual
meetings, face-to-face meetings are necessary for the learning process.

Students report that they have collaborated successfully within the projects. However, their teachers have

the opinion that collaboration is not a ‘natural’ activity for students. This conclusion was stronger for
secondary education than for primary education, as will be discussed below. With the help of Synergeia
and FLE3, teachers in all countries were able to support the process of collaborative learning in an
effective way. This was caused by the fact that the process was visible to everyone, and products and ideas

of others could easily be seen. However, many teachers claim that deeper levels of collaboration and
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shared development of products needs extra support and guidance by the teachers. Furthermore, students
themselves will have to practise these kind of activities more.

Two dimensions seem to influence the teachers’ stance relative to CSCL projects, the previous experience
with CSCL, and the difference between primary school teachers and secondary school teachers (where for
primary teachers CSCL projects are in general more successful).

Successful computer supported collaborative learning projects are dependent on enough training for the
teacher on both pedagogical and technical aspects, enough time for teachers to be able to prepare the
projects and the possibilities to do projects inside the space of the curriculum. Teachers with experience

on CSCL can dedicate more time and effort to scaffold the processes within the CSCL-projects, where
novice teachers need time to get acquainted with both a new pedagogical model, and a new process.
Generally, primary school teachers have more time to implement projects, which may explain that they are
relatively more successful with their CSCL factors. Another factor is the fact that for students in

secondary education, collaborative learning is a new paradigm, and also the students have to learn to work
according to it. They might be more reluctant to embrace this new approach, where primary students do
not have this luggage of traditional education and are more open to this new kind of education. The
adoption of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning in secondary education could be improved if the

curriculum of secondary education would be more problem-based (integration of subjects). A last reason
that might explain the difference between primary and secondary education is that in secondary education,
teacher are hampered by the existing curriculum.

The issue of novice versus experienced teachers also plays a role in the successful adoption of the
Progressive Inquiry Method by teachers. It became clear that the sustainability and progress of the inquiry
process is critically dependent on teacher’s scaffolding and contributions to the process. For experienced
teachers, this was easier to establish. According to the teachers’ assessment, Synergeia and FLE3 provided

a flexible forum for inquiry learning that, simultaneously, offered tools for structuring the process.
Especially features like the Knowledge Building areas and the use of thinking types for entering thought
and ideas made it possible to share and elaborate ideas. An indication for the importance of the
progressive inquiry model is the fact that many reflections and thoughts of teachers after the projects when

thinking about improvements were thoughts about improving the structure and scaffolding of the inquiry
process or the collaborative learning process.

The question whether the learning environments facilitate community building cannot be answered with a

simple yes or no. Within the ITCOLE projects some community building has taken place between
teachers, and for teachers and researchers. But for students, this has not taken place, due to the fact that
almost all projects were inside one classroom. In phase 3, some inter-classroom projects were initiated,
and community feelings emerged. However, although teachers are happy about the amount of

collaboration that takes place inside their projects, they do not yet realize and understand the new skills
that are required from them to organize the social dynamics in the classroom.
Students report that they enjoyed collaborating. Many of them got an improved feeling of self-respect due
to their contribution to shared discussions. Together with the other findings, it seems that working in the
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electronic learning environments stimulates community building, although this is not an automatic
process. Teachers (and probably students as well) need new skills in order to foster this process.

A last issue of investigation was conceptual change. To what degree were teachers able to use students’
externalised conceptions as building blocks of deeper conceptual understanding or provide sufficient
support for achieving deeper understanding? It turns out that this is the most difficult endeavour of all.

Within the ITCOLE projects there are indications that using Synergeia and FLE3 to do CSCL project can
lead to conceptual change. However, within most of the projects, teachers were not trained well enough to
actually achieve this. More experience with CSCL, by both teachers and students, will probably lead to
conceptual change. This will most certainly take much time. Within the scope of the ITCOLE project, it

was not possible to observe changes.

To sum up, it becomes clear that using CSCL can have an added value for European education. However,
educational and pedagogical change will not change overnight. This process will take many years. The

success of CSCL projects is largely dependent on the degree to which teachers are familiar with the
concepts of CSCL. Therefore, one of the results of the ITCOLE project is a European-wide discussion
forum on computer supported collaborative learning (www.euro-cscl.org), which will help teachers to
learn from each other, and to form a community of practitioners. The teachers that have been using

Synergeia and FLE3 within the ITCOLE project are playing a major role in starting up this forum. This
forum is meant for teachers, researchers and policy makers. Another outcome of the project is a set of
guidelines for setting up courses for professional development of teachers concerning CSCL topics. These
guidelines have been described in other ITCOLE deliverables.

ITCOLE has produced two state-of-the-art CSCL-environments, a group of trained teachers, guidelines
for professional development and a forum on CSCL. These are good ingredients for fostering a CSCL
movement around Europe. However, this is not enough. What has become clear is that teachers (and

students) need quite some time and training to get used to the ideas of CSCL. Furthermore, teachers need
time to be able to set up qualitatively good CSCL projects. The next step will be for national educational
boards and school directors to allocate time for teachers in order to be able to achieve this, and to organise
training facilities for teachers on CSCL.
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Appendix 1: Project descriptions phase 2

Finnish Phase 2 projects

F 2.1 Globe
The participants were 48 fourth grade students, and their two teachers. The subject domain was science,
but also substance of Finnish and arts lessons were practiced. The goal of the project was to get familiar
with the concept of globe from different perspectives and how to perceive the planet as a whole. Two

lessons per week were used in computer class, and one lesson per week to get familiar with the ideas of
progressive inquiry, and searching and elaborating information. The project started by watching two
videos, which raised a lot of discussion and thoughts. In addition to the videos, there were small globes in
the class, and posters that students could investigate and discuss about. At the beginning of the next lesson

the students wrote down 1-4 question rising up from their own wonderment. These questions were further
elaborated in pairs, and finally, in the groups of four. Each group chose two questions that they wrote
down in the blackboard. These questions were discussed collaboratively. Then the students chose their
own research questions, and tested and commented them with others in a common KB area. The teacher

divided the students to thematic small groups according to their research questions. There were, all
together, 14 thematic small groups, each consisting of 3-6 students. Each group had their own folder and
KB areas. When the students had found enough information for their own research problem, they started
to write a final report, including pictures, links etc. The students and teachers read each other’s reports and

commented and evaluated them. All the reports were printed, and each student could choose the way to
present their results. Possible alternatives for the form of presentation were oral, poster, scale model,
photo exhibition etc. According to the teachers, Synergeia supported well the principles of progressive
inquiry, and the students were motivated to use it. Only the navigation in Synergeia was confusing for the

students. KB areas and especially the use of Thinking Types forced the students to think deeper what they
really wanted to express with their messages. It encouraged the students to work further with their own
problems, when they were able to see each other’s processes in Synergeia.

F 2.2 “All roads lead to Rome”
The subject domain of this project was history, and a more specific subject was “Empire of Rome in
ancient times”. The 28 students’ were on the sixth grade. The purpose of this learning project was to find
out how the picture of the world developed in the Empire of Rome, how society was organized, and what

kind of social structure was dominant. One special aim was to foster students’ independent and critical
thinking and the use of different sources of data. The project lasted 12 weeks; there were two lessons
weekly at the school, and in addition to this the students were expected to work one hour at home. At the
beginning of the project, the students were divided to two different groups. Within these two groups, the

students formed small groups, each including 2-4 students. The teacher created a context for the project in
two different ways. Firstly, he started KB area in Synergeia, where the students could discuss about their
initial conceptions. Secondly, all the students watched a documentary. The students had brainstorming
sessions in their own small groups in order to create research questions, and to select one best research
question for the group. Each student created also his/her own working theory related to the selected
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research question. This phase lead the students to search new information, and later on to write their
second and third working theories. The teacher created also, for each student, a folder on the course level,

where each student saved his/her own theories, according to the phases they had gone through. He also
crated KB areas for each student into the same folder. The purpose of these folders was to provide a
private place for giving and getting feedback and asking questions. These folders were accessible only for
a student and the teacher. The teacher gave feedback and recommendations individually. The project

ended with discussion in a common KB area. For this, the students were divided in to new groups.
According to the teacher, the project succeeded well. KB areas worked well, and Thinking Types
provoked students to think a bit more before posting their messages. The fact that MapTool wasn’t
working in a proper way was disappointing.

F 2.3. Culture
Fifteen 9th graders participated in a course that was related to Finnish language and various other subject
domains. Major part of the course was conducted in distance learning. The overall theme of the course

was Individual – Community – Society from the cultural point of view. The students chose more focused
theme at their choice. The students worked in small groups that had meetings whenever they thought they
needed one. The teachers were not participating in these meetings. Synergeia was used for planning and
working on the assignments, and teacher used it for scaffolding students’ work.

Common part for all the students was a unit, which consisted of three visits in theatres, workshops and
lectures held by experts from university and hospital, and students’ own working periods when they, for
example, conducted interviews. All theatre plays were discussed collaboratively after visiting in theatre.
This unit was organized in co-operation with the Cultural office of the Helsinki City.

The goal of this project was to get students familiar with the ideas of collaborative learning, with a special
emphasis on work on small groups that are organizing their work following the ideas of the model of
progressive inquiry. An additional goal was to provide students positive events on different areas of art
that were not so well known for them. Further, one goal was to enrich and broaden the concept of culture,

and summarize issues learned and experienced in the field of art. In addition to the common goals, each
student had goals of his/her own. These goals related to subject domains and skills, which were agreed
during personal discussions between the teacher and each student.
There were three teachers altogether in this course, and each of them had their own group of students,

whom they scaffolded, and provided their specific expertise to. As a whole, the project was successful, it
was versatile, interesting and offered both events as well as knowledge from different sources of
information. Collaboration was challenging, since there were so many different themes in the groups. The
use of Synergeia made this process easier.

F 2.4 Reading and Writing (in Special education)
This special education course for fostering high-school students’ reading and writing skills contained
different types of exercises aiming to make learning more effective. The target group for this course was

students who have learning difficulties, especially related to reading and writing. The course was carried
out in the same way in two separate groups, each lasting two months, five lessons (45 min/lesson) per
week. In the first course there were participants from two different schools, 13 in total. The second course
was organized in one school, and the amount of students was six. Essential aims of this kind of special
education course at high school level are to write a learning log, make thinking visible, and learn to be
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reflective and self-regulative. Further, collaboration is emphasized. In addition to support students’
reading and writing skills, the students were encouraged, during the course, to find their own learning

style and foster their self-esteem and positive self-image as learners.
At the beginning of the project, the students got familiarized with the ideas of progressive inquiry. The
teacher tried to encourage the students to set up their own research questions, but the students were not
able to do that. In order to help the students to create their research problems, the teacher asked them to

choose a problem that was somehow personal to them. The teacher also gave examples of good research
problems. There were a few students who managed to work on their own problems in addition to other
assignments of the project. Therefore, the teacher decided that the content of the course is more important
than students own research problems. At the mid point of the project she decided to start to use MapTool,

KB tool, and folders containing students’ learning logs. Common knowledge was built in KB area without
personal research problems.
The students seemed to be interested in the new learning environment, even those students who haven’t
used computers much. The teacher also thought that students’ learning logs were of better quality than in

previous courses, and MapTool was a good tool to activate students. The negative aspect was that
Synergeia was complicated to navigate; probably more time would have been needed to use it in a more
effective way.

F 2.5 Kalevala
The project was carried out in collaboration between two schools. One was a regular public school and the
other was special education school for students who are in danger to drop out from school. The 30
participating students were 9th graders, and the subject domain was Finnish language. The aim of the

special education school was to collaborate with normal school, and learn to be part of a bigger group. In
the special education school, 1-2 lessons per week were used for the project, and in the regular school 1-2
double lessons. The project lasted approximately four months. The aim related to subject domain of the
project was to get the students familiar with the Finnish national epic, Kalevala. The project started with a

common face-to-face meeting. The purpose was to get to know each other, and to watch a multimedia
installation together. After having basic knowledge about Kalevala, the students chose their own character
from the Kalevala, according to their own interests, to investigate it in a more detailed way. The students
were divided in to small groups based on the characters. In Synergeia there were different folders for

different characters. Each student started his/her own work by introducing him/herself. The next step was
to write down their own conceptions about the character they were studying. After that phase, the students
were asked to create questions related to the characters, and trying to find answers to these questions from
Kalevala. In addition to KB areas related to each character, there was a common KB area as well. Finally,

each student had to write an essay. In the regular school there were other assignments for students in
addition to the above-mentioned tasks. The teachers were not participating in KB by writing, but only
reading students’ postings, and giving guidance face-to-face while the students were working with
computers. The overall task, to get familiar with the characters of Kalevala, was maybe not the best

suitable task for a progressive inquiry project. Another problem was a fragmentary nature of the project,
i.e. having different types of activities. According to the teachers, the students became more critical after
participating in a networked course, and also their problem solving and collaboration skills got better. On
the other hand, the students were not entirely happy with collaboration; their expectations and hopes were
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higher than the project actually offered. This was especially experienced with the collaboration between
the schools.

F 2.6 Sources of finance and Finland’s financial markets
The 33 students who participated in the economics project were on the first grade of high school. The
course of 38 hours was decentralized together with other economics course into two periods, in which the

participants were divided into two groups. This way both groups had approximately two lessons per week.
One of the two lessons (65 min) was used for gathering material, visits, or expert-visits. The second lesson
(80 min) of the week took place in computer class, and the students worked with their research questions
in Synergeia. The aim of the project was to familiarize the students with functions of financial markets,

and further, to help them to understand how media is dealing with these issues. The skill-related aim was
to encourage students to use problem solving strategies, collaborative learning and working, and also
individual and critical use of information. At the beginning, the theme of the course was discussed
together. After the discussion, the teacher showed a video. Further, the students were asked to follow

economics news from the newspaper from this particular point of view, and to write short summaries in
Synergeia about the news they had found. When the theme of the course was becoming more familiar, the
basic ideas of progressive inquiry were reviewed in the class. The students formed small groups (each
having 2-3 persons), and each group had to develop two research problems. All these problems were

gathered in to the blackboard, from which the students could choose the problems they wanted to
investigate further. All the problems and hypotheses were transferred to Synergeia, and used as a starting
point for knowledge building. During the last two lessons all groups wrote essays about their research
problems, which were placed in Synergeia. According to the teacher, the students were motivated to use

Synergeia, and it fitted well for this course, and in the procedures of progressive inquiry. Giving written
feedback for every student was naturally exhausting for the teacher, but on the other hand, it was
rewarding. In the future, more emphasize should be put on scaffolding of the process and collaborative
efforts, since the students didn’t collaborate naturally.

F 2.7 Matrix
In all, 32 high school students participated in this first level philosophy course, in which there was also
international collaboration between the Finnish students and students from USA, Germany, Australia,

Spain, Norway, and South-America. Every week, one 65 min lesson was spent in computer class, and two
80 min lessons in a normal classroom. During the first lessons in classroom, different aspects, and the
nature of philosophy were discussed. On the basis of this discussion, the aim was to start to think
philosophical aspects from the point of view of a movie called Matrix. The students were allowed to

choose their own topics freely. The general aim of the course was, on one hand, to apply philosophical
theories in to movie, and, on the other hand, to notice how philosophical analysis can give deepness to a
movie. One aim was also to make the students understand the usefulness of philosophy by connecting the
movie to function as a link between students’ own life and philosophy. The other aim was to encourage

the students to collaborate internationally, and to encourage them to a meaningful use of a networked
environment. According to the teacher, the aims of the project were not totally fulfilled during the course.
In the future, the teacher thought, it might be better to organize networked discussion only after the basic
theories are known for the students. Teacher felt also that maybe he should have been more active, when
students were creating their research questions at the very beginning of the project, even by giving some
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ready questions to them. Discussing in English about philosophical issues was also a bit difficult for first
year high-school students. Besides of the unfulfilled aims, the course succeeded to raise interest towards

philosophical issues, and the ways to apply them in students’ own life. For many students, it was a
positive event to see their own name and writings in Synergeia, and to think that also the other students in
different countries are “seeing” them. For the teacher, this project made it clear, how important it is to plan
the project carefully in advance. However, the plan has to be flexible, since not all aspects on these kinds

of projects can be planned beforehand. Students should also have a clear picture about the working
procedures, and what is expected from them.

F 2.8 ”Human is what he eats –youth in media”
The subject domain of this project was media education, and the participants were 23 9th graders. The
project lasted approximately 12 weeks, consisting of 2-3 lessons per week. This particular course was a
last one in a series of media education courses. These courses were not compulsory. The subject domain
goals of the project were to introduce the students, how young people are treated and described in media.

The aim was also to help the students to realize that the messages that media is providing to them are
deliberate and purposefully outlined. The students worked in pairs in computer class. At the beginning of
the project, the teacher introduced the ideas of progressive inquiry and the use of Synergeia. The context
for the project was created by becoming acquainted with different types of material related to the topic.

The students started to write down ideas, questions, and associations rose, while going through the
introductory material. At the same time, the use of Thinking Types was practiced. The teacher also asked
the students to keep “media-diary” for five days' period, in which they should follow their own use of
media, with special focus on how the young people at they age are presented in media (e.g. where and

how). Majority of the work was conducted in the KB areas, but the students also had their own folders, in
which they could store their material and links. The teacher encouraged the students to collaborate with
students who had similar focus of research. Time to time, there were also working and visiting sessions,
during which the students were not allowed to work in KB. Even though the navigation in Synergeia was

tricky, the teacher thought that Synergeia was a good tool for structuring and supporting the process of
inquiry. Further, it provided assistance for teacher to follow students’ processes in a meaningful way. The
reason why the teacher felt that not all the aims were fulfilled, was most probably due to insufficient
structuring of the process. He felt that he had relied too much on students’ self-regulative efforts as well as

on Synergeia as a tool for structuring the process. He felt he should have provided more structure already
at the beginning of the project. The discussion (in Synergeia) would have needed more teacher-directed
scaffolding, which was obviously not sufficient to support students’ processes.

Greek Phase 2 projects

G 2.1 Technology project
In this project there participated 28 10th grade students and it was integrated in the normal technology
class. The goal of the project was to deepen the student understanding of the notion of variable in a

technology experiment. It lasted 2 weeks with a one-hour lesson per week. The students worked in groups
of two that shared a common account and one PC each.
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The project started when a group put on Synergeia a draft of the design of their experiment, in which they
were describing an experiment for setting the recipe and producing biological marmalade. In their

presentation, the students explained some pertinent terms, justified their choice of experiment and stated
what they considered to be their hypothesis and their variables. The other teams asked different questions,
asked for clarifications, and proposed possible directions of further inquiry. Students where provided by
their teacher with a questionnaire with pertinent questions that would guide them in putting deeper

questions. The initial authoring team took the responsibility of defending their choices and design.

Students generally preferred the general term comment (80%) while only 20% was characterized as
problem, and there were no other thinking types mentioned by the students. The activity was very

positively accepted by both students and the teacher, and the teacher continued with it in Phase 3.

G 2.2 Electric circuits
The goal of this project was to help 9th grade students deepen their understanding of electric circuits. Their

understanding was scaffolded and evaluated in various ways (modelling the circuit, making predictions for
a demonstrated experiment, constructing explanations of phenomena). There participated 24 students for 8
hours, which included lectures, face-to-face discussions in the classroom, experiments in the Physics
laboratory and work with Synergeia. Table 1 presents the sequence of activities in this project.

Title of the activity Time given and goal presented to the students

Introduction to the software 1h The students introduce themselves to one another.

Question on prior known

subject.
Discussion with Synergeia
 (Project1)

2h. How can an object get charged? (Use of work sheet and use of

Synergeia) The teacher puts in Synergeia two pictures about the
behaviour of the electroscope. These pictures are used as a basis for
the development of argumentation among students.

Connectivity and brightness

of lamps

1h In the computer lab using software different than Synergeia. The

teacher loads some games. This is an activity that the students have
performed in a different environment.

Experiments 1h. In the Physics lab. The students actually construct and test
circuits.

Question about the luminosity
of lamps in a circuit.

Discussion with Synergeia
(Project 2)

1h Students discuss about variations of luminosity in a circuit where
various switches switch on and off.

Discussion in classroom 1h Energy changes

Question in Synergeia about

energy transformations in a
circuit (Project 3)

1h. Students are asked to present their opinions about energy

transformations in a circuit and discuss them

In this project, students participated very actively (see the table of the rough data of interventions). They

wrote a lot of notes and they gradually improved in the use of thinking types from a general use of 95% on
working theories to 10% Problem, 50% Working theory, 15% Comment, 2% Reflection, 2% Summary,
and 5% Help.
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G 2.3 Electric circuits
This was again a Physics project, in which 28 9th grade students participated, and which focused on the

understanding of electric circuits. Electric circuits have a special interest from a conceptual change
perspective, since there is a big bibliography with students’ misconceptions regarding the concepts
involved. The project lasted for 2 weeks with 1 hour per week activity.
According to the design of the project, students were given more responsibilities relative to the traditional

Greek classroom, they discussed on the concepts themselves, and they learned to consider their fellow
students as sources of a deeper understanding.
The project involved two steps: a) An experiment (with the use of the Wimshurst machine) was conducted
in the school laboratory (1 school hour). Students were asked to offer possible explanations for the

phenomenon they observed (1 school hour in the ITCOLE environment) b) A sketch of an electric circuit
was uploaded in Synergeia. Students were asked to predict, how the system would be affected, if a
particular switch was turned (ON or OFF). (1 school hour in the ITCOLE environment).
The students produced 19 notes from which 80% under the Working Theory type, 10% under the

comment type and 10% under the summary type. Students enjoyed the project and took initiatives, like
introducing new relevant software, on the way they learned.

G 2.4 “Let us put our questions” and G 2.5 Finding grammatical forms in a poem
In both projects, there were 26 6th grade students participating. The students had four years experience
with using PCs. Lessons with computers were taking place in a lab with approximately 10 PCs and
students were sitting in dyads.
The first project lasted 2 hours. The students were asked to bring forth questions that they wanted to see

answered by their fellow students. Then students read each other’s questions and started commenting on
them. The students wrote a lot of notes (100) and the discussion gave them the opportunity to exchange
many interesting ideas.
The second project lasted also two hours. The teacher introduced a pro-peace poem of a Greek poet.

Students had to recognize, in the poem, words that belong to different grammatical categories, and
highlight them. Each group had to highlight a different grammatical category. In this project, the students
did not use the knowledge building areas but only the uploading facility and the public nature of the files.

Italian Phase 2 projects

I 2.1 “Writing a fairy tales, I 2.2 Writing fairy tales – computer tales, and I 2.3 Writing fairy tales –
little men of…”
All primary school classes and one class in junior secondary school (6th level) worked on the theme of

diversity writing some stories (taking as a starting point "Little man of glass" by Gianni Rodari) and
adding them in Synergeia. Three different courses (“Writing fairy tales”, “Writing fairy tales – computer
tales” and “Writing fairy tales – little men of…”) were organised, and in each of them two classes of
similar or contiguous level collaborated. Teachers and researchers thought that classroom activities had to

reach operative and concrete aims: activities must be directed to build a shared and meaningful product
("an object of thought"). It was important in order to support students' motivation about the task. Teachers
together chose one common topic for all classes: the diversity between people. In each classroom, teachers
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read to the students the story of “The little man of glass” and invited them to imagine stories about
families of different materials (ice, iron, wood, wool …).

Students were asked to write stories in dyads, to read stories written by other students and to send to the
authors some observations about the communicative efficacy of their text. On the basis of these
observations, students collaborated building their knowledge (sharing a reflection and recursive linguistic
analysis on the stories).

Dyads used Synergeia to insert some contributions (as their introduction, stories, drawing), to read others’
tales and to send to the authors some observations about the communicative efficacy of their text. Dyads’
work was very useful to sustain the collaboration between peers face to face. Through this comparison,
students took advantage of others contributions trying to solve conflicts. Students re-wrote together the

stories, using contributes of their at-distance colleagues. Therefore, Synergeia has been a resource to
discuss with the others.
Teachers and collaborators agreed on some positive aspects of activity: students’ great motivation to
collaborate online to build a product, and great enthusiasm to use computers for collaborative learning. In

particular, the teachers said that, when working with a computer, the students expressed their ideas freely.
Moreover, they were less worried to commit orthographic errors. There was a good inter- and intra-
classroom collaboration, and students‘ better reflection on their own ideas to express them in a right way.
Students found the project interesting and fun, and not at all hard. They also found particularly useful to

use the software for carrying on the learning topic (writing collaborative fairy tales), and they liked to read
each other’s ideas and notes. The main problem was poor technological availability (for the most part,
schools had only one computer with Internet connection): it slackened communication rhythm.

I 2.4 Building Diversitytown
In Milan and Rome’s junior secondary schools, a starting discussion about the diversity was organised.

Students inserted their contributions in Synergeia in order to answer to a specific question: “is it better to
be equal or different?”. Students inserted their own point of view on the argument and an on line
discussion and knowledge building took form. Discussing together, students decided to build a virtual city
called “Diversitytown” using a 3D environment created through software called Active Worlds. They

projected and built objects and places of this environment, using Synergeia to discuss together their
projects. In addition, Synergeia was used as a “container” of contributes (text, drawing, photos) that all
participants could read, use and comment with notes.
Students were organised in small groups (3 students) to write their notes, read, discuss and reply to other

people notes. Moreover, at the end of the activity, a final discussion was organised in order to discuss
about the work done. Through class discussion, the students and the teachers were able to reflect on their
learning/teaching modalities and on knowledge building processes.
Teachers and collaborators agree on some positive aspects of activity in the project: collaborating online

to build a product, all students learnt actively and explicitly from each other. Students found that the
learning topic could be well studied through the software. They found Synergeia very useful to discuss
about their ideas on the topic and to project objects and places they would like to build in a three-
dimensional environment.
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I 2.5 Multicoloured creatures
“Multicoloured creatures” is the project of the primary school “St. Chiara d’Assisi” in Avellino. Two
classes used Synergeia to support this activity. The main object was to write texts collaboratively.

Teachers decided to begin with the phrase-stimulus: “Would it be better if everyone use the same
language in the whole world?”. Children had to discuss together, to advance hypothesis, to hold their own,
to invent different way of communication (verbal, graphic, gestual, musical, digital). Afterwards, teachers
decided to use narrations, reading a text about “Tower of Babel” myth, because this history has a strong

metaphorical value, especially to improve tolerance and reciprocal inter-confessional comprehension.
Synergeia became a “big window” of suggestions, ideas, and solutions. Children found in ITCOLE project
the possibility of using software made for their communication needs: showing performances, ideas,
solutions of a common problem. They discovered the variety of opinions, tastes, trends that took place in a

virtual world. “St. Chiara d’Assisi” school didn’t have any previous experience in cooperative activity
supported by computer.

I 2.6 University
Forty-six university students participated in first level educational psychology course, in which there was
collaboration between students from Rome and from Salerno universities. The main object was to offer
students an opportunity to collaboratively learn curricular topics.
After a general brainstorming, the students could choose their own topics freely, and they decided to

discuss these themes: To be “different” at school, To welcome in school, Teachers and children, Children
and television, Computer and learning, Learning by playing.
Therefore, 6 different folders were opened for the 6 different topics. In each of them, the students
participated in a knowledge building discussion by starting problems and trying to construct their own

working theories. They contributed to the knowledge building also by adding documents and URLs that
presented scientific findings or other knowledge that could be useful for the discussion.
Students could attend to this activity in a computer lab with the supervision of their teacher, that scheduled
for them 1,5 hours per week, for seven weeks, for a total of ten hours. In addition, they had free access to

the University lab any time they wanted, and many of them connected also from their private location.
Students found the forum interesting and very useful to discuss with other students about the course
topics. They found Synergeia easy to use but rather strict (business web site).
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Appendix 2: Project descriptions of phase 3

Finnish Phase 3 projects

F 3.1 10 Secrets – Progressive inquiry in history
The participants were on the 5th grade, altogether 56 students from two different classes, and two
teachers. The project was carried out during nine weeks, in history and Finnish language lessons. It
consisted of 2-4 hours per week with computers, and 2-4 hours per week in own classroom or in the
school library. In Finland, in general, students start learning history on the fifth grade, thus for the

participating students this project was a first study within the new subject. The main idea of the project
was to interpret pictures from different time periods to understand history. There were three different aims
in the project: 1) Specific subject-domain related aims, such as become acquainted with historical time
periods and their characteristics, as well as understand meaning of interpretation in history, 2) Specific

skill related aims, such as becoming acquainted with procedures belonging to history research, 3) Specific
cognitive aims, such as development of historical perspective. Both of the classes had their own course in
FLE3 (all the students were invited in both of the courses). In two groups there were students from the
both classes. The context for the project was created by getting familiar with the stories of the explorers

and their biographies. A video was also used to introduce the working procedures of historians to the
students. Further, the principles and working procedures of progressive inquiry were discussed. The
teachers had uploaded, in FLE3, 10 pictures (or 10 secrets) from different time periods. All the pictures
contained activity or discrepancy, ”a mystery”. The students chose one picture for a starting point for their

project. The students formed their research groups, based on the picture they selected to investigate. First,
the students created their own explanation of the picture, and then started a discussion in KB area. They
searched for deepening information, commented each others working theories, and developed and
elaborated new own explanations. According to the teachers, the project succeeded well. The students

were motivated to search for information and looking for explanation for their own picture. Before the
project, the teachers thought that the use of problem-based approach in history could be a bit risky, but at
the end they thought it was a successful mean for learning history. Students’ time perspective of history
developed during the project, and thus, it was easy and inspiring to start studying history afterwards.

F 3.2 Phenomenal Baltic Sea
The participants of this natural science project were 23 third grade students (average age 9 years), and one
teacher. The project lasted seven weeks, four hours per week (two hours in computer lab and two hours in

classroom). The topic of the project was Baltic Sea, and the special purpose was to examine components
of ecosystem, vegetation, and animal world. Specific subject domain aim of the project was to get students
acquainted with some of the Baltic Sea’s ecosystem components, and to make them understand what these
components means for the whole ecosystem. Specific skill related aim was that the students would

understand how it is possible to learn together by sharing knowledge and expertise. Cognitive aim of the
project was that the students should learn to search information and to consider its appropriateness related
to their own research problem. The project started by watching a video. During the next phase, the
students were asked to write down questions that had risen up during it. The questions were reviewed in
pairs, and the most interesting ones were selected for examination within the whole class. Each student
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chose one research question to investigate. The students were divided into groups, in which they started to
present their own research problems and own explanations. The students also commented and discussed

about the problems, and started information search. During the project, the students wrote down the
information they had found, elaborated it further together, and wrote new own explanations. Each student
reported his/her findings at the end of the project, and formulated also a shared conclusion. The teacher
reported having doubts, at the beginning of the project, of the capabilities of third graders to learn to use

FLE3, but most of the students learned easily to use it, already at the beginning of the project. The teacher
felt that it would, probably, be important, in the future, to spend some time for the project everyday.
Further, she thought that it would be important to guide students to discuss and comment each other more
in FLE3.

F 3.3 Peculiar seas
The participants were one teacher and 28 sixth grade students. The project was related to natural science,
ICT, and partly also to Finnish language. The project lasted two months, approximately 1-4 hours per

week (1-2 h in the classroom, and 1-2 h in FLE3). The main goal of the project was to get the students
familiar with the practices of inquiry learning, and overall improvement of the students’ learning skills.
The specific aim was to investigate how seas, especially sea currents, have effect on the milieu in different
parts of the world. The central aim was to practice knowledge sharing in students' own group as well as

within other groups. The cognitive aim was that the students would learn how to find relevant information,
and how to evaluate and analyze it. The principles of progressive inquiry were discussed together in the
classroom, so that the students could identify, in practice, the different phases of inquiry. The teacher
thought that it was difficult to find proper material, since the information found from the Internet was

complex, and hard to find. Traditional encyclopaedias are too difficult for the children on this age, and
children’s encyclopaedias are not offering enough of information. FLE3 was used throughout the project,
mainly for knowledge building purposes. The use of Thinking Types was practiced separately at the
beginning of the project, and when the project proceeded, the suitability of various Thinking Types for

certain phase of inquiry was discussed commonly. The project was motivating addition to the
conventional schoolwork. The use of FLE3 was successful, and, overall, the students’ work was focused
and on-task. Common knowledge building was evaluated as a very positive and productive dimension of
learning. The teacher thought that some of the students’ research problems were too difficult, and because

of this, information search was also difficult. In future, the teacher thinks that students could have more
common problems (e.g. each small group having its own), not each student having his/her own. The
slowness of the network was causing some problems. Also, the big group size was demanding for the
teacher, since it affected also to the computer access. The teacher evaluated that, in general, the aims of

the project were fulfilled.

F 3.4 Studying sea coast organisms
The project was carried out in a third grade classroom with 18 students (aged 9 years), and one teacher.

There was also one expert (outside of the school), a biologist, participating in the project. Natural science
and Finnish language lessons were used for the project. The project lasted 11 weeks, approximately 2
hours per week in computer lab. It started by visiting Harakka nature education centre, which was very
inspiring for the students. After this, in classroom principles and procedures of progressive inquiry were
discussed about. The teacher facilitated students’ awareness of inquiry during the project by hanging
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pictures of different phases of inquiry in the classroom wall, depending what phase was actual. The aims
of the project were divided into four dimensions: 1) Subject domain related aims (cognitive), such as, to

learn to understand complex ecosystem that is located in sea, and learn about organisms and animals that
live in the sea and seashore, 2) Specific skill-related aims, such as development of thinking skills, 3) ICT
skills, such as navigation in Internet, and use of search engines, 4) Experience-related aims, such as
positive experiences about research conducted in nature by exploring and inquiring. The students were

divided into two different groups. FLE3 was part of the project from very the beginning when the first
context was created in KB area, in which experiences of the visit in Harakka nature education centre were
discussed. KB area was used twice for critical evaluation, and Webtop was used for students’ own folders
and for providing instructions and links. KB tool was also used at the end of the project for students’ self-

evaluation. According the teacher, the project was successful; the students got familiar with the principles
and procedures of progressive inquiry. Students’ ICT-skills also developed. Even though the project was
the first time for the students to apply progressive inquiry, they were motivated and not complaining at all,
even though they needed to be patient sometimes with all the new issues to learn. There was not enough

time to go through all the planned content, but the teacher thought it was not a problem. The students
adopted FLE3 easily, and the teacher felt that FLE3 supported the project well.

F 3.5 German festivities
The subject domain of the project was German language, and the topic was German festivities. The
participants were 14 sixth grade students, and one teacher. The project lasted eight weeks, and
approximately one hour per week was used for the project. On elementary level there is altogether two
hours per week for foreign language teaching, and usually it is used for maintaining the basic language

proficiency. This project offered a possibility to concentrate more on cultural aspects of German language;
festivities in German speaking countries. The cognitive aim of the project was to get the students familiar
with the different festivities that the German speaking countries have, and also to found differences
between them and the same festivities in Finland or English speaking countries. Specific skill-related aim

was to learn how to find information about culture from different sources, and distinguish relevant
information from all the information available. Another skill-related aim was to become acquainted with
networked learning environment, and to participate to knowledge building.
At the beginning, the purpose was to carry out the whole project in German, but because of lack of time,

only main items were dealt in German. The project started by watching a video about a German feast, and
in the following lesson, initial conceptions and images about different German festivities were discussed
together. The students chose the most interesting feast to examine it further, and they formed small groups
according to the chosen feast. Only the KB tool was used in FLE3, and the use of Thinking Types started

with two types, taking different types more in use when the project proceeded. At the end of the project,
the students had to prepare a summary of their work in a form of a poster. The students adopted the use of
FLE3 and KB tool quite quickly. They also found rather easily an interesting feast to study, even though
there were big differences between students in finding information and deciding what was relevant for the

project.

F 3.6 Culture
Three teachers organized a course to which 20 ninth grade students were selected from students who had
showed interest to this kind of course. Finnish language and communication lessons were covered during
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the project as well as geography, religion, biology, and ICT, depending on students individual study plans.
The goal of the project was to provide students deepening and experience-based information about

performance and art. During the course, exploring the different art-related occupations, artistic reasoning,
group work, assignments, and experiences helped the students to become acquainted with the backgrounds
of different productions. Artists and experts from different fields gave workshops to the students. The
majority of the work was done in a distance, or in the form of culture-related visits.

The course started with an introduction part to the issues of art. Before this lesson, FLE3 had already been
used to practice the use of Thinking Types, and the learning environment in general. FLE3 was used to
agree on schedules, to write critics of the theatre plays, and to describe different visits. During the first
part of the project, the principles of progressive inquiry were not followed as such, but the studying was

based on lectures, visits, experiences, and sharing and discussing about these. The second part of the
project concentrated on the student groups' own research tasks. During this part, FLE3 was used for
planning, agreeing on meetings, and commenting on each other’s ideas. The majority of the groups,
however, met face-to-face, and thus, a need for FLE3 was minor. Each student prepared also a final report.

In general, the students liked the course, but they found informing during the course problematic. This
might be a typical problem in distance learning settings in general. There was too little time for individual
and group work, which should be taken under consideration next time.

F 3.7 Improving the quality of learning
The project was carried out in upper secondary school. One special education teacher and six students
participated to the course that aimed to improve students learning strategies. The course was
recommended for students having learning difficulties in reading, writing, foreign languages, or

mathematics. Further, the participating students should have had motivation to be ready to practice
efficient learning strategies from their personal point of view. There were altogether 30 lessons, 5 x 45
min/week. The aims of the course were to develop students’ skills and strategies in reading, writing, and
foreign languages. In addition of this, general learning strategies, and self-regulation were to be fostered.

Additional means for supporting learning were also introduced, such as brain exercises, NLP, relaxation,
and learning by imagining.
The structure of lessons and methods used varied during the course. In addition to collaborative learning,
the students worked in pairs, alone, and in a teacher-directed manner. Computers were used during 20

lessons. The students became familiar with the principles of progressive inquiry by examining a figure of
the model, and practicing orally how to form research problems. During the process, the teacher and the
students evaluated, time-to-time, with concrete examples, which phases of inquiry they had gone through.
FLE3 was used almost in every lesson. Especially the KB tool was aimed to be used weekly. There were

also some course materials in the course folder, and the teacher added notes and announcements to the
WebTop when needed. The teacher evaluated that she was able to organize work and create the structure
for the course successfully. The students were able to see the course as a whole. Problematic was the lack
of time; it would have needed more than 30 hours to create real transfer effect. FLE3 supported learning

process well.

F 3.8 Read2: Learning foreign languages
Read2 is a special education course, which focuses on lingual learning difficulties, fostering learn to learn
-skills, and learning strategies. The course was carried out in a upper secondary school with one special
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education teacher and 10 students who all had difficulties related to language learning, either because of
specific (diagnosed) reading difficulties, inappropriate learning strategies or/and lack of motivation. The

main themes to be processed during the course included: learning to learn, learning styles, intelligence,
self-regulation, and evaluation of reading and writing difficulties. All these themes were looked at from
the language learning point of view. The course lasted eight weeks, 3 x 75 min/week, of which two
lessons per week were in computer lab.

Planning the schedule for the course was difficult. In principle, all the students had the same research
problem: how to improve language learning? Problematic was how to process this problem, and how to
activate the students to think about their learning, and at the same time cover all the content that existed in
the course plan. The aims of the course were to think about language learning, and to evaluate each

student’s difficulties. Adaptation of inquiry learning procedures became additional aim for the course. The
principles of progressive inquiry were reviewed during the first lessons, as well as functionalities of FLE3.
After that, first KB was started with the theme of Motivation. At the end of the project the students had to
write a summary about how they thought they should learn language. KB's and common documents were

used as background material for the summaries. The students were more motivated in this type of course,
they wrote more, and they also had to think more about their own writing. Every participating students had
to give his or her opinion. The course was too short, and next time the teachers would like to define more
precisely the subjects of KB discussions.

F 3.9 The art of living
The participants of the project were 13 boys that were on the 9th grade. All these students were diagnosed
as to be in danger to be dropouts. They were scheduled to finalize their school in the Orton special

education school (hospital school). There were three teachers involved in the project: A special education
teacher (focusing on student and career counselling), a special education teacher (focusing on Finnish
language and house craft), and a special education teacher (focusing on religion and Finnish language).
According to the teachers, the art of living is about mastering of one’s life, and it is related to Finnish

language, house craft, religion, and student and career counselling. The project started 19.9.2002, and it
ended 12.12.2002, approximately three weekly lessons were used for the project. The goals of the project
were: To provide students with successful experiences of inquiry learning, and to enhance students to
improve their collaboration, to improve skills of studying and learning, and to develop the skills to master

one’s life, such as, responsible decision making, encouraging to take a grip of life. Other goals were
responsible and appropriate use of ICT, and development of skills for information management and
search.
The students were interested in the chosen theme; it was touching and personal. The use of ICT managed

successfully to be linked with the important topic, and thus, students’ ICT skills were also developed. The
collaboration skills did not develop remarkably, and it is, maybe, not possible to affect on these kinds of
skills within one rather short project, especially when the majority of the participating students did not
know each other before. In general, the project was successful; all the students had taken one step further

in their “art of living”. There should be more collaboration within the teachers, and more training for the
teachers. It would, perhaps, be also interesting to invite outside experts to the course.
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F 3.10 Housing markets
The project was carried out during civics lessons, and the topic dealt with housing markets and housing

shortage. The participants were 28 ninth grade students (including two special education students, and two
immigrants), and two teachers; one history and civics teacher, and one special education teacher. The
project lasted three weeks, six hours per week. The specific aims of the project were divided in two: 1)
Specific aims related to the subject domain, such as, knowledge of different habitation forms, and basic

knowledge of the habitation markets, 2) Specific skill-related and cognitive aims, such as, to learn how to
find rental or owner-occupied flats from different sources. The students were split in half during the two
lessons, in the other four lessons all the students worked together. One of the teachers was in charge of
work conducted in FLE3, whereas the other teacher was in charge of the activities carried out outside of

FLE3. The students were divided to working groups, and part of the project time, the students got different
roles that they had to play within their working group. The principles and procedures of progressive
inquiry were reviewed at the beginning of the project. During the first week of the project, the students
created small research problems (these were mainly practical, personally relevant problems) in order to

practice working procedures, and during the second week, the working groups formed their real research
problems (these were either questions related to housing shortage or solutions created by the students, and
they were evaluated together). These questions and solutions were elaborated further during the following
lessons, and during the final lesson the students prepared summaries. Only the KB tool was used in FLE3.

Learning to use of Thinking Types was carried out in stages, starting by Research problem and Own
explanation, later on taking also Deepening knowledge, and finally also Summary in use. According to the
teacher, the students succeeded well in achieving the cognitive and collaborative aims of the project.
Using networked learning environment helped some students, who had usually been passive, shy, or not

learning oriented in general, to be more active. The fact that the students could see each other’s work was
stimulating, and increased the quality of learning.

F 3.11 Children book writers in the Scandinavian countries
In all, 29 students (fourth graders) participated in the project with one teacher. Finnish language lessons
were used; altogether 3-4 lessons per week, during six weeks. Two of the weekly lessons were in
computer lab. The teacher was delighted to see how enthusiastic the students were about the new learning
environment. Some of the students wanted to use it even during evenings. The environment was easy to

learn to use. Students’ written comments to each other could have been better, but at least they learnt to
bravely express their opinions and knowledge in FLE3. However, the course should not have been defined
to be so broad; the topic was too broad in relation the time available for the course.
The teacher felt that she just got started to apply the principles of inquiry, and she was constantly

evaluating, whether she was organizing the learning process in a “right” way. Students who forgot or lost
their usernames and passwords, slowness of the net, and different technical problems caused extra work
and trouble. Further, some organizational issues and lack of own time were negative experiences. The
teacher and the students thought that it was interesting to participate in this kind of project; next time some

things should be done a bit different way.

F 3.12 Scandinavian children book writers
Altogether, 23 sixth grade students and one teacher carried out a literature project during Finnish language
lessons. The project lasted approximately three months, 1-2 lessons per week. The aim of the project was
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to become familiar with the principles of progressive inquiry, and the use of networked learning
environment. Further, the aim was to become familiar with the selected writers and their production. At

the same time the idea was to think what additional value books have for people, in addition to the
enjoyment of reading and good stories; what does a book tell about the writer, and how to evaluate it.
Principles of inquiry were reviewed in the classroom, and the teacher explained the meaning of these
principles in this particular project. During the following lesson, the students started to use FLE3. During

the second lesson in the computer lab, the students created their own explanations and answered to the
questions. After that, the students were encouraged to read others’ texts and comment on them. During the
following lessons, the teacher set up the research questions. Classroom lessons were used for reading the
books, and preparing small assignments related to the topic. At the end of the project, the students wrote

summaries of their inquiry.
The teacher thought that the topic of the project was maybe too challenging, and thus, she would choose a
different topic next time. The students liked the environment, and the way it was used to support learning.
They were not consciously reflecting the inquiry as such, but were enthusiastically sharing knowledge,

and commenting. The teacher also thought that the experience was nice and stimulating for her. Teacher’s
guidance was appreciated but also peer support appeared to be really important and motivating for
students.

F 3.13 Tirlittan – nattirliT, book by Oiva Paloheimo
The participants were 26 third grade students, and one teacher. Finnish language, religion, and art lessons
were integrated in the project. The teacher spent approximately 30 hours for the project including time
used for planning and preparation of the project. Students used approximately 18 hours excluding time

used for reading the book (which belonged to the course). The aim of the project was to familiarize
students with computers, networked environment, as well as to get to know each other. Domain specific
aim was to provide them an experience about a challenging children’s book and a theatre play, and what
kinds of emotions they arouse. At the beginning of the project, basic computer functions were studied as

well as the use of FLE3. The book was read chapter by chapter (altogether 10 chapters) during two weeks
time. Each chapter had its own discussion theme; the discussions took place in small groups. After reading
the whole book, the students wrote also a review about it. As a lucky coincidence, there was also a theatre
play based on the book, and thus, it was possible to see the play as well as to read and discuss about its

reviews. Students own reviews about the play were compared with the critics. At the end of the project,
the students prepared also pictorial and poetic presentations from the different book chapters. The teacher
felt that progressive inquiry (and FLE3) should have been applied first in some other than culture related
project, since it was new for the teacher as well. FLE3 was used merely during the first part of the project,

and the teacher felt that the discussions were more fruitful to conduct in face-to-face within small groups,
or lead by the teacher. In future, the teacher plans to apply progressive inquiry in natural science lessons.
However, the domain specific and cultural aims were fulfilled even beyond the expectations. The book
raised interesting discussions and students’ poetic presentations were of a high quality.

F 3.14 English and Finnish schools – similarities and dissimilarities
The participants of the project were 27 sixth grade students and one teacher. The plan was to use
approximately 10 lessons for the project during two months, but it appeared that the project needed more
time. The project was carried out with collaboration of an English school. Since the project was the first of
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this kind, and since the English students were not familiar with FLE3, the communication between two
countries was agreed to be done via e-mail and regular mail. The domain specific aim of the project was to

focus and deepen students’ conceptions about English schooling. The skill-related aim was to get the
students realize how well they can communicate in English in an authentic situation. As a cognitive aim,
the students supposed to learn to work with FLE3 and to build knowledge collaboratively. The context for
inquiry was created by watching a video about an English school. Already before watching the video, the

teacher asked the students to think about similarities and dissimilarities between the schools in two
countries. Afterwards, these conceptions and questions were discussed in small groups, as well as what the
students would like to know about the English schooling. Each student chose the most interesting question
to be examined further. During the next lesson the students wrote an introduction letter about themselves

in English. These letters were written with paper and pencil and sent by regular mail. In the next phase,
FLE3 was introduced, and at the end of this session the students practiced the working procedure by
answering to a research question posed by the teacher. The students were divided into small groups based
on their research problems. Each group had to write a letter in which they presented their research

problem to their peers in England, and described how the same issues are (taken care of) in Finnish
school. In addition to this, each group answered to their own message in FLE3, and e-mailed their letter to
the teacher. The teacher attached a photo of the students into the letters, and sent them to England. When
the students received the replies from England, they answered to the teacher’s question about what new

information they got and if their initial conceptions were right or whether they had changed. The slowness
of getting replies form England was a negative aspect, and some of the students became less motivated.
Maybe it would have been better to use different sources of information to answer the research questions,
but on the other hand, this authentic setting (and contact with same age peers) was at the beginning a new

and motivating aspect. The teacher felt that she didn’t have enough time to comment students’
discussions.

F 3.15 Finnish and English schools -comparing schools and students
The participants were 29 sixth grade students and one teacher who collaborated with an English school,
located in Somerset. English language lessons were used for the project, and the theme was “In what way
Finnish and English schools are different from each other in the following aspects: school itself, students,
subjects, location, and environment.” The project lasted six weeks. The domain-specific aim of the project

was to focus and deepen students’ conceptions about English schooling. Skill-related aim was to get the
students realize how well they can communicate in English in an authentic situation. As a cognitive aim,
the students supposed to learn to work with FLE3 and build knowledge collaboratively.
The project started by setting up research problems (What would you like to ask from you English peer?)

after watching a video about English school. With a “Double-team” -method the students created a lot of
questions, from which the most interesting ones were selected, to be written in FLE3. At this phase,
everyone was participating in a same note chain. A new chain was started when the students started to
write their own introduction letters. The teacher analyzed all the questions in FLE3, and divided them into

7-8 themes. The students formed small groups according to the themes. The small groups wrote a letter
according to their own theme to be sent to England. During this phase there emerged technical problems,
since not all of the students were familiar with neither keyboard nor Internet-based programs. Therefore,
the students needed more time for this phase than the teacher had expected. During the next phase, each
student wrote his/her own letter, and other group members commented it. During this phase the students
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worked better than during the previous phase. Finally, the students wrote a farewell letter to the project. In
addition to this, the students wrote (in Finnish) a self-evaluation into their notebooks (“What did I learn

from this project?”). During the last lesson, the project was discussed commonly in the classroom.
The lack of time was the biggest problem within the project. In the future, it would be easier, if, for
instance, Finnish language lessons could be used for the project as well. Overall, the teacher thought that
the meaning of learning languages became clearer. A lot of the students also got interested in English and

British culture. Some of the students also had more positive attitudes towards school and England.

F 3.16 Comparison between an English and a Finnish School
The participants were 12 sixth grade students, and the project was related to English language lessons. The

project lasted six lessons during one month. The aim of the project was to compare English and Finnish
schools, first on school level, and later on more broad level. The purpose was to help the students to get a
concrete conception about every-day school life. This aim was sound with the general goals of language
learning, in which one of the goals is to get to know the English culture, in addition to the language itself.

An additional aim was to learn to work in a novel way, and learn to use English language more fluently in
communication. The project started by watching a video about an English school. Based on the video and
the students’ previous knowledge, the students created questions to be sent to Portishead (location of
collaborating school in England). During the next phase, each student wrote an introduction letter about

him/herself, including in it descriptions of Finnish schooling, and issues specifically related to students’
own school. The same issues were asked to be described by the English students as well.
The KB-phase was interesting. The students were thinking why learning is important. Students’ opinions
were quite concrete and instrumental-oriented, even though there were some exceptions. The students

considered, for example, the following questions: What about the contents of different school subjects?
Are they different in different countries? If yes, then why? While writing this description, the students had
not yet got answers from England, thus the project was still going on. So far, the teacher thought that the
students started to have new perspectives, and they were not taking issues for granted. It was interesting

also for the teacher to see how students’ level of thinking varied, and how big variance there is also in
respect of self-regulation. It was possible to get deeper to the subject domain when the teacher helped the
students, and some students only needed a tip to continue with their work. A positive surprise was to
notice that some students could think in very mature way, and they were able to develop the process

further.

F 3.17 ”Monday means nothing” (”Maanantai ei mittään”)
The name of the project is taken from a Finnish song, which tells about unemployment, and describes how

for an unemployed person it doesn’t matter what day it is; all the days are similar: ” Monday means
nothing, Tuesday means nothing etc.”. The teachers thought that this kind of name would interest the
students more than a formal project title.
The participants of the project were 17 ninth grade students and two teachers (history and civics teacher,

and a special education teacher). The project was carried out during civics lessons, and the specific theme
was unemployment. The project lasted ten weeks, and 2-3 lessons were used weekly for the project work,
altogether 25 hours. The project had three different aims: 1) Cognitive aims, such as, helping students
realize that they are able to work with complex concepts and phenomena; 2) Subject-domain related aims,
such as, to become familiar with the concept of unemployment as a societal phenomenon; 3) Skill-related
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aims, such as, to learn how to collaborate in a networked learning environment. The teachers started the
project by telling the main goals of the project, introducing FLE3, and creating context by listening the

song about unemployment. The context creation continued in the KB area by discussing about the feelings
and conceptions that the song had provoked. During the first part of the project, also the principles of
progressive inquiry were reviewed together. Overall, there were two main parts in the project. During the
first part, the aim was to examine unemployment as a societal phenomenon. The sub-themes were created

based on students’ working theories to the question, why unemployment is a problem. The students were
divided to four groups according to these theories, and they started to examine statistics related to
unemployment. Each group had its own KB area. During the second main part of the project, the students
were examining unemployment as an everyday phenomenon. Two different profiles of an unemployed

person's everyday life were constructed based on students' own experiences. At the end, the students had
to write a final essay (2-3 pages). The teachers felt that it was much more challenging for the students to
study unemployment at the societal level than at the everyday level. There were less knowledge building
and the students needed teachers’ guidance more. The teachers were happy to notice that the students were

very interested in the project, and this kind of working procedures. Challenging in the project was how the
students could search elaborated deepening knowledge and especially to focus to their research questions
by themselves. The students needed a lot of guidance during these phases. In the future, there should be a
better balance between different types of activities, so that the teachers could get a better overview of what

is happening during the project.

F 3.18 Mathematics briefcase
Altogether 18 eight-grade students participated with their teacher in the mathematics project. The project

was carried out in three months time, approximately one hour per week. The topic of the project was
related to the weekly assignments (called “Mathematics briefcase”) that had been earlier done with “paper
and pencil”, and they were conducted as individual tasks. The teacher wanted to add collaboration and
argumentation to these assignments, and also to see how a networked learning environment could be used

in these types of assignments. The aims of the project were 1) to learn how to operate in a networked
learning environment, 2) to master mathematical concepts that are related to the assignments, and 3) to
develop mathematical thinking skills. The teacher gave the first assignments to the students couple of days
before they started to use FLE3. According to the teacher, implementation of progressive inquiry in

mathematics was quite difficult. The first two assignments that the teacher and the students carried out,
were not successful enough according to the teacher, and therefore she decided to concentrate more in the
progressive inquiry principles while giving the third assignment. Transfer of weekly assignments to the
networked learning environment was not successful according to the teacher, but she wanted to continue

the experimentation of it. The students may need more instructions, guidance, and sub-goals. In the
computer lab, the students talked to each other also face-to-face, and the teachers felt that it would be
interesting to experiment a setting where the students would be spread around the school building, so that
they could only communicate via network. The positive aspect of the project was that all the students

participated in the activities intensively.

F 3.19 The art of the Ancient Greece and Rome
The participants of the project were 20 students and one teacher from Helsinki Visual Arts lower
Secondary school. The subject was art history, which is compulsory in this special art oriented secondary
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school. The project lasted six weeks, and FLE3 was used during three weeks. The goal of the project was
to learn basic concepts that are foci of art historic research: 1) concepts related to how to portray human

being, 2) structure, shape, and decorations motives in architecture, and 3) evolution of concepts related to
portraying space. These three topics served also as a basis for structuring the project.
The students got familiar with the procedures of inquiry learning during the first week of the project.
During the second week, the students started to use FLE3, when they were divided into five groups, each

containing four people (two pairs). Each group had an own folder for pictures, since the emphasis of the
course was to use pictures whenever a new phenomenon was discussed. After working in the FLE3, the
teacher gathered students' summaries on the transparency, and they were once more discussed. The pairs
in the groups summarized their work, and commented other pairs’ and groups’ work. The first two topics

were worked this way, simultaneously. The third topic was done as a pictorial assignment, using different
pictures the students had found.
The aim of the project was to use new meaningful way of teaching instead of lecturing. This aim was
fulfilled, the students were mainly working actively, and they were clearly interested in this new way of

working. In the future, the guiding procedures should be more focused and elaborated.

F 3.20 Issues on career counselling
The participants of this project were 30 students and one teacher from Itäkeskus upper secondary school.

The subject was career counselling. The project was carried out during 20 lessons, each lasting 75
minutes. The goals of the project were: 1) To deepen the knowledge about the possibilities where to enrol
after secondary school, 2) To learn to apply inquiry approach while thinking of career opportunities, 3) To
provoke all students' participation, and 4) To sketch one’s own thinking, and exchange conceptions and

knowledge in a group.
The number of computers available for the students varied between 9 and 16. The students were divided
into five different groups, in which they started to discuss about the first research question given by the
teacher. The students’ work was evaluated after every time they had been working in FLE3. For

evaluation purpose, the teacher asked the students to answer to following questions:
What was good in your work?
What could be further developed?
How was the Starting question working?

After the students had answered to these questions with pencil and paper, the whole class continued by
discussing about the same issues. There was also a final exam in the end of the course. The teacher
mentioned some positive outcomes of the project, such as, learning environment was easy to use, and the
students concentrated well and seemed to be motivated for the tasks while working with FLE3. In

addition, some organizational constraints (e.g. too many students per one computer) were encountered; the
teacher felt that one challenging aspect in the project was to find good questions and tasks to help the
students to start their projects. In the future, more emphasis should be put into scaffolding.

F 3.21 New ways of living together - Neue Formen des Zusammenlebens
In all, 25 upper secondary school students and one teacher carried out a project during German language
lessons. The project lasted six weeks, altogether six 75 minutes lessons. The theme of the project was
German society (including its problems), such as, family, marriage, homelessness, drugs, and problems
related to schools. The aims of the project were to approve text comprehension skills, and to augment
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vocabulary of the topics related to German society by searching new information and modifying and
elaborating information. The students were also asked to prepare a final report. Further, the aim was to

develop argumentation skills and to provide feedback, as well as to develop collaboration skills, and
progressive inquiry skills. There were 16 computers available in the computer lab, and the majority of the
lessons were held there. At the beginning of the project the principles and procedures of progressive
inquiry were reviewed and discussed. In the following lesson, the students started to create research

problems together in the classroom, which was followed by first knowledge building session in FLE3 (in
Finnish). During the next lesson the same KB was done in German. Later on, the research questions were
elaborated, and the students wrote also intermediate research reports. At the end of the project, the
students were asked to write a final report, and to evaluate their own work. All final reports were read and

evaluated together in KB tool, and finally, during the last lesson all students told something about their
own study for the whole class. According the teacher, the project was successful. The students had been
studying German for eight years, and majority of the students were high achievers and very motivated
learners. These students benefited most of the project, and their attitudes towards the project were most

positive. Lower achieving students had problems with understanding the sources of information, and they
also had difficulties to write in German. However, all the students, except one, managed to carry out the
project successfully till the end. The evaluation of the process was challenging for the teacher, and also the
big group size caused some problems for guidance practices.

F 3.22 A right for language – the comprehension and production of text
Nine upper secondary school students and their teacher participated in the project that was carried out
during the Finnish language lessons. The project lasted eight weeks, altogether sixteen 75 minutes lessons.

The starting point for the project was to use FLE3 for process writing. The students were asked to outline
their own more specific topic from the broader theme of the project “A right for language”. They were
encouraged to search for material for their topic, and write material-based essay. The broad theme was
common for all the students, and thus, notes and feedback in KB-areas supported students’ own specific

topics as well. The aim of the project was to practice and develop planning, constructing, and modifying
skills. Material-based essay writing requires also comprehending reading, and skills to find the most
essential content. The students were also asked to combine their own experiences with the information
presented in the material, and make conclusions. There were also aims related to the process itself,

learning to give and receive feedback, sharing of knowledge, and evaluating own skills and texts.
The project was carried out in a library classroom that had six computers. The course started by reading an
article, and preparing a summary of it. During the following lessons, the students discussed about the
article in a KB area. Step by step, the students started to outline the topic, and to comment each other’s

questions. They also created working plan, and started to think where they could find deepening
information for their topic. Giving and receiving feedback was practiced in KB areas, but naturally the
students gave each other oral feedback as well. At the end of the project, the working theories were
focused, and students started to write a final essay. During the project, the teacher was evaluating her own

role as a teacher; a positive aspect was that she had time to participate in the KB discussions, whereas
challenging for her was to try get rid of a controller’s role and give more space for students’ own
regulative processing. Overall, the teacher thought that the students learnt to understand that a final
product in learning is just a “top of an iceberg”. In the future, more emphasis should be put on knowledge
sharing and shared expertise, as well as to process evaluation.
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F 3.23 The Iron Age
The participants of the project were 24 fifth grade students and their teacher. The subject domain was
history, and a more specific topic Iron Age. The project lasted eight weeks, the number of hours used for
the project work varied, weekly, between couple of hours and almost ten hours. As a cognitive aim of the
project, the students were to become acquainted with Iron Age as in a versatile way, and at the same time,

to find information that would be interesting for them and to learn the topic in a broader way than when
learning it from the schoolbooks. There were also skill-related aims: To get students familiar with the
working procedures belonging to progressive inquiry, to work in a networked learning environment, to use
computers in studying in meaningful way in general, as well as collaboration with other students. As a

metacognitive aim, the students were expected to learn to observe and recognize their own learning
processes.
The project started by watching a video, and by making a field trip to the Iron Age village in Pukkisaari.
After the field trip, the teacher told the students about progressive inquiry, and the phases of inquiry were

discussed and reviewed together. The different phases were also reviewed during the process. In the
following phase, the students started to create questions they were interested in, and the teacher grouped
the questions in the groups that students could choose the most interesting one. Each student was working
with his/her own research question within the group in FLE3. The use of Thinking Types was done step

by step, starting with My problem and My explanation. The students commented on each other’s work,
searched new information, and focused and elaborated their questions further. At the end of the project,
the students used Deepening knowledge and Summary Thinking Types to prepare summaries in FLE3.
They also made posters. The students were enthusiastic and active during the entire project. According to

the teacher, the students collaborated, and adopted well the working procedures belonging to progressive
inquiry. Individual differences in achievement were more clearly observed with this kind of learning, such
as differences in information search and processing, or just keeping own research question in mind.

Greek Phase 3 projects

G 3.1 The visit from “Argo”
 The goal of this activity was to support students in writing about emotions that is difficult to express, to
discuss about them and to support them in changing the negative feelings that sometimes lurk when

students first come in contact with special needs students.
The school was visited by the students of the Argo school, which is a special needs school. During that
day, the students played together and cooked together. The next day the teacher asked the students to write
in Synergeia about their feelings relative to the visit. The students were supported in expressing also

negative feelings, putting emphasis more in describing than in evaluating them. Afterwards they read each
other’s thoughts. The activity ended with a face-to-face discussion where students discussed about ways in
which they could build friendships with students from Argo and whether it was possible to continue the
contact between Argo and their school.

Students got engaged with the work in Synergeia and wrote and read opinions expressing a variety of
sentiments. The teacher concluded that, if repeated, he would ask the advice of a school psychologist in
order to achieve a deeper consideration of the issues involved from the side of the students.
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G 3.2 Continuing the ugly-duckling story
The goals of this project was that the two classes would manage to coordinate their activities and that

students would get a better understanding on how to make good narratives. The participants were 24 6th

grade students and the project lasted for 3 hours.
First, the students from the Avelino school uploaded in Synergeia their story that was referring to a
duckling that had a nice appearance but an ugly character. The Italian students uploaded also drawings of

the duckling. The Greek students worked in groups of three. Each group proposed their own continuation
of the story. The stories were uploaded on Synergeia and then students looked on each other’s stories. The
teacher provided the students with a scaffold useful both for creating and for assessing stories. The
scaffold was including important elements that should be included in each narration (i.e. A challenge, the

heroes, emotions, etc.) Then the students discussed face-to-face the different proposals and arrived, under
the guidance of their teacher, to the story they agreed upon. This story was uploaded in Synergeia for the
Italian students to see it. The Italian students sent back to the Greek students very positive remarks about
the work of the Greek students. This had very positive effect to the students who in their report remember

this experience very favourably. The activity finished by the Greek students sending the starting half of a
story and the Italian students finishing it.
This project turned out to be very motivating to the students who referred to it at the end of the activities
in this school with lot of satisfaction.

G 3.3 Houses in space
The goal of this activity was to train students into selecting the appropriate information in texts of
astronomy and into making out meaningful arguments relative to a challenge they had to face.
The teacher uploaded two web pages that had information about the planets of the solar system in Greek.

The groups of students were asked to select different planets and select information about them that would
be interesting for humans thinking of living there. The students created the Word files, uploaded them in
Synergeia, and then each read the work of the other groups. Then there was presented to the students the
challenge of selecting the planet that would be closest to cover the needs we humans have for living there.

The students discussed the issue, using a knowledge building area, and they (as well as the teacher)
commented on the proposals that other groups made.
Such a project brought forth various aspects of students’ knowledge in the natural sciences. In this respect
it is quite demanding, and in further applications splitting the project in groups, giving more time and

perhaps using it as extracurricular activity that supports learning of the natural sciences are going to be
considered.

G 3.4 How do we make an interesting story
 The goal of this activity was to support students in developing explicit knowledge about the structure of
narratives and to develop metacognitive awareness of the way they must prepare to write a good story.
Already, in the activity with the Italian school, which has been reported earlier on, the students had used a
scaffold for distinguishing the principal point in a narrative. This project started by asking students to
discuss, in Synergeia, on how could we deliberately construct an interesting story. Then students discussed

in their classroom on the form of the scaffold given to them and they changed it so that the terms used
where more familiar to them. Using the new scaffold they worked in groups, on a story topic given to
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them. In this case, they wrote down the main elements of the story that they intended to write. The teacher
put this point on a table showing the common structure of the different ideas and asked students to discuss

about them in Synergeia. At the end of this projects, students read again their old ideas on how to make a
good narrative and discussed about it in the classroom.
The teacher reported that the students have improved in writing richer stories. Moreover their notes in the
Synergeia database show that they are arguing more, using the terms in the scaffold.

G 3.5 National forests
The goal of this project was for students to select from web pages information relevant to the work they
had to do and use it. There participated 25 5th grade students and it lasted 2 hours.

The teacher uploaded in Synergeia web pages that had information relevant to the Greek national forests.
The students were told that they were going to do together a guide for the Greek forests. Students
navigated in the web pages and read about the forests. Then each group selected one forest about which it
wrote a relevant text. One of the groups uploaded their text in Synergeia and the other groups compared

the account with the ones they have written and wrote the results of their comparison in a knowledge
building space. Students agreed on the issued to be mentioned and combined their work in one
presentation of the Greek forests.
There where many challenges that had to be faced since students were novices in ICT. Although the

project was successful, the teacher judged that some prior computer literacy would have enhanced student
performance, and would have allowed her to help students in a higher level.

G 3.6 Let’s talk about music
In this project, 25 9th grade students participated for 3 weeks, one hour per week. The goals of this
intervention were to create an authentic environment for using the French language and increase students’
motivation for becoming more fluent in the use of French, that students would improve in expressing their
preferences and arguing about them in French, and that students would appreciate the significance of

collaboration.

After a short introduction to the functionality of the software, the students, in groups of three, created their
own folder. Then the students were given a text in which French students were expressing their

preferences and were justifying them about particular types of music and specific teachers. After that the
students, working in groups, created a text in French where they were expressing the kind of music they
prefer and some exemplary musician of this musical style. They also had added a picture of this musician.
They then uploaded the text on their folders. In the next lesson, the students read the text that other groups

have composed and discussed using the knowledge building space about the selections they have made. In
the final lesson, they searched for web pages in French in the Internet about their preferred artists, and
uploaded them in their folders.
The teacher found that students got engaged in the task and collaborated with their fellow students.

Students, who usually get bored, found the project challenging and interesting. Although the experience of
the teacher from the normal classroom was that students did not attend a lot to the opinions of their fellow
students, he saw here that they were quite interested instead. The teacher also found that there was needed
an even better organization and deeper thinking about the different directions that the inquiry could have
taken.
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G 3.9 Let us talk like Physicists
The goal in this project was to support students in using reflectively the difference between everyday
terms and “technical terms” in Physics. For this reason the students were given two phrases expressing the
motions of a train and a car in language that is taken from common use. However, these same phrases
were not acceptable when seen as “talk by Physicists”. There participated 27 9th grade students for a total

of 2 hours.
The students were first asked to comment on whether they thought that these statements should be
expressed in a different way in a Physics course. They could also see what other students answered on this
question and comment. In a second class the students were given certain hints about how teachers use the

concepts that were involved and asked to now express how they thought they would express the same
phrases and use the hints to comment on the opinions of other students. In this activity the teacher did not
tell the students what is the proper way to express the phrases given to them. He was only pointing to
commonalities or differences among students and to whether the hints have been used properly by the

students themselves.
The teacher was very satisfied for the participation of the students and the students said that they felt they
learnt through this activity. The comments on the databases show that students are gradually expressing
themselves in a more “technically correct” (Physics-wise) manner.

G 3.10. Movements I
The goal of this activity was to make students aware of a strong alternative understanding they have that
makes it difficult for them to distinguish velocity from acceleration. There participated 26 9th grade

students and it lasted for 1 hour.
The students had to answer two problems. The first problem was asking: “Is it possible to have zero
acceleration and non-zero velocity?”. The following problem has been posed to the students: “Is it
possible to have a zero velocity and yet the acceleration to be non zero?” The students were also provided

with two pictures from the Internet showing objects that were obviously getting accelerated. Both the
pictures and the discussion space were set on Synergeia. This activity was introduced to the students after
they have finished studying relevant issues in the usual Physics curriculum. As expected the students had
no difficulty to answer correctly and to find relevant arguments for the first case. However they did not

answer right in the second question and they were indeed misguided by their intuition to an example that
was not in general relevant (the parked car). After reading each other’s opinions the students came to an
agreement on the classroom’s opinion. The teacher then in face-to-face discussion addressed the issue of
the second problem.

Both the teacher and the students found very interesting and motivating the use of Synergeia. However
when students are so unanimous in their opinion it is difficult to create the conditions that can lead into
argumentation among them. Moreover acceleration is difficult to be measured directly and as a result the
teacher has to resort to sequences of arguments.

G 3.11 Movements II
This activity had similar design with the previous one except that it was done by the same teacher in a
different classroom.
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G 3.10 Forms of violence in school
Nine (9) ninth grade students are participating in this project that takes place as an extracurricular activity

belonging to the broader curricular goal of health education. In this project the focus has been on forms of
violence in school. Students were asked to write down and share with others instances of violence that
they have experienced. The teacher thinks that this is a very challenging activity. Indeed quite tricky
issues have been brought forth and that was an opportunity for him to ask for support from some specialist

in children psychology. This activity has 2 hours of activity completed by now and is under progress.

G 3.11 Change of numerical values with change of units and generalization
28 students of 7th grade were participating in this project. The theme of changing units has already been

addressed in the Mathematics course. The teacher wanted them now to combine diverse knowledge that
students have about the subject, and generalize it and produce rules relative to the changing of units when
measuring different quantities. The activity started with a set of questions presented by the teacher. The
students were split in different groups, which focused on one of the three quantities: length, surface, mass.

There have already been 3 one-hour lessons and the activity is still in progress when writing this report.
The students have written their answers, read the answers of other students and commented on them.

G 3.12 Let us try to understand the numbers
The goal of this project was deeper understanding of the structure of the set of rational numbers. There
participated 2 teachers and 16 9th graders.
The project had five phases:
Paper-and-pencil pre-test of students’ ideas about the structure of the set of rational numbers (1 hour).

Work in Synergeia in groups of two (1 or 2 hours per week).
Paper-and-pencil post-test of students’ ideas about the structure of the set of rational numbers (1 hour).
Individual work in Synergeia: Each student comments on his/her initial and later answers in the tests,
explains what (if any) has changed in his/her ideas about numbers (1 hour).

Paper-and-pencil test of the viability of change of students’ ideas about the structure of the set of rational
numbers and the transferability of new ideas (1 hour).

The 16 participants worked in groups of two. Decisions on how to group students were made by the

researchers and the teacher together, according to the results of the pre-test and the social dynamics in the
classroom. Each group was composed by students of different levels of mathematical understanding, yet
its members were expected by their teacher to be able to collaborate as equals. Both the notes that students
wrote in the knowledge building space and their drawings showed a gradual deepening of the

understanding of the nature of numbers (from natural to rational numbers) in accordance to the design of
the project. Four one hour classes are already been realize, and the students - after having presented their
initial understandings for the line of real numbers, and having made drawings about them - are now
starting a new discussion space where the nature of numbers is discussed in greater detail.

G 3.13 Plants and flowers of our area
This intervention lasted for 2 hours and there participated 13 9th grade students. It was an extra curricular
activity and the students who participated in this course were coming from different classrooms of the
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same grade. The goal of this intervention was for students to conduct an investigation of the flora of their
region on their own and to discuss about the methods by which such research is conducted.

The project started with students writing in Synergeia their opinions about the kinds of plants in the area
of Thessaloniki. Then they discussed in Synergeia about how they would gather more information about
them. Following their discussion they searched for relevant books and they performed a field trip in which
they took photographs of plants. In the classroom they tried to identify the plants they have photographed.

Then they used Synergeia for a second time writing commenting on how efficient they have been in
performing these investigations. Finally the students presented the results of their research to students in
other classrooms of the same grade.
Students got involved in the project and they enjoyed the new way of communicating using Synergeia.

The teacher would like to see the same project done over a longer period of time and with more detailed
research.

G 3.14 The throwing of a coin
The goal of this project was for students to acquire a better understanding of the interrelationship of
Mechanics concepts (force, velocity, acceleration). The intervention was comprised by three Physics
lessons in a 10th grade class (26 students) in the 2nd Lyceum of Alimos using Synergeia. The students
worked in groups of 3 and every group had one PC available.

The problem that was given to them at the first lesson was the throwing upwards of a coin. The problem
was both uploaded in Synergeia and was also given to them in a worksheet. The students wrote their
answer (usually following just their intuitions) in the Knowledge Building area of Synergeia. Every group
had the opportunity to read and comment on the answers of other groups. In the second lesson that took

place roughly a month later the students have been asked whether they changed their answers. Some
groups after reading their old answers and after discussion with other groups changed their opinions and
came closer to the scientifically correct. They have also written these new answers in the knowledge
building area. In the third lesson the students were given the scientifically correct answer as if it was the

answer of another group of students and they were asked to justify in the knowledge building area of
Synergeia whether they agreed with this statement or whether they were holding a different opinion. The
project had excellent results.
(A separate more detailed description of this project is given in the case study section)

G 3.15 Technology project
The goal of this project was for students to understand experimental design deeper. There participated 30
10th grade students and it lasted 3 weeks with a one-hour per week participation in the PC laboratory with

groups of two students in each PC. Since doing seminars where projects are presented is mandatory for
this course, it was easier to integrate Synergeia in the school curriculum than with other projects.
The students that were scheduled for the seminar prepared their presentation in power point and uploaded
it in Synergeia. The rest of the class reached it through the network and an electronic dialogue was

established with participation open for everybody in the class. The students and the teacher posed
questions about the research, and they received answers from the students who made the presentation
through Synergeia.
The teacher found the discussion developed in Synergeia interesting and pertinent and that students got
involved into it. Also the students were very positive towards this experience.
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Italian Phase 3 projects

I 3.1 Myths
The project is aimed at searching information about the origin of the continents and relevant mythology.
Among all the myths, Atlantis seems to be the most intriguing and mysterious one and it stimulates and
keeps students' attention alive. Students worked independently in small groups. After a brainstorming on

mythology ("what's the use of myths?"), students researched information (looking for sources and picture
in Internet) and organised them in different directory (historical-geographical news; contemporaneous
events that are connected to Atlantis; how was life in Atlantis; students at a distance thinking about
Atlantis; carrying out a questionnaire; data collection; data publication). Synergeia was used to discuss

and share information on Atlantis. Moreover the junior secondary class decided to build a virtual place,
"Atlantis", using a 3D environment created through a software called Active Worlds (AW). Primary
classes continued to use Synergeia to deepen their knowledge about Atlantis, considering it as a good tool
for collaborative learning. Teachers encouraged students to take the responsibility in their cognitive

choices. For this purpose, group discussion (in classroom and on-line) was very useful to reach an
agreement on the different objectives; to be able to compare other people' opinions, coming from outside,
not belonging to the classroom group.

I 3.2 Metamorphosis
Classes discussed about metamorphosis topic, analysing it from a scientific and literary point of view.
From a scientific point of view they analysed animal metamorphosis, while from literary point of view
they worked with some myths from "The Metamorphoses" by Ovidio. Students studied structural

transformations concerning animals (the insects world), plants (the sowing and transformation of a seed),
substance (the change of the water from a liquid to a solid state, transformations of foodstuffs...),
searching for information and making experiments. The main object was to plan a common task,
participating to communicative situation in a suitable way. Students, working in small group, uploaded

documents and drawings about metamorphosis processes in order to share comments and information. The
main problem was poor technological availability (for the most part, schools had only one computer
hooked to the Internet): for this reason the communication between classes was quite slowed down.

I 3.3 “Similar…but different”
Some of the classes involved in ITCOLE choose to work on a topic labelled: "Similar … but different".
Students were asked to reflect on identity and individual difference and to compare their opinions on
diversity (is it a value or not?). After introducing themselves and reading the other classrooms'

introduction, they began to correspond one with the other, to discuss about the topic (using Knowledge
Building Area) and to upload documents and drawings.
The main project’s goals were to encourage the active construction of knowledge, facilitating the
communicative exchange and to support autonomy and collaboration in small group work group.

Classes had considerable technological problems (often there was only one computer with Internet
connection) that slackened their work.
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I 3.4 “Similar…but different 3°”
Some other classes worked on the topic "Similar … but different" but with some differences compared to

the previous project. Similarly to the other project, students were asked to reflect on identity and
individual difference but they started by reading a tale, by F. Brown, called "The sentinel", and to make
the reading more intriguing the title was kept secret. This tale was chosen to stimulate thinking on the
meaning of the diversity. Each student had to find a title that would better fit the tale. After titles were

collected in Synergeia, a discussion started to build a sharing knowledge about "Which is the most
suitable title according to text objectivity and interpretative subjectivity?".
In this way, teachers wanted students to be aware of own opinions about a common problem as well as
being aware of other students' different opinions. Negotiating different points of view to reach a mediation

was a way to build connections between students they did not know personally that could have similar or
different opinions. In one classroom, Synergeia's pedagogical effectiveness was restricted by technical
problems: they had only one computer connected to the Internet.

I 3.5 Renaissance
The project wanted to study the Renaissance world by analysing pictures, frescos, and monuments of this
period. Working in small group (2/3), students searched and studied documents and pictures of the
Renaissance and chose pictures (one for each small group) to upload in Synergeia. Students looked for

pictures and information searching on the Web and books. Attaching notes on each fresco, students
introduced information, posted questions and discussed on it. The “Attached note” functionality was very
useful to develop the skill to select important information about a defined goal, to trigger deepening
questions, to elaborate synthetic texts, to clearly communicate ideas and information. Teachers say that at

the beginning, students took the plunge looking and writing frenetically. Than, they understood that every
action was recorded in Synergeia and so they were frightened. On teachers’ opinion Synergeia is a valid
and appropriate tool but the most problem is its interface and the impression that it give to users:
Synergeia is not enough appealing for students that they can easily feel lost while navigating in it.

I 3.6 The daily life in 1400
This project aims at knowledge building at a distance based on finding and organising information
gathered by a participate observation of the masterpieces of artists from the XV century. This activity has

as a specific goal to build a "History of daily life" inspired to the theoretical model of the “Annalisti”. This
model is based on the real experience of the people, that are, in this case, the artists. Each classroom
contributes to the project of the other classrooms by participating to the debate on the net, but nevertheless
each classroom carries on a project tailored on the specific needs of deepening and expanding it. Each

classroom intervenes on somebody else project on the basis of the observations relevant for the
construction of collaborative texts, where several symbolic systems are integrated
In practice, the classroom is divided into dyads. Each of them navigates in through hypertexts both on line
and off line to acquire competencies and information about the art in the 1400. After this activity, dyads

propose a list of painters that have been portraying the daily life. Classroom discussions are organised to
discuss about the list and to choose the 13 painters to be studied. Each dyad post on Synergeia three
masterpieces selected among the production of the chosen artist. Those materials are shared and at a
disposal of all the components of the two classrooms participating to this project. In this way, each dyad
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(or group) can navigate through the masterpieces in order to single out the aspects of the daily life they
want to study (i.e. games, food, ceremonies, etc.).

The proposals are discussed on Synergeia and they agree upon 13 aspects of the daily life (as many as are
the dyads) to be studied. Again, each dyad takes charge of one of the aspects and prepares a text
concerning it. The written texts are posted in Synergeia and all together they discuss about the work done.
The discussion is based upon the relationship between the iconic and textual information. The final

version of the texts will be based on the results emerging from this discussion and, according to the time
and resources, it will be as much as possible negotiated and shared.

I 3.7 Euro
This project suggests an historical gaze through the images of euro coins and banknotes. Classrooms
worked on the "Euro" as a starting point to discuss on historical, artistic, and pictorial topics, related to our
and other European countries. Students, organised in small groups work (2/3), chose one European coins
(one for each small group) and looked for pictures and information searching on the Web, books, and

tourist magazines. Pictures and information about each coin were uploaded in Synergeia in order to
discuss about it together. Moreover, a group discussion was very useful to reflect upon myths, traditions
and times of great importance for national identity. At the end, students synthesised in Synergeia the
reasons of their choice, attaching notes on each coin. Teachers say that the activity was very attractive for

the students. Students liked using computer and communicating through replies, questions, and curiosities.
Since Internet access was neither easy nor immediate, those classrooms wasted some time during the
groups work.

I 3.8 The marbles travel in the centuries' course
This project was aimed at analysing the transportation means of the Carrara marble over the time. The
project was, of course, developed through computer supported collaborative learning. The classroom was
split into two rather large groups: one was organised through traditional collaborative learning (not using

computers) versus the second group using computer supported collaborative learning, in particular using
Synergeia.
During a second phase the two groups were swamped: the one using Synergeia now worked only face to
face; and the other group could now use Synergeia. Both groups were split into small sub-groups,

composed by three students each.
Synergeia has been used as a container for the materials found about the topic (documents, photos and
drawings, geographic maps, and so on….). The Knowledge Building areas were used by students to select
together the documents to be posted and how to organise the folders.

The work has been perceived by all the participants as very positive. Students seemed to be very involved
in all the activities and they expressed a particular enthusiasm for using Synergeia. Teachers were very
impressed by the results gathered by each student and by the groups. In particular the teachers underlined
how Synergeia not only supported the work within the classroom but also how helped two students with

learning difficulties. Those two students gained very positive results.

I 3.9 A common project Greece-Italy
This project was about collaborative writing (fairy tales). Students started reading a tale (“The ugly
duckling”) as initial stimulus to reflect on diversity. Than each classroom wrote the start of a new fairy
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tale and invited the other school to continue the story. The story was also integrated by drawings. The
final version was discussed in each classroom using a narrative scaffold (a scheme, proposed by the

researchers, to analyse the story’s structure).
Knowledge building was really important to develop a collaborative reflection through the net about the
topics discussed in the classroom. Working in groups supported also face-to-face collaborative learning
thanks to the division of labour and of roles. Creativity was developed thanks on the possibility to post

documents of different nature on the web site.
Teachers said that sharing documents with the others in Synergeia was very important for students'
cognitive and metacognitive development, as well as the group discussion in the classroom.

I 3.10 A second common project Italy-Greece
This project was about collaborative writing (fairy tales). Students started reading a tale (“The rainbow
fish”) as initial stimulus to reflect on diversity. As in the project previously described, each classroom had
to prepare the start of a new fairy tale and invited the other school to continue it. Differently from the

previous project, here the students used comics more than texts to describe the fairy tale.
The Italian group uploaded in Synergeia the first part of the tale (six cartoons: four including the text in
order to introduce the characters, place, and time of the action and only two drawings). It was expected
that the Greek students would had insert the text in the empty strips and would had draw new empty strips

that Italians would had complete.
Also in this case, the final version was discussed in each classroom using a narrative scaffold (a scheme,
proposed by the researchers, to analyse story’s structure).
They used Synergeia mostly to share the materials they created or to exchange ideas and information.

Teachers observed that kids were very much focused on their own work; they had some problems on
accepting someone else ideas, different from their owns. Building something together was much more
productive that just accepting an ended product that could be very different from what they first planned.
Nevertheless, the work within small groups helped students to compare their different skills and to build a

better final product.

Dutch Phase 3 projects

NL 3.1 The Dark Middle Ages
The 7th and 8th grade of a school for primary education did the project “The dark middle ages”. This
subject was part of the regular history curriculum. Synergeia was used in a way students could deepen
their knowledge beyond the regular method the school uses. Fourty six students participated, during 8
weeks, for 1 hour, twice a week. Two teachers guided the students.

The project started with a brainstorm about why the middle ages are called “dark”. The students had to
react on each other’s contributions with the thinking type “My own explanation”. Based on these reactions
the class continued. Every grade was split up into five groups. Every group had to deal with a typical
subject. These groups of four students searched for information about their subject, for example “diseases

in the middle ages” or “leisure time in the middle ages”. They put the information they found in a Word-
document. And since there is no student-language used on the Internet, the students had to reformulate the
text in their own words. This Word-document was uploaded in Synergeia, in their own group workspace.
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As a next step students reacted on their documents. They read the documents that were uploaded in
Synergeia.

Every student could use a computer with an Internet-connection and access to Synergeia. The teachers
thought it was positive that the complete class could use Synergeia at the same time individually, although
they worked in groups.
In the beginning the students were very enthusiastic about the project. For 3, 4 weeks they worked very

enthusiastic on the project “The dark middle ages”, in Synergeia. But according to the teachers the project
lasted too long. They also had several technical problems. The computers were not always available. The
students also practiced collaboration and developed this competence. The use of the computer was also
stimulated. According to the teachers students had to search more actively for information, if you compare

this way of learning with the regular methods.
In the beginning one of the teachers put a lot of efforts setting up the project. He gave instructions about
the use of Synergeia (students had a lot of questions about Synergeia) and he developed assignments for
every lesson (to structure the lessons). In the opinion of the teachers students needed a lot of guidance.

NL 3.2 400 years Dutch East Asia Company
400 years ago the Dutch East Asia Company (Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, VOC) was founded.
The VOC is subject of the regular method the school uses in history lessons in primary education.

According to teachers of this public school for primary education this method stimulates an instructive
way of teaching. They wanted to change this way of learning, using ICT.
A museum in Amsterdam asked schools in the Netherlands to produce a brochure about the foundation of
the VOC. This brochure was meant for children. The teachers, involved in the project, saw this as an

opportunity to organise history education in a more social-constructive way: they used history lessons to
produce this brochure in a collaborative way. Synergeia was used to realise the process. Fourty one
students in the 7th and 8th grade (10-13 years) participated. Two teachers and one assistant-teacher guided
the students.

In this project groups of four students were formed. The groups were mixed from grades 7 and 8. Four
PC’s were available for all the students. The teachers made a scheme so every students could work on a
computer. Synergeia was used for 6 weeks, mostly 3 times a week during 2 hours. In the classroom
students had the opportunity to study books and watch videos about the VOC. In the classroom the groups

discussed about the subject. Within a group they divided tasks. In the first lesson the subject was
introduced. Teachers told about the foundation of the Dutch East Asia Company and about the request of
the museum. They had formulated the request as an assignment for students. The assignment contained
some questions that focused on facts (e.g. “What does Public Limited Company mean?”). But several

questions stimulated deeper understanding. Example: “The Dutch East Asia Company changes daily live.
The Dutch East Asia Company brings several thinks back to Holland, such as spices, coffee, tea and
fabrics. This leads to changes in Holland. What does change? How come?”
In this first lesson teachers also made clear the procedure. Students became familiar with Synergeia. In the

other lessons students came together in the classroom. They decided who had to do what task: who had to
do what chapter of the brochure. They used Synergeia:
- To post questions,
- To answer questions of others,
- To add websites,
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- To search for information (e.g. via selected websites),
- To add documents with concept-texts.

Students also answered questions of other groups. In the beginning they were not willing to do this.
Teachers stimulated this by giving rewards. Teachers guided the process. They did not give class
instructions but they helped individual students who had problems (e.g. with grammar), and groups.

According to one teacher working with Synergeia saved teachers time. Students were able to work with
Synergeia without a lot of help.
Teachers were especially satisfied about the process-based results. In their opinion students improved their
capability to collaborate and to solve problems. Students were also motivated to learn how to use ICT (e.g.

Word, searching information on the Internet). In the regular curriculum they have separate lessons where
students learn ICT-skills. These lessons are not linked with other subjects of the curriculum. Students do
not like this, according to the teachers.
Teachers complain that the curriculum is very congested. They wonder how they can fit working with

Synergeia in the curriculum. They believe that competences like the capability to collaborate with others
are more important than knowledge based-facts, although the curriculum is dominated by details students
should learn.
The teachers mentioned that –if you compare CSCL with the traditional learning- several students now put

more effort in the subject.
Students and teachers who participated in the VOC-project are enthusiastic about collaborative learning
using Synergeia, although they did not use knowledge building space to build real knowledge. It seems to
be hard for students and teachers to communicate with each other through Synergeia if they are able to

meet each other in real live, every day.

NL 3.3 Origin
The 7th and 8th grade of a school for primary education did the project “Origin” (“Oorsprong”). The use of

Synergeia stimulated them to organise their project lessons in a different way. In the regular project
lessons, teachers start telling about the subject. Now this project was divided in four smaller subprojects
with a certain subject, for example about Darwin or about the Aboriginals. A total amount of 30 students
worked on the project, during 8 weeks (1,5 hour per week). One teacher guided the students. In every

subproject 21 students had to search and upload hyperlinks about the subject and produce documents,
based on several sources. In the knowledge building areas students put problems and gave answers to each
other. So, students had to search for information, collaborate, write it down and present the findings to the
others.

Although the teacher spent a lot of time on explaining the progressive inquiry model (and other principles
of CSCL) it was difficult for students to share knowledge in the knowledge building areas. A lot of
contributions were (simple) problems and own explanations. In the teacher’s opinion students are used to
talk to each other in groups. They prefer to do this, instead of giving comments in Synergeia. But students

did share text with others through Synergeia. This way students worked together on a paper. According to
the teacher it takes a lot of effort to prepare students for this new way of learning.
Students and teachers are enthusiastic about working with Synergeia. CSCL matches with the vision of the
school on learning. A challenge is to teach students how to give feedback to each other. During a recent
group interview the involved teacher mentioned that in his opinion getting acquainted with a different way
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of learning and developing competences like the ability to collaborate are most important. In his opinion
products –like papers- will be good if teacher and students are very familiar with the different way of

working.
The students could use 45 computers with Internet-connection. The teacher had especially problems with
adding students to projects.
At the moment a fifth subproject is executed (it was not involved in the research).

NL 3.4 Extension European Union
Two classes of the 3rd grade of secondary education used Synergeia to explore the advantages and
disadvantages of the extension of the European Union. Fifty seven students were divided in 14 groups.

Two teachers guided them. Due to technical problems one class (7 groups) actually did not use Synergeia
as planned.
The teacher of the other class was also ICT-coordinator of the school. He did use Synergeia although the
technical problems were severe (very slow Internet-connection –bandwidth- and very severe security so it

was not possible to download and upload documents and images at school, except HTML-files).
Every group had to do research on one country. They had to cover the following policy areas:
- Landscape and climate
- population

- economy: agriculture, industry, services
- culture, language, religion and habits
- tourism

Students had to search for information about:
- the advantages and disadvantages of membership of the present European Union (15 members) for the
different policy areas
- the advantages and disadvantages of membership of the future European Union (25 members) for the

different policy areas
- the advantages and disadvantages of membership of the individual country for the different policy areas

Besides these activities students had to write a logbook about their activities.

Students had to work according to what is called a “Delta-stappenplan” (a method based on problem-
based learning). This plan contains seven steps:
Phase Step

I Preparation 1. Formulating research questions
2. Developing research plan

II Implementation 3. Collecting information
4. Assimilating information

5. Formulating theory

III Enclosure 6. Formulating own opinion

7. Presentation results

The results from every step information was selected and edited in a report. All reports were placed in

Synergeia. Students worked on the project during 6 weeks, 2 hours per week. Every individual student
could use a computer with Internet-connection, although –as said- there were severe problems.
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At the start of the project teachers wanted to use several functionalities of Synergeia. The teachers wanted
to use, for example, the calendar for planning. Students could use it for their own planning, but this did not

work. The knowledge building areas were not used for sharing knowledge, only for irrelevant small talk.
According to one teacher the technical problems, mentioned before, were an important reason why
Synergeia was not used as planned. This teacher also reported that he spent his time on providing
technical help and help on the subject. They had not much time to pay attention on the learning process. A

possible reason why students did not use the knowledge building-functionality is that they do not get
feedback at once: they have to wait for answers and this does not fit in their normal way of
communication.

NL 3.5 Why does a boat float?
NL 3.6 Why is smoking badly for your health?
NL 3.7 Why do pets get used to people so quickly?
These three projects all ran in the same class of a primary school with a selected number of students (6 or

7). The pupils were supported by an ICT-coordinator, a mother, and the teacher who had the supervision.
The age of the children was 9 to 11 years old.
In all three projects the children worked for 6 weeks to get the best possible answer on one of the
questions described above. This question was posed by themselves, in the area of biology. The features

that were used most are direct messages, knowledge building areas, and the uploading of URL’s.
The goal of the project was to let collaborative learning avoid the risk of individualised education. The
children create their own learning process, in collaboration with others.
The children were very enthusiastic and worked on the projects with much pleasure. One experience was

that collaborative learning is not the same is collaboration. The children did get use to this kind of
education easier than the teacher, although for them, it also took some time.

NL 3.8 Why is it that you don’t start laughing when you tickle yourself?
NL 3.9 Why is it possible that some children are born with handicaps?
NL 3.10 Why do different people have differently coloured eyes?
These three projects resemble the 3 projects described above. They were conducted in the same school,
only in a class of one grade younger. The set-up and the support are similar. The goal of the teacher was to

let the children ‘learn by teaching others’. Thus let them explain things to others in a clear way, in order to
let the others understand something that they didn’t understand beforehand. To reach this purpose, the
teacher dedicated some time of the classroom lesson to tell the children what collaborative learning really
means.

The outcomes of these projects were that the children learned to ask ‘good question’, and to react on each
other in a constructive manner. The children were very enthusiastic.

NL 3.11 What can we do against unnecessary violence?
In this project, all children of a primary school class (10-11 years old) were invited to discuss this topic.
The topic has been in the Dutch news much in the last years. This is reflected in the electronic
conversation that was emerging. In the knowledge building area of this project, 97 messages were posted
in one week time. The messages were only posted by the children.
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Before starting to work with Synergeia, the ICT-coordinator of the school gave an instruction on working
with Synergeia. She explained that this was a new way of learning, and also explained the technical details

of the program. She accompanied this instruction with a small booklet on the technical features of
Synergeia. This booklet was highly appreciated by the children.
The goals of the project were to increase the self-confidence of children, to learn children to collaborate,
and to build a positive atmosphere in the class.

The teacher and the ICT-coordinator are very positive on the outcomes of the project. Synergeia is a good
tool to reach their own pedagogical goals. The next step is to take project over the boundaries of the own
class and school.

NL 3.12 Is the war against Iraq a solution for the problem of terrorism?
In this project, all children of a primary school class (10-11 years old) were invited to join. The purpose of
the project was to have the children discuss about this topic. For this purpose, a website about this topic
was put into Synergeia. This website was especially for children, and had news on the war in Iraq every

day. Furthermore, a knowledge building area was created, in which the children could discuss.
Related goals of this project were learning to collaborate, development of social skills, learning to ask the
right questions and improvement of acceptation of each others’ ideas.
The result of the project was a lively conversation among 9 children (and probably more, as they worked

together behind computers). The children make good use of the various thinking types, mostly ‘problem’
and ‘own explanation’, sometimes ‘expert explanation’. The children were very enthusiastic about the
project. The teacher complained that the number of messages became a little bit too much (64 in a few
days).

In this primary school, three similar projects were set up. However, these projects fall beyond the scope of
evaluation of the ITCOLE project, as they didn’t finish in time.

NL 3.13 Students had to work in dyads on an topic of their own
In this project, 27 primary school children (11 – 13 years old) and one teacher were involved. The students
had to work in dyads on a topic that they could choose themselves, and write a report on this topic. The
project ran for 16 weeks, so they had much time for this. Each dyad received their own space within
Synergeia, in which they could gather the assembled material. This had the advantage that they could

access this environment from multiple places inside and outside the school. Some children invited others
to their space, but most people chose to work alone with their own group. At the end of the project, the
report had to be handed in by the teacher electronically.
The goal of the project was to learn the children 1) to collaborate, 2) to gather information and process the

information and 3) to work with computers (multi-media, word-processing, Internet).
The project was successful. Especially in the beginning, the children were very enthusiastic, because they
found out that they could work on the topic from their homes. Receiving reactions from others really
excited the children.

NL 3.14 Etrusks
In this project, ten secondary school students (13 to 15 years old) had to write an assignment on the
Etrusks, in groups of three people. The teacher put all the necessary information in a Synergeia
environment (text of the assignment, webpages, literature).
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The students made use of the environment to consult the information, but did not use it as a collaborative
environment. Although they worked for 5 weeks on the project for 2 hours per week, the knowledge

building areas are not used. This is probably caused by the fact that the students were collaborating face-
to-face.
However, the teacher sees much potential for Synergeia as a tool for collaborative learning. In particular,
she values the uploading of documents etc. most. The knowledge building area is also valuable, when the

children don’t see each other every day.

NL 3.15 Fortuna (on Latin translations)
The same teacher as in the Etrusks project also did a project on Latin translations. Again 10 students of the

age 13 to 15 were involved. In this project, the teacher put some relevant websites in the project
environment. Furthermore the pieces of text that had to be translated were put on the website.
Then the students put their translations into the Synergeia, as documents, and the teacher gave comments
to these documents. The knowledge building area was used for organisational purposes, and for small

remarks on translations.
At a certain date, the teacher couldn’t come to the classes. Then she instructed the students to go to the
computer lab and work on the translations. At a distance, she could support the students, and actually see
that they were working on it. She was very pleased with this possibility!

NL 3.16 Seneca
In Synergeia, a Seneca environment was set up to support 17 secondary education students with
translations of Seneca. The teacher put many interesting websites into the environment, one of them in

which you could do a test to see whether you are a stoic yourself. Other websites are dictionaries, help
with grammar etc. Furthermore three texts to be translated were put into the environment.
The teacher started this environment in order to be able to support the students better, also when they were
working at home. The students could ask questions, and get quick replies, without having to wait for the

classes. Furthermore, she could support the students during a period that she was away.
These purposes have been met, and the teacher is enthusiastic about Synergeia. However, this type of use
is not very collaborative. A disappointment was the fact that students do not make use much of the
environment. In the future, the teacher wants to improve some things in order to be more collaborative,

and create more activity in the environment.

NL 3. 17 Practical assignment mathematics
One teacher set up an environment in Synergeia to support students in a mathematics assignment. In this

environment 32 students of the age 16 to 18 were invited.
The teacher created groups, and put all relevant material in the environment. The teacher had expected
that the students would use the environment to ask questions on the topic. Furthermore he expected that
the students would up-date the logbook regularly. The latter appeared to be too difficult for most students.

However the students made some (good) use of the project environment.

NL 3.18 Practical assignment science
In this project, a beginning teacher set up an environment to support 12 secondary school students (age 15
to 17) on a science project. The teacher created a calendar, a folder with documents, an archive folder and
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several knowledge building areas. The teacher found many science applets on the Internet, that he placed
in the environment. The calendar was used for homework and for exam-dates. Just before the exams,

material for practice was added to the environment.
The students made use of the environment, but there was less collaborative learning than he would have
liked. Furthermore, the teacher learned that he had to add much material himself, to keep the students
attracted. Especially in the beginning, there must be something to explore. The idea that students answer

the questions of other students is not really happening yet. There is too much hesitation among the
students.
Two students thought that a Synergeia-environment would also be very nice for another topic the teacher
was teaching (general science classes). The teacher felt that he didn’t have enough time to set up another

site. But the two students were in both courses and were very enthusiastic about Synergeia. They
volunteered to do se up an environment. So the teacher gave them the rights for doing that, and they made
a very good environment in Synergeia for this other course. In this way, they helped the entire class,
which made much use of it.
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Appendix 3: Teacher questionnaire Finland

Dear Teacher!
The purpose of this questionnaire is get information about your thoughts and conceptions that are
related to SynergeiaFLE and the inquiry learning project you just have carried out. You should answer
to the questions by evaluating how well they are describing your own conceptions. Remember, there

are no right or wrong answers in this questionnaire!

Name:_____________________________________________

School:____________________________________________

PART I

Can you give a general opinion about SynergeiaFLE on the following issues?

Very Bad Bad
Little
Bad

Little
Good

Good
Very
Good

1. Ease of use
How easy is it to work with the SynergeiaFLE

environment?
O O O O O O

2. Navigation
How easy is it to go to the places you want in
SynergeiaFLE?

O O O O O O

3. Screen Design
How are the various items placed on the screen?

O O O O O O

4. Information Presentation
How is the information presented on the screen?

O O O O O O

5. Aesthetics
Do you think of SynergeiaFLE’s a beauty or

elegance?

O O O O O O

6. Students’ view
How is SynergeiaFLE’s attractiveness to students?
E.g. Is it playful enough, can they personalize it

enough etc.

O O O O O O

7. Overall Functionality
What do you think of the functionality of the
complete SynergeiaFLE environment?

O O O O O O

Below is a list of functionalities of the SynergeiaFLE environment. Please, specify the ease of use of
these functionalities.
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Please, circle only one option.

Difficult Not easy not
difficult

Easy

8. Setting up a course O O O

9. Inviting people for course of group O O O

10. Webtop O O O

11. Creating folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop O O O

12. Management and organization of folders, files, links and notes on

the Webtop (copy, cut-paste, delete, name –functions)
O O O

13. Knowledge Building Area O O O

14. Thinking Types O O O

15. Attaching figures or links to KB messages O O O

16. Jamming O O O

Below is a list of functionalities of the FLESynergeia environment. Please, specify how much these

functionalities are useful for collaboration between students.

Please, circle only one option.

A little Not much
not a little

Much

17. Webtop O O O

18. Creating folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop O O O

19. Management and organization of folders, files, links and notes on
the Webtop (copy, cut-paste, delete, name –functions)

O O O

20. Knowledge Building Area O O O

21. Thinking Types O O O

22. Attaching figures or links to KB messages O O O

23. Jamming O O O

24. Did you experience any technical problems while working with Synergeia?
 O No       O Yes

If you answered yes, could you specify what kinds of problems you experienced, and how they effected on
your project?
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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PART II

The scale used in the Part II is following:

___________________________________________________________________
1) I fully disagree 2) I slightly

disagree
3) Neutral 4) I slightly agree 5) I fully agree

Please, circle only one option.

1. I would have wanted to use more time for working with Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

2. We should have had more computers for working with Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

3. It was easy to see what students were doing in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

4. It was easy to operate in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

5. I was lost among the knowledge in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

6. Writing notes to Synergeia helped me to understand better the topics of the study.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

7. The students explained their ideas by using Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

8. It helped the students’ thinking to see their ideas/notes created in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

9. I assume that it was useful for the students to see my ideas/notes in Synergeia.
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Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

10. It was useful for the students to be able to read other students’ ideas/notes in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

11. It was useful for me to be able to read students' ideas/notes in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

12. The students summarized my different ideas in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

13. It was easy to find new connections between ideas while using Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

14. I guided the students to write research problems related to topic of study to Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

15. I guided the students to make deepening questions to Synergeia during the process.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

16. I encouraged the students to create summaries in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

17. While working in Synergeia, the students understood how the process of inquiry goes on.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

18. I was able to see the current phase of students’ inquiry in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

19. It was easy to structure the inquiry process in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree
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20. The students were evaluating together the inquiry process during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

21. I gave sufficient amount of guidance to students during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

22. I did not know what to do in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

23. I gave sufficient instructions concerning how to study in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

24. I guided students to evaluate collaboratively the inquiry process during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

25. It was easy for the students to collaborate with other students via Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

26. I encouraged the students to collaborate.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

27. I would have wished the students to collaborate more during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

28. How did you support / guide / scaffold students during their inquiry-process?

Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of the paper if you need
more space.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________
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29. If this inquiry-learning project was carried out again, how would you change/develop Synergeia? For
instance, what kind of tool you would implement in it, or what would you take away from it? Please, write

your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of the paper if you need more space.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________

30. How would you develop your own working procedures in inquiry learning? In what issues you could
operate/work in better manner? Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other
side of the paper if you need more space.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________

Thanks for filling out this questionaire!
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Appendix 4: Teacher questionnaire Greece, Italy and The Netherlands

To be used in the third phase of the ITCOLE project in order to evaluate the use of the electronic
learning environment Synergeia 2.0.

Name: _____________________________________________________________

Name of school: _____________________________________________________

If you have not done this already, please write a little report on the project you did with
Synergeia. Please also write down how you used Synergeia in your classroom, and which
functionalities of Synergeia you have used.
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Part 1: Pedagogical Effectiveness of Synergeia

One of the important pedagogical ideas of the Synergeia environment is Collaborative Learning.
Below is a list of functionalities of the Synergeia environment. Please specify how these
functionalities contribute to the process of Collaborative Learning.

Collaborative Learning Very Bad Bad
Little
Bad

Little
Good

Good
Very
Good

1. Groups O O O O O O

2. Uploading of documents, URLs etc. O O O O O O

3. MapTool O O O O O O

4. Instant Messaging O O O O O O

5. Knowledge Building Area O O O O O O

6. Thinking Types O O O O O O

7. Address Book O O O O O O

8. Calendar O O O O O O

If you want to specify your answers above, you can do that here (please use back of the sheet
when more space is needed)
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9. Can you specify which combination of functionalities (including tools outside Synergeia) you
think are the most useful for achieving your own pedagogical goals? Please specify these goals as
well!

(please use back of the sheet when more space is needed)

The next part is concerned with specific issues on the pedagogical effectiveness of Synergeia. Please
specify for the following statements to what extend you agree with the statement.

Fully
Disagree

Disagree
Slightly
Disagree

Slightly
Agree

Agree
Fully
Agree

10. Synergeia supports collaborative learning.
O O O O O O

11. Seeing each other’s notes in Synergeia helps
students reasoning on their own ideas.

O O O O O O

12. In the future, I will use Collaborative Learning in
my classes.

O O O O O O

13. In the future I will use Synergeia in my classes.
O O O O O O

If you want to specify your answers on the previous questions, you can do that here (More space
on the back of this sheet):
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14. Can you indicate how you supported/guided/scaffolded students during their Collaborative
Learning process? Please write your answer here with your own words.

(More space on the back of this sheet):
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Part 2: Technical Usability of Synergeia

The last part of the questionnaire is about the technical side of Synergeia.

No A Little Yes
1. Did you experience any technical problems while

working with Synergeia? O O O
2. Did any technical problems influence your work? O O O

Below is a list of functionalities of the Synergeia environment. Please specify how easy it was to
work with these functionalities:

Ease of use Very Bad Bad
Little
Bad

Little
Good

Good
Very
Good

3. Setting up a course O O O O O O

4. Creating groups O O O O O O
5. Uploading of documents O O O O O O

6. MapTool O O O O O O
7. Instant Messaging O O O O O O

8. Knowledge Building Area O O O O O O
9. Thinking Types O O O O O O

10. Address Book O O O O O O

11. Inviting people for course of group O O O O O O

12. Calendar O O O O O O

If you want to specify your answers above, you can do that here (please use back of the sheet
when more space is needed)
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Can you give a general opinion about Synergeia on the following issues?

Very Bad Bad
Little
Bad

Little
Good

Good
Very
Good

1. Ease of use

How easy is it to work with the Synergeia environment?
O O O O O O

2. Navigation

How easy is it to go to the places you want in Synergeia?
O O O O O O

3. Screen Design

How are the various items placed on the screen?
O O O O O O

4. Information Presentation

How is the information presented on the screen?
O O O O O O

5. Aesthetics

Do you think of Synergeia’s a beauty or elegance?
O O O O O O

6. Students’ view

How is Synergeia’s attractiveness to students? E.g. Is it playful

enough, can they personalize it enough etc.

O O O O O O

7. Overall Functionality
What do you think of the functionality of the complete Synergeia

environment?

O O O O O O

If you want to specify your answer above, you can do that here (please use back of the sheet when more
space is needed)

Thank you very much for filling in this questionnaire!
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Appendix 5: Teacher interview

A. Questions about the project in general

1. What were your positive and negative experiences during the project?

2. How you, as a teacher, helped and guided students during your project?

3. Now that you have implemented the project, what would you do differently next time?

4. Do you think the project succeeded getting the students to collaborate? Was there any benefit of

the collaboration? If so, what exactly?

5. Do you think the project succeeded in getting the students to express their alternative opinions

more openly? What there the advantages or disadvantages (if any)?

6. Note. Ask the teachers reflect on their conceptions on learning, teaching etc.

7. Carrying out the project, how did you deal with the issue of assessment? What did you choose to

assess?

8. Can the tool facilitate you in the way you are usually assessing your students? Does it offer new

possibilities for carrying out the assessments?

B. Questions about the effect of the project on teachers’ ideas and teaching practices

1. Has the project made you reconsider any of your beliefs about teaching and learning?

2. Has the use of Synergeia made you change your usual teaching practices in any way?
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Appendix 6: Code Key For Teachers’ Thematical Interview

To make it easier we suggest that interviews are performed in two or three groups of teachers having 4 or
5 teachers each. The interview questions should be used more as conversational manner instead of
structured interview.

Once the interviews are audiotaped and transcribed they can be analyzed following the categories of the
guide for each question. Possible categories that may appear from the teachers’ answers are shown under
each question. The main categories are marked with bold, and these will be used when reporting the
results. Items under the main categories are examples to illustrate what could be included in each main

category. Note, that other categories are also possible.

A. Questions about the project in general

1. What were your positive and negative experiences during the project?
2. How you, as a teacher, helped and guided students during your project?
3. Now that you have implemented the project, what would you do differently next time?
4. Do you think the project succeeded getting the students to collaborate? Was there any benefit of the

collaboration? If so, what exactly?
5. Do you think the project succeeded in getting the students to express their alternative opinions

more openly? What there the advantages or disadvantages (if any)?
Note. Ask the teachers reflect on their conceptions on learning, teaching etc.

6. Carrying out the project, how did you deal with the issue of assessment? What did you choose to
assess?

7. Can the tool facilitate you in the way you are usually assessing your students? Does it offer new
possibilities for carrying out the assessments?

B. Questions about the effect of the project on teachers’ ideas and teaching practices

1. Has the project made you reconsider any of your beliefs about teaching and learning?
2. Has the use of Synergeia made you change your usual teaching practices in any way?
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GUIDE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHER INTERVIEWS

A. Questions about the project in general

1. What were your positive and negative experiences during the project?

We

• Issues related to tool (and other technical issues)
• Organizational issues in general
• The pedagogical approach in general
• Success of collaborative inquiry

• Evaluation of learning results

Issues related to tool

(and other technical
issues)

Functionality of the system in general

Visibility of the process
Development of students’ technical skills

The complexity of the system
Support to progressive inquiry

Organizing the material into the system

“Some of my students had

troubles finding their way in the
environment.”

Organizational

issues in general

Pedagogical organization of the whole project

(methods, tasks, content etc.)
Schedule and timing

A lot of other projects in the same time

“ Time was a big issue: Dealing

with the technical problems, we
could not keep up with our

schedule for the project.”

The pedagogical

approach in general

Students became familiar with CSCL and

networked learning
Weaker students’ had difficulties

Activated passive students
Increased students interest to the content

“ I was impressed to see that

even after finishing their own
work students would read other

students’ opinions and
commenting on them without

my prompting.”

Success of

collaborative inquiry

Collaborative work (inside or between

classes)
Progressive inquiry process

“ My students were quite

motivated by the fact that
students from a different class

would see an comment on their
work”

Evaluation of
learning results

Quality of end products
Development of explanations

Deepening of students’ thinking
Learning of metacognitive skills

Changes in teacher’s pedagogical thinking

“ At first, my students’ just
stated their own opinions, but,

gradually, they felt they had to
explain themselves better”
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2. How you, as a teacher, helped and guided students during your project?

• Technical role
• Organizational and structuring (Management)
• Pedagogical role
• Social role

Technical role
“ Sometimes I felt I needed a
computer expert to be present

during the whole process”

Organizational and

structuring
(Management)

Directing the inquiry

Being equal participant
Guiding when needed

Individual guidance
Just following the process

“ I tried to persuade my

students not to turn to me for an
answer each time they faced a

difficulty, but first try to work it
out on their own”

Pedagogical role “ I wish I had more help

designing the project”

Social role Climate “ Well, I think that a relaxed

open climate in the classroom
is a prerequisite for working

with SYNERGEIA”

3. Now that you have implemented the project, what would you do differently next time?

• Issues related to tool (and other technical issues)
• Organizational issues in general
• The pedagogical approach in general
• Success of collaborative inquiry

• Evaluation of learning results

Issues related to

tool (and other
technical issues)

Functionality of the system in general

Visibility of the process
Development of students’ technical skills

The complexity of the system
Support to progressive inquiry

Organizing the material into the system

“ I would give more time for my

students to get familiar with the
tool, before we started working

on the project.”

Organizational

issues in general

Pedagogical organization of the whole project

(methods, tasks, content etc.)
Schedule and timing

A lot of other projects in the same time

“My initial task was to get my

students to collaborate – now I
would be more focused on the

learning tasks”
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The pedagogical

approach in general

Students became familiar with CSCL and

networked learning
Weaker students’ had difficulties

Activated passive students
Increased students interest to the content

“ At first I thought that working

with this new tool, passive
students would be motivated –

now I realise that this is not
enough”

Success of
collaborative

inquiry

Collaborative work (inside or between
classes)

Progressive inquiry process

“I will chose a project for which
students will have to actually

work together and not just
discuss about it”

Evaluation of
learning results

Quality of end products
Development of explanations

Deepening of students’ thinking
Learning of metacognitive skills

Changes in teacher’s pedagogical thinking

“ Next time I will focus on my
students’ taking control over

their own learning: I will
encourage them to follow and

evaluate their learning process”

a. Think the project succeeded getting the students to collaborate? Was there any benefit of the
collaboration? If so, what exactly?

b. You think the project succeeded in getting the students to express their alternative opinions more

openly? What there the advantages or disadvantages (if any)?

Note. Ask the teachers reflect on their conceptions on learning, teaching etc.

• Deepened the level of the process
• Students learned from each other
• Students learned to collaborate
• Easiness to give teacher guidance to all

• Fostering motivation
• More equal participation

Deepened the level

of the process

Which included explanations of the level of

content handling
Task-centeredness

Process-oriented work

“ I’m afraid that my students’

discussion remained on surface
level”

Students learned

from each other

Which included benefits of seeing what others

had done,
Reading others’ writings,

Support of others’ comments;

“ I think that, seeing that a

fellow student’s different
opinion can be as valid as

their  own, was very
beneficiary to my students”

Students learned to

collaborate

“I noticed that through the

intervention the initial norm of
“looking on others’ work is
cheating” diminished”

Easiness to give

teacher guidance to
all

“ I found it easier to follow what

my students’ were doing and
help them when needed”
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all help them when needed”

Fostering motivation “The new tool proved to be
motivating for the children to

participate”

More equal

participation

“I’m concerned that weaker

students still remain passive”

Learning to publish

your ideas

“ The least that my students got

out of this project was to realise
that, the way they presented

their work was as important as
the quality of the work itself.”

c. Carrying out the project, how did you deal with the issue of assessment? What did you choose to
assess?

d. Can the tool facilitate you in the way you are usually assessing your students? Does it offer new
possibilities for carrying out the assessments?

• Quality of end products

• Development of explanations
• Deepening of students’ thinking
• Learning of metacognitive skills
• Changes in teacher’s pedagogical thinking

Quality of end products
“ I think that the ultimate goal is for the
students to learn something about the

subject matter”

Development of explanations “I focused on getting my students to

collaborate in a structured way”

Deepening of students’ thinking “I expected my students to develop more

elaborated opinions on the subject they
work”

Learning of metacognitive skills “ It was important to me to give my

students more control over their own
learning, by encouraging them to follow

and evaluate themselves during the
process.”

Changes in teacher’s pedagogical thinking “I realize now that part of my work is not
just monitoring student progress but also

monitoring whether a qualitatively new
process of inquiry collaborative learning

emerges in the classroom”
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B. Questions about the effect of the project on teachers’ ideas and teaching practices

1. Has the project made you reconsider any of your beliefs about teaching and learning?

2. Has the use of Synergeia made you change your usual teaching practices in any way?

• Teacher-centred vs. student-centred

• Individual vs. collaborative
• Product vs. process
• Trust on students’ capabilities

Teacher-centred vs. student-centred “Now I feel more confident that I can guide
my students’, without having to intervene all
the time”

Individual vs. collaborative “Sometimes learning something is a matter of
practice. I don’t see how collaboration helps
there”

Product vs. process “ When it comes to learn something about the
subject matter, traditional teaching is more
effective”

Trust on students’ capabilities “I got surprised by my students’ ideas, once
they had the chance to express them”
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Appendix 7: Key for analysis of case study data bases

Key for the detailed analysis of the content of the case studies data bases

Category Definition Example

(Question)

Example

(Statement)

1.1 Social. Agree/
Disagree,

Expresses agreement or
disagreement on an
opinion expressed. No

other content is introduced.

“Is everybody
agreeing with us?”

“We do not agree
with you in this topic”

1.2 Social Community
Building

Off topic but contributing to
the feelings in the

community.

“Where shall we go
party on Saturday”

“Maria, you have
beautiful eyes”

“You are a cow”

2.1 Progress of the

process,
organizational issues

Evaluation of the research

procedure followed by the
group.

“How should we

proceed now on this
inquiry?”

“I think that there are

more ideas to be
found in the library

on this topic”

2.2 Progress of the

process, evaluation
and metalevel issues

Evaluation of the validity of

information.
Asking clarifications on

methods of thinking or
methods of collaborating to

learn

“Why do you believe

that it is so? Can
you support it?”

 “How did you think
of proposing this

idea?”

“We do not have to

follow the same
method to judge our

projects”
(Technology

classroom).

3.1 Cognitive,

Wonderment,
problems, need for

elaboration

Problem (expressing the

awareness of a need to
understand, Thinking type),

Communicating own sense
of understanding

Questions that call for
elaborations or ask for

facts

“You told us nothing

about what
happened with the

Mycenaeans
between 1600 and

1400 BC?”

“If this is so then
would you say that

in air with no CO2 a
plant would stop

developing?”

“We do not know

what the difference
between heat and

temperature is. “

3.2 Cognitive_ low Simple statements, Simple

clarifications, “Common
sense” descriptions,

“Facts”(Hearsay).
Explanations that are

tautologies.
Low risk in been

challenged.

“What does

“skeletal structure”
mean?”

“Greece is an EU

country and part of
the Euro zone

countries bla bla bla”

“The coin will turn
twice because it will

turn two times
around its head”
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3.3 Cognitive_ high Elaborate clarifications,

Personal explanations,
personal observations,

construction of models,
constructions of

arguments, summary
(Thinking type).

The teacher points to
agreements or

inconsistencies. The
students use specific

written statements of other
groups and argue on their

consistency
High risk in been

challenged.

“However group 4

has a different
opinion. What do

you say?”

“I think that heat is

not hot air but heat is
energy”

“You said that the

water becomes
steam. But the

technician told us
that it only gets up to

75C”.

3.4 Scientific

explanations

(Thinking type) Source

must be reported to be
included here. No further

argument is included.

4.1 Irrelevant Faults having to do with

difficulty of mastering the
software

A note that stops

abruptly because
the students have

sent it before
finishing it.

4.2 Difficult to categorize It is difficult to categorize in
the above categories.
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Appendix 8: Students questionnaire Finland

Dear Student!

The purpose of this questionnaire is get information about your thoughts and conceptions
that are related to Synergeia and the inquiry learning project you just have participated. You
should answer to the questions by evaluating how well they are describing your own
conceptions.  Remember, there are no right or wrong answers in this questionnaire!

Name:_____________________________________________ Girl  q Boy q

School:____________________________________________ Class:_________

Below is a list of functionalities of the SynergeiaFLE environment. Please, specify the

ease of use of these functionalities.
Please, circle only one option.

Difficult Not easy
not difficult

Easy

Webtop O O O

Creating folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop O O O

Management and organization of folders, files, links and
notes on the Webtop (copy, cut-paste, delete, name
–functions)

O O O

Knowledge Building Area O O O

Thinking Types O O O

Attaching figures or links to KB messages O O O

Jamming O O O

Below is a list of functionalities of the SynergeiaFLE environment. Please, specify how much these
functionalities are useful for collaboration between students.

Please, circle only one option.

A little Not much
not a little

Much

Webtop O O O

Creating folders, files, links and notes on the Webtop O O O

Management and organization of folders, files, links and
notes on the Webtop (copy, cut-paste, delete, name
–functions)

O O O
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–functions)

Knowledge Building area O O O

Thinking Types O O O

Attaching figures or links to KB messages O O O

Jamming O O O

Part II

The scale used in the questionnaire is following:

1) I fully disagree 2) I slightly
disagree

3) Neutral 4) I slightly agree 5) I fully agree

Please, circle only one option.

1. I would have wanted to use more time for working with Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

2. We should have had more computers for working with Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

3. It was easy to see what other students were doing in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

4. It was easy to operate in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

5. I was lost among the knowledge in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

6. Writing notes to Synergeia helped me to understand better the issues we were studying.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

7. I explained my ideas to other students by using Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree
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8. It helped my thinking to see the ideas/notes I had created in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

9. I assume that it was useful for other students to see my ideas/notes in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

10. It was useful for me to be able to read other students’ ideas/notes in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

11. It was useful for me to be able to read teachers' ideas/notes in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

12. I summarized my different ideas in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

13. It was easy to find new connections between ideas while using Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

14. I was guided by the teacher to write research problems related to topic of study to Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

15. I made deepening questions to Synergeia during the process.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

16. The teacher encouraged us to create summaries in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

17. While working in Synergeia, I understood how the process of inquiry goes on.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree
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18. I was able to see the current phase of my inquiry in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

19. It was easy to structure the inquiry process in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

20. I was evaluating together with other students the inquiry process during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

21. I got a sufficient amount of guidance from the teacher during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

22. I did not know what to do in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

23. We were given sufficient instructions concerning how to study in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

24. It was easy to collaborate with other students via Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

25. I was following other students’ progress in Synergeia.
Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

26. The teacher encouraged us to collaborate.
Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

27. I would have liked to collaborate more with other students during the project.
Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5    Totally agree

28. How did the teacher support / guide / scaffold you during your inquiry-process?

Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of the paper if you
need more space.
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

29. If this inquiry-learning project was carried out again, how would you change/develop
SynergeiaFLE? For instance, what kind of tool you would implement in it, or what would you take

away from it? Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of
the paper if you need more space.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

30. How would you develop your own working procedures in inquiry learning? In what issues you

could operate/work in better manner? Please, write your answer here with your own words, and
continue other side of the paper if you need more space.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Thanks for filling out this questionnaire!
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Appendix 9: Student Questionnaire Greece, Italy and the Netherlands

Dear Student!

The purpose of this questionnaire is get information about your thoughts and conceptions that are related
to Synergeia and the collaborative learning project you just have participated. You should answer to the
questions by evaluating how well they are describing your own conceptions. Remember, there are no right
or wrong answers in this questionnaire!

Name: ____________________________________________ Girl q Boy q

School: ____________________________________________   Class:_________

Below is a list of functionalities of the Synergeia environment. Please, specify how much these
functionalities are useful for collaboration between students.

Please, circle only one option.

Much Enough A little I have never used it

Uploading of documents, URLs, etc. O O O O

Using the MapTool O O O O

Using the Instant Messaging O O O O

Using the Knowledge Building area O O O O

Using the Thinking Types O O O O

Using the Address Book O O O O

Using the Calendar O O O O

Below is a list of functionalities of the Synergeia environment. Please, specify the ease of use of these
functionalities.

Please, circle only one option.

Much Enough A little I have never used it

Uploading of documents O O O O

Writing notes O O O O

Using the MapTool O O O O

Using the Instant Messaging O O O O

Using the Thinking Types O O O O

Using the Address Book O O O O

Using the Calendar O O O O
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Please, specify your agreement degree for each of the following statements.

The scale used in the questionnaire is following:

1) I fully disagree 2) I slightly
disagree

3) Neutral 4) I slightly agree 5) I fully agree

Please, circle only one option.

1. I would have wanted to use more time for working with Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

2. We should have had more computers for working with Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

3. It was easy to see what other students were doing in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

4. It was easy to operate in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

5. I was lost among the knowledge in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

6. I explained my ideas to other students by using Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

7. It helped my thinking to see the ideas/notes I had created in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

8. It was useful for me to be able to read other students’ ideas/notes in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree
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9. It was easy to find new connections between ideas while using Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

10. While working in Synergeia, I understood how the process of inquiry goes on.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

11. It was easy to structure the inquiry process in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

12. I got a sufficient amount of guidance from the teacher during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

13. I did not know what to do in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

14. We were given sufficient instructions concerning how to study in Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

15. It was easy to collaborate with other students via Synergeia.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

16. The teacher encouraged us to collaborate.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

17. I would have liked to collaborate more with other students during the project.

Totally disagree 1 2 3 4 5  Totally agree

ß How did the teacher support / guide / scaffold you during your inquiry-process?

Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of the paper if you need
more space.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

ß If this collaborative learning project was carried out again, how would you change/develop Synergeia?
For instance, what kind of tool you would implement in it, or what would you take away from it?
Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of the paper if you need
more space.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

ß If you had to tell someone about this experience, how would you describe it?
Please, write your answer here with your own words, and continue other side of the paper if you need

more space.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Thanks for filling out this questionnaire!


